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ABSTRACT 

In this dissertation, detailed investigation of characteristics of molecular self-assembly 

of different surfactant systems have been explored via conductivity, UV-Visible 

spectroscopy, FTIR spectroscopy, fluorescence steady state emission spectroscopy, 

fluorescence anisotropy, Quantum chemical calculations, dynamic light scattering 

study (DLS), and high resolution transmission electron microscopic (HRTEM) study.  

In Chapter I, the concept of molecular self-assembly has been introduced. The 

different types of molecular aggregates and the related systems have been presented. 

Applications of self assembled structures and important research advancements in 

related fields have been elaborately discussed.  

In Chapter II, the scopes of research on molecular aggregates in the field of surface 

chemistry and the objectives of the present dissertation have been discussed.  

In Chapter III, includes the extensive investigation on the self-assembly of 

didoceyldimethylammonium bromide (D12DAB), didecyldimethylammonium 

bromide (D10DAB) and ditetradecyldimethylammonium bromide (D14DAB) in 

aqueous medium, which is severely restricted due to their insolubility. These 

surfactants are highly soluble in acetonitrile, which allows investigation in a wide 

range of concentrations. An unusual aggregation phenomenon is exhibited by double 

tailed cationic surfactants in acetonitrile, displaying multi-step breaks in conductivity-

concentration profile in a wide concentration regime. These studies along with that of 

steady state fluorescence measurements indicate the presence of multi-step self-

assembly phenomena to occur in the system. High resolution transmission electron 

microscopy (HRTEM) experiments show the presence of fascinating morphologies of 

the aggregates. The experimental observations are analyzed and the driving forces 

behind the phenomena are discussed. 

In Chapter IV, involves micellization and related thermodynamic parameters of a 

double tailed cationic surfactant Didodecyldimethyl-ammonium bromide (D12DAB) 

in various compositions of acetonitrile-water (ACN-W) mixed media have been 

studied at five temperatures ranging between 278K and 313K. Conductometric and 

fluorimetric experiments are done to obtain the parameters like critical aggregation 

concentration (cac), degree of counterion binding (β) and Stern-Volmer constant 
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(KSV). Assuming mass-action model for micelle formation, various thermodynamic 

parameters are estimated from the temperature dependence of cac values. The 

inclusion of ACN causes an increase in cac of D12DAB and low aggregation number 

of aggregates whereas the thermodynamic analysis shows that, although the 

micellization is not favorable compared to pure water, the process is spontaneous and 

exothermic. 

In Chapter V, presents the report regarding the microstructural transition from 

aqueous to acetonitrile (ACN)-based non-aqueous reverse micelles (RMs) stabilized 

by cationic didodecyldimethyl-ammonium bromide (D12DAB) and anionic sodium 

bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT) in cyclohexane. The synergistic solubilization 

capacity of corresponding polar solvent at a fixed composition and the nature of 

conductance plots in these RMs are markedly varied along with the composition of 

binary solvents (water and ACN at pure or mixed states) and the surfactant charge 

types (D12DAB and AOT). The structural alteration in these RMs through water- and 

ACN-rich compositions are studied by FTIR, where the results are explained in terms 

of molecular states of water and ACN inside RMs. The differential binding affinity of 

both polar solvents with the two surfactants is shown using ab initio calculations. The 

subsequent appearance and disappearance of aqueous nano-pool is verified from UV-

Vis technique using CoCl2. The lack of H-bonding ability on going from aqueous to 

ACN-based RMs is evidenced from the temperature dependent DLS study along with 

the absorption profiles of 7-hydroxycoumarin. The results show how the 

microstructures and H-bonding interactions inside RMs are dramatically altered by 

simply changing polarity of the solvents or the surfactant charge types. This report 

could be useful to understand the formation mechanism of two class of RMs. 

In Chapter VI, represents the fluorometric and uv-vis spectrometric measurements to 

explore the binding constants of 7-Hydroxy coumarin (7HC) with cationic surfactants 

didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (D12DAB), didecyldimethyl-ammonium 

bromide (D10DAB) and ditetradecyldimethylammonium bromide (D14DAB) in the 

acetonitrile medium. The binding constants are found to be quite high in the first 

aggregation step. Series of spectral techniques like steady state fluorescence and 

fluorescence anisotropy study, UV-Vis study reveal the results of dye surfactant 

interaction in non-aqueous environment. Dye–surfactant interaction constants are 
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determined by UV-Vis spectroscopic study at different temperatures (293–323K) and 

subsequently the thermodynamic parameters, viz., ΔG0, ΔH0 and ΔS0 are evaluated 

using the binding constant. 
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PREFACE 

Solutions of surfactant assemblies have been the subject of intensive investigation 

form both theoretical and experimental points of view during the past three decades or 

more. The interest in these complex fluids originates not only from the variety of 

supramolecular structures (such as micelles, vesicles, reverse micelles etc.) formed by 

the amphiphile(s), but also from the aggregation of polar and nonpolar domains with 

particular characteristics in a given system. The different shape and size of the 

assemblies are depends on the functions of various parameters such as chemical 

nature of the surfactant, nature of the additives and the solvent polarity. 

The aggregation phenomenon of amphiphiles in nonaqueous media has been the 

subject of many researchers due to the increasing use of these materials in such areas 

as lubrication and cleaning operations, which require water-free or water-poor media. 

The solvents used in these studies are strongly polar with water-like properties. 

On the other hand, microemulsions are macroscopically homogeneous mixtures of oil, 

water, surfactant and/or cosurfactant, whereas in the microscopic level it consists of 

individual domains of oil and water separated by a monolayer of surfactant and/or 

cosurfactant. The microheterogeneity of such dispersion with unique physicochemical 

properties viz. spontaneous formation, clear appearance, thermodynamical stability, 

ultra-low interfacial tension, low viscosity, large interfacial area, high solubilization 

capacity for both hydrophilic and lipophilic compounds induce drastic changes in the 

reagent concentrations. 

In view of these, this dissertation depicts the comprehensive understanding about the 

surfactant aggregation in solution (nonaqueous and mixed aqueous), which is the 

fundamental thing in the field of surfactant chemistry in exploring the development of 

surfactant systems with varying polarity. Hence, this thesis aims to explore the 

aggregation characteristics of surfactants in solution, morphological change, 

compatibility and their applicability. 
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Fig. S1. Electrical conductivity of AOT/cyclohexane reverse micelles (RMs) 

composed of different binary compositions of water (100-0%, v/v) as a function of 

molar ratio of polar solvent to surfactant (R) at 298 K. 
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Table S1. Fraction of different water type in D12DAB/cyclohexane reverse micelles 

(RMs) composed of different binary compositions of polar solvents (water or ACN, 

v/v) at 298 K. 

Volume % 

of water in 

RMs 

 

Volume 

% of 

ACN in 

RMs 

 

Molar ratio 

of water to 

surfactant 

(ω0) 

Free water 

 

Bound 

water 

Trapped 

water 

10 90 0.37 0.1651 0.1245 0.7104 

 

20 80 0.74 0.0047 

 

0.5509 0.4443 

30 70 1.11 0.0036 0.6451 

 

0.3513 

40 60 1.48 0.0028 0.6735 

 

0.3236 

50 50 1.85 0.0015 0.8115 0.1871 

 

60 40 2.22 0.2034 0.7871 0.0095 

 

70 30 2.59 0.2160 0.7285 0.0555 

 

80 20 2.96 0.2457 0.6912 0.0632 

 

90 10 3.33 0.4627 0.2361 0.3012 

 

100 0 3.70 0.5757 0.1095 0.3147 
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Fig. S2. FTIR spectra in νCN region of ACN molecules in (A) D12DAB and (B) AOT-

based reverse micelles (RMs) composed of different cocnentration of ACN in mixed 

polar solvents (ACN or water, v/v) at 298 K. 

 

Fig. S3. Gaussian deconvoluted FTIR spectra in νCN region of ACN molecules in (A) 

D12DAB and (B) AOT-based reverse micelles (RMs) composed of 50% ACN in 

mixed polar solvents (ACN or water, v/v) at 298 K. Gaussian deconvoluted area 

fraction of various ACN states in D12DAB (C) and AOT (D)-based RMs.   
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Fig. S4. Electrostatic potential map of (A) water, (B) ACN, (C) modelled D12DAB 

and (D) AOT head group in which blue color is the area with the lowest negative 

charge and red color shows the region with the highest negative charge. 

 

 

Fig. S5. Calculated vibration frequencies of (A) modelled D12DAB, (B) water, (C) 

ACN, (D) D12DAB-water, (E) D12DAB-ACN, and (F) D12DAB-water-ACN using 

DFT-B3LYP functional method with CAM-B3LYP/cc-pVDZ basis set. 
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Fig. S6.Calculated vibrational frequencies of bending and stretching OH vibrations 

for water molecules and stretching vibrations of C≡N in ACN molecules in different 

systems. 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction and review of previous works 

Surfactants self-assembly in solution: a brief description 

I.1. Amphiphile molecule 

Surfactants or surface active agents are a class of molecules that reduce the surface 

tension of water or other solvent via adsorption of molecules at the air-water/solvent 

interface. These are normally amphiphilic molecules with a long nonpolar 

hydrocarbon tail and a polar head group (Fig 1). These molecules are found to be 

comfortable in those situations when each part of the surfactant molecules are placed 

in an appropriate environment which is possible at the interface between two media. 

The head group may be cationic, anionic or non-ionic in nature and in some cases the 

head group contains both cationic and anionic centers. Thus according to the nature of 

charge present in the polar head, surfactants are classified into four different 

categories, viz., cationic, anionic, non-ionic and zwitterionic surfactants. Surfactants 

can also have two hydrocarbon chains attached to the polar head group. These are 

termed as double tailed surfactants. Surfactants containing two hydrophilic and two 

hydrophobic groups are called as “gemini” surfactants. These surfactants can be 

thought of “twin” surfactants as being made up of two typical surfactant molecules 

chemically linked at or near the head group. Amphiphilic molecules can also have two 

head groups (both cationic, both anionic or one cationic and another anionic) joined 

by a hydrophobic spacer [1]. These types of molecules are commonly known as 

“bola-amphiphile” or “bola-forms”. Surface activity of surfactant molecules depends 

on the nature of both hydrocarbon tail and polar head groups. Surfactant molecules 

with long hydrocarbon chains are found to be more surface active than the short 

hydrocarbon chains [2]. It is observed that amphiphiles with fluorocarbon chain are 

more surface active than those with hydrocarbon chain. This is because the 

fluorocarbon chain is more hydrophobic than hydrocarbon chain [3]. 
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Figure 1. Structure of different types of surfactants. 

Surfactant molecules undergo self aggregation or self assembly formation by 

spontaneous process of organization and form stable aggregates. Self assembly is well 

recognized in biological systems, such as, lipid bilayers, DNA duplex, tertiary and 

quaternary structure of proteins. The process of spontaneous aggregation formation of 

single molecules to a larger structure in a certain order is also important phenomenon 

in day-to-day life as well as in science and technology. As we all know about the 

example of aggregation formation of micelles by detergent molecules. Another most 

important example of aggregation is the formation of lipid bilayer membrane by 

phospholipids and it is very much essential for life. It has inspired chemists and 

physicists to study and mimic this and other types of aggregates [4]. Molecules are 

self-assembled at the borderline of solubility. In solubility polarity is an important 

property and it is governed by the rule “like dissolves like” [5]. That is why polar 

compounds are found to dissolve in polar solvent, i.e., salt in water; and apolar 

(hydrophobic) compounds are soluble in apolar solvent, i.e., vitamin E in oil. 

Furthermore, polar compounds are insoluble in apolar solvents or vice-e-versa (Fig 2). 
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LIPID BILAYERS                                                                                DNA DUPLEX 

                     

TERTIARY STRUCTURE OF PROTEIN             QUATERNARY STRUCTURE OF PROTEIN 

Figure 2. Recognized self-assembly in biological systems. 

I.2. Water as a medium of surfactant aggregation 

Water is a liquid having high cohesive energy due to the formation of three 

dimensional network by hydrogen bonding (H-bonding) and van der Waals’ 

interactions. This induces that the amount of work required for expanding the air 

water interface is characterized by the surface tension. For pure water it is quite high 

i.e.,72.6 mN.m-1 at 300C temperature. Surfactants form different types of aggregates 

in water. The best known example is the micelle. Micelles are spontaneously formed 

in dynamic systems with a lifetime in the order of milliseconds. The monomers are 

continuously exchanged with the surrounding medium with a residence time in the 

micelle in the order of microseconds [4]. The polar head groups of the surfactant 

molecules are located on the outside of the micelles, where they are in contact with 

surrounding water molecules. The long alkyl chains are located inside the micelles 

and they are shielded from the polar environment. The driving force of spontaneous 
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micellization is the hydrophobic effect while hydrophobic hydration and hydrophobic 

interactions also play important role [6]. When the surfactant molecules are present as 

monomers in solutions, the hydrophobic tails are hydrated. This involves increased 

hydrogen bond interactions and loss of degree of freedom of the hydrated molecules 

as compared to that of the bulk water (Fig 3). Upon micellization, there is van der 

Waals interaction between the hydrophobic tails, which causes a considerable 

decrease in the hydrophobic hydration. This consequent breaking of hydrogen bonds 

results in an unfavorable enthalpy effect, which is compensated by the large entropy 

gain in the whole process, due to increase in degree of freedom of water molecules. 

The favorable entropy effect also compensates for two micellar effects, the entropy 

loss for the tails themselves and the enthalpy increase due to head group repulsion, 

especially in case of ionic surfactants. However, the binding of counterions relieves 

this repulsion by decreasing the overall surface charge. 

 

 

Figure 3. Representation of interaction between water and surfactant. 
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I.3. Shape and structure of molecular aggregates: the packing parameter 

Self-organizing of amphiphiles in solution is spontaneous and thermodynamically 

driven and it depends on the molecular structure. For complete understanding, free 

energy minimization arguments of surfactant self assembly should be considered. As 

a result of the opposing forces of solvophobicity (driving the aggregate to infinite 

size) and solvophilicity (driving the system to molecular dispersity) the assembly of 

amphiphiles takes on a preferred size and shape corresponding to the lowest energy 

state of the molecules. Shapes of the spontaneously formed association colloids can 

be predicted with considerable certainty using three nominal geometric parameters of 

the surfactant molecules: (i) the surface area of the head group when the amphiphile 

molecules are packed so as to maximize the attractive forces and minimize the 

repulsive forces is defined as the optimal head group area, ‘a0’, (ii) the volume of the 

hydrocarbon tail, ‘v’, which is assume to be fluid and incompressible, and (iii) the 

critical chain length, ‘lc’, which is the maximum effective length the chain can 

assume. Israelachvili defined a critical packing parameter or shape factor, P (P = v/lc 

a0) that can be used to predict which structures the amphiphile will assemble to form 

(Fig 4) [6,7,8].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The critical packing parameter P (or surfactant number) relates the head 

group area, the extended length and the volume of the hydrophobic part of a surfactant 

molecule into a dimensionless number P=V/aolc. 
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This model predicts the formation of spherical micelle at P<1/3, a cylindrical micelle 

at 1/3<P<1/2, a vesicle or flexible bilayer at 1/2<P<1 and inverted micelles at P>1. 

Thus the parameter, P is a measure of local curvature; large values of P correspond to 

large (or inverted) aggregates, while small values of P corresponds to the highly 

curved micellar structures [9]. The influence of geometrical parameters of surfactants 

on the shapes of the associates is presented in the following figure (Fig 5).  

 

Figure 5.  Schematic representation of surfactant structures and shapes derived from 

various packing parameters. 

By considering the geometry of the solvophobic or hydrophobic portion of the 

surfactant molecules, i.e., the hydrocarbon tail of the surfactant molecules, size and 

shape of the assembly can easily be predicted. For example, simple single chained 
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surfactants such as cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and sodiumdodecyl 

sulphate (SDS) form micelles in dilute aqueous solutions and have P<1/2. However, 

when a second chain is joined to the surfactant head, then the volume (v) of the 

hydrophobic portion is twice and the value of P ranges between 1/2 and 1. Similarly, 

the double chained cationic surfactant didodecyldimethylammonium bromide 

(D12DAB) forms vesicles as well as bilayer microstructures. On the other hand, 

sodium bis-(2-ethyl-1-hexyl) sulfosuccinate commonly known as Aerosol-OT or 

AOT, a double chained anionic surfactant, forms inverted micelles type of 

morphology, since its packing parameter (P) is found to be greater than 1 [10]. 

I.4. Thermodynamic effect: Solvophobic effect on surfactant aggregation 

The solvophobic effect on surfactant aggregation can be better understood by 

considering the thermodynamic parameters. When the Gibbs free energy (ΔG) values 

are negative, aggregation is favourable. It is driven by negative enthalpy change (ΔH) 

of the process indicating favourable aggregation. The negative entropy change (ΔS) is 

due to unfavourable ordering of hydrocarbon tails and head groups into the micellar 

interior and unto the micellar surface respectively. Since, hydrocarbon-hydrocarbon 

interaction are weak, the favourable enthalpy change must originate from the 

restoration of the strong solvent-solvent interactions that occur when the hydrocarbon 

tails are transferred out of the solvent and into the micelle. In other words, it may be 

said that these interactions squeeze the amphiphile out of the solvent and into the 

micelle. With increase in strength of these solvent-solvent interactions, the 

cohesiveness increases, thereby decreasing the solubility of non-polar solutes and 

driving the solvophobic effect. In case of water, the role of enthalpy and entropy, 

however, appears to be reserved. That is aggregation at room temperature seems to be 

entropically rather than enthalpically driven [7,8,9].  

I.5. Different types of aggregates of surfactants 

I.5.1 Micelle  

The most extensively studied self-assembled structure of molecular aggregates of 

surfactant is the micelle. Micelles are formed by ionic amphiphile molecules in 

aqueous solution by the dynamic associations of surfactant molecules achieved by the 

segregation of hydrophobic portions from the solvent. Micelles are mostly spherical in 
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nature above the critical micellization concentration (cmc) in water or other organic 

solvents [1,2]. Micellar aggregates are short lived dynamic species, which rapidly 

disassemble and reassemble [11]. Hence, it is possible to determine the average shape 

and average aggregation number of the micelles. In micellization, two opposing 

forces are at work. The first is the hydrophobicity of the hydrocarbon tail which 

favors the formation of micelles and second is the repulsion between the surfactant 

head groups. In micelles formed by ionic surfactants, the hydrophobic driving force is 

large enough to overcome the electrostatic repulsion arising from the surfactant head 

groups.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Schematic representation of a spherical micelle in aqueous solution. 

Fig 6 represents a spherical micelle formed in aqueous solution, where the 

hydrophobic chains are directed towards the interior of the aggregate and the polar 

head groups point towards bulk water, hence allowing the solubility/stability of the 

aggregates (no phase separation). Micelles are disorganized assemblies whose interior 

consist of mobile, non-stretched hydrophobic chains [12]. It may be noted in addition 

that water molecules can penetrate partially into the micelle core to interact with the 

surfactant hydrophobic tails [13]. There are large number of articles on micelles, 

micelle structures and thermodynamics of micelle formation. A huge number of 

experimental and theoretical work are done in order to understand the aggregation of 

surface active molecules [14,15,16].  
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Micelles are generally formed by cationic, anionic, zwitterionic as well as nonionic 

surfactants having short alkyl chains. The environment of micelles varies in a regular 

manner as function of distance from the centre of the micelle, going from a relatively 

dense aliphatic medium near the centre to a relatively diffused region known as either 

Stern layer in ionic micelles, or as palisade layer in neutral micelles [17,18,19], where 

the head groups, bound counterions and solvent molecules co-exist. The remaining 

counterions are contained in the Gouy-Chapman portion of the double layer that 

extends further into the aqueous phase. Fluorescence probe studies have indicated that 

micellar core is non-polar, but less fluid than hydrocarbon solvents of equivalent 

chain length [20]. On the other hand, the polarity of the Stern layer is equal to that of 

alcohols [21] (Fig 7). 

 

Figure 7. Representative Stern layer and Gouy-Chapman layer in cationic and anionic 

micelles.   

Miscellaneous work has been done on interpret the various factors that determine the 

cmc at which micelle formation becomes significant, especially in aqueous media. An 

extensive compilation of the cmc’s of surfactants in aqueous media has been 

published [22]. Among them the factors that are known to affect the cmc in aqueous 

solution are (i) the structure of the surfactant, (ii) the presence of added electrolyte (in 

the case of ionic surfactants) in the solution, (iii) the presence of various organic 

compounds in solution, and (iv) temperature of the solution. 

Surfactant structure. In general, the ionic surfactants possess higher cmc values 

compared to nonionic surfactants. The cmc in aqueous media decreases with the 
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increase of the hydrophobic character of the surfactant [23]. It has been visualised that 

the cmc is halved by the addition of one methylene group to a straight-chain 

hydrocarbon tail. Where as in case of non-ionic surfactant this decrease of cmc is one 

third of its original value by the addition of one methylene group [24]. For 

zwitterionics, the cmc value is decreased to one fifth of its previous value. 

The cmc’s of the various homologues of surfactants with a linear alkyl chain follow 

the equation: 

log cmc = A – Bn, Where, n is the alkyl chain and A and B are constants. 

 

Figure 8. Variation of critical micelle concentration with hydrocarbon chain length for 

(A) sodium alkyl sulphate and alkyl trimethylammonium bromide (B) Hexaoxy ethylene 

monoalkyl ethers.  

Where A and B are constants for a homologous series. Branching of a hydrocarbon 

chain causes an increase in cmc value of surfactants [25]. The decrease in free energy 

arises from the aggregation of branch chain molecules, is found to be less than that of 

obtained with linear molecules with the same number of carbon atoms. It is seen that 

for a given alkyl chain, cmc’s increase in the order nonionic (Polyoxyethylene glycol 

monoethers)< Zwitterionic< ionic (Cationic or anionic) [26].  

The branching of the hydrocarbon chain appears to have about one-half the effect of 

carbon atoms of a straight chain. When C-C double bond is present in the 
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hydrocarbon chain the cmc value is higher than that of the corresponding saturated 

compound. On adding of a polar group such as O or OH into the hydrophobic chain 

generally causes a significant increase in the cmc value in aqueous medium at room 

temperature. However, replacement of hydrocarbon chain by a fluorocarbon chain of 

same length causes a decrease in cmc value. For n-alkyl ionic surfactants, the cmc 

decreases in the order ammonium salts > carboxylates > sulfonates > sulfates. It has 

been found that in quaternary cationics, pyridinium compounds have smaller cmcs 

than the corresponding trimethylammonium compounds.  

Counterion. The degree of counterion binding, β (=1-α), has also an effect on the cmc 

value of ionic surfactants. The larger the hydrated radius of the counterion (NH
4

+ 

> K
+ 

> Na
+ 

> Li
+ 

and I
- 

>Br
- 

> Cl
-

), the weaker the degree of binding, and hence larger the 

cmc. Thus in aqueous medium, for anionic lauryl sulfates, the cmc increases in the 

order Ca
2+ 

< N(C
2
H

5
)
4

+ 

< N(CH
3
)
4

+ 

< NH
4

+

< Cs
+ 

< K
+ 

< Na
+ 

< Li
+

. On the other hand, 

for cationic dodecyltrimethylammonium and dodecylpyridinium salts, the order of 

decreasing in aqueous medium is I
- 

< Br
- 

< Cl
- 

<F
-

.  

Electrolyte. In case of aqueous solution, the presence of electrolyte causes a decrease 

in the cmc and this effect being more pronounced for anionic and cationic than for 

zwitterionic surfactants and more pronounced for zwitterionic than for nonionics. This 

is a consequence of decreased electrostatic repulsion between ionic headgroups in the 

micelle. The change in cmc of nonionics and zwitterionics upon addition of 

electrolyte is mainly due to the “salting out” or “salting in” of the hydrophobic group 

in aqueous solvent.  

Organic additives. Water-soluble polar organic compounds such as alcohols and 

amides reduce the cmc at much lower concentrations. Shorter-chain alcohols are 

mainly adsorbed in the water-micelle interfacial region. The longer-chain compounds 

are adsorbed in the outer portion of the micelle core, between the surfactant 

molecules. Additives that have more than one group capable of forming hydrogen 

bonds with water appear to produce greater depression of cmc. On the other hand, 

additives like urea, formamide, N-methylacetamide, guanidinium salts, short-chain 

alcohols, ethylene glycol, and other polyhydric alcohols, such as fructose and xylose 
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increase cmc at relatively higher concentrations by modifying the interaction of water 

with surfactant molecules.  

Temperature. The effect of temperature on the cmc of surfactants in aqueous medium 

is complex, the value appearing first to decrease with temperature to a minimum and 

then to increase with further increase in temperature. Increase in temperature causes 

decrease of hydration of the hydrophilic group, which favours micellization and also 

causes disruption of the structured water surrounding the hydrophobic group, which 

disfavours micellization. The relative magnitude of these two opposing effects, 

therefore, determines increase or decrease of cmc.  

Krafft temperature. Solubility of surfactants are found to increase after a certain 

temperature, this temperature is term as Krafft point or Krafft temperature. Below this 

temperature, the solubility of surfactant is too low for micellization. Above the Krafft 

point, a relatively large amount of surfactant can be dispersed in micelles and 

solubility increases greatly. Above the Krafft point, the maximum reduction of 

surface or interfacial tension occurs at the cmc, so cmc determines the monomer 

concentration. Non-ionic surfactants do not have Krafft temperature, their solubility 

decreases with increasing temperature and they begin to lose their surface active 

properties above a transition temperature, termed as cloud point. So that, for ionic 

surfactant krafft temperature is that temperature at which micelles are formed. It 

depends on hydrophobic groups and ionic composition of surfactant [23,24]. In the 

investigation of critical micelle concentrations of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide 

(CTAB) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) at 600C in formamide, higher cmc values 

of the surfactants are obtained in formamide than in water, and the corresponding 

Krafft temperatures for these surfactants are also higher in formamide compared to 

that in water. These results can be explained by the structure of formamide, by 

considering formamide as a low-melting anhydrous fused salt [25]. 
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Figure 9. Representation of Krafft temperature. 

I.5.2 Cylindrical micelles 

Considering the value of packing parameter, surfactants of longer alkyl chains are 

expected to form rodlike micelles. For a homogeneous series of surfactants, the 

sphere-to-rod like transition may occur when the chain length is increased. These 

micelles are formed from growth of spherical and disk-like micelles at concentrations 

much higher than the cmc of the surfactants. This may be manifested by the increase 

in solution viscosity. The growth of the micelles can also be induced either by 

increasing the concentration of the counterion or by increasing the hydrophobicity of 

the counterion. The cationic surfactant, cetyltrimethylammonium tosylate (CTAT) has 

a hydrophobic counterion that binds strongly to the micelle, and thereby forms 

wormlike micelles [26]. Thus inorganic or organic salts are being used as additives to 

facilitate the transition of micelles in ionic surfactant solutions [27-30]. Inorganic 

counterions promote the micellar growth by reducing the electrostatic repulsion in 

case of ionic micelles. The growth of cationic surfactant such as CTAB micelles has 

been extensively studied in the presence of salts like KBr [31], sodium salicylate 

[32,33], chlorobenzoates [34] and benzyl sulfonates [35]. The increased salt 

concentration caused the microstructure to change from globular to wormlike micelles 

[36,37]. Addition of anionic surfactant, viz., sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate 

(SDBS) to solutions of cationic surfactants has been found to generate wormlike 

micelles [38]. Wormlike micelles are long, flexible, cylindrical chains with contour 

length of the order of a few micrometers. Kaler and co-workers have reported a 
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million fold increase in viscosity for mixtures of alkyltrimethylammonium bromide 

surfactants and sodium oleate relative to the single component solution [39]. 

Wormlike micelles resemble polymers except that micelles are in thermal equilibrium 

with their monomers. The average micellar length is a thermodynamic quantity, and it 

responds to changes in solution composition and temperature. Normally, when a 

solution of wormlike micelle is heated, the micellar length decays exponentially with 

temperature. This reduction in micellar lengths leads to an exponential decrease in 

viscosity of the solution (Fig 10). 

 

Figure 10. Cylindrical micelle. 

I.5.3 Vesicles 

The spontaneously formed closed bilayer structure of surfactants in water are referred 

to as liposomes or vesicles [40,41]. These are constructed by alternating layers of 

lipid or surfactant bilayers spaced by aqueous layers or compartments arranged in 

approximately concentric circles (Fig 11). As a result, the vesicles have two distinct 

domains: the lipophilic outer membrane and the interior aqueous cavity. Vesicles are 

different from micelle in a way that micelles can solubilize amphiphiles and organic 

compounds, while vesicles can solubilize (or encapsulate) organic compounds and 

amphiphiles found in the lipid bilayer, inorganic compounds as well as amphiphiles 

found in the aqueous core. 

Vesicles are classified in terms of number of lamellae and size (Fig 11). 

Multimembrane [42,43] vesicles are divided into three groups: multilamellar vesicles 

(MLVs) also called also called as onion-shaped vesicles, oligolamellar vesicles 

(OLVs) and multivesicular vesicles (MVVs). OLVs are composed of several lamellae. 

Unilameller vesicles (ULVs) are usually divided into three groups in terms of size: 

small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs), large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) and giant 

unilamellar vesicles (GUVs). Vesicles under 100 nm are LUVs. GUVs are those, 
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which have sizes greater than 10 μm [44,45]. The disadvantages of MLVs are their 

heterogeneous size distribution. The homogeneous size distribution is the great 

advantage of SUVs, but it having the disadvantage of low encapsulation efficiency. 

Where as in LUVs the encapsulation is very much high and macromolecules are being 

encapsulated. Vesicles have been found to form from synthetic surfactants containing 

one, two or three alkyl hydrocarbon chains and quaternary ammonium carboxylate, 

sulfate, sulfonate, hydroxide or phosphate, zwitterionic or functionalized head groups. 

Vesicles are also generated by polymeric surfactants and block copolymers.  

 

 

 

Figure 11. Morphology of different vesicle structures. 

Vesicles formed by double tailed surfactants: Vesicles are normally formed by double 

tailed surfactants. Double chain amphiphiles with anionic head groups, such as 

sulfonate, phosphate and carboxylate form stable bilayer membrane when the alkyl 

chain contains more than 10 carbon atoms [46]. Mortara et al. reported vesicle 

formation from dihexadecyl phosphate [47]. Hoffman and co-workers have shown the 

formation of vesicles in diethylammonium perfluorooctanoate solution by small angle 

neutron scattering (SANS) studies [48]. In 1977, Kunitake et al. demonstrated that 

tetraalkylammonium salts with two long alkyl residues form vesicles similar to those 

of phospholipids [49]. They have further shown that synthetic surfactants, 

didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (D12DAB), can also form vesicles. In fact, this 

is the first example of a totally synthetic bilayer membrane [50]. Recently 

Bhattacharya and coworkers have synthesized double chain cationic surfactants that 

form vesicles in water. Another synthetic surfactant, dioctadecyldimethylammonium 

bromide (DDOAB), is reported to form vesicles in the presence of excess of water 

[51]. Dioctadecyldimethylammonium chloride and bromide (DODAC and DODAB) 

self-assembled spontaneously, above their gel-to-liquid crystalline phase transition 
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temperature, Tm (~480C and 450C respectively) at low concentration (e.g., 1.0 mM) 

form large unilamellar vesicles [52-54]. These vesicles have cylindrical shape with 

packing parameter close to 1 [55,56]. 

Vesicles formed by cationic mixtures: Now-a-days, researchers are attracted by the 

spontaneous formation of vesicles because of their simplicity of preparation and good 

dispersibility in water. Classical example of spontaneous formation of vesicles are 

“cationic” mixtures, also called “ion-pair-amphiphile”(IPA). In these cases, vesicles 

are simply formed by mixing cationic and anionic surfactants [57-61]. In fact, 

spontaneous vesicle formation by mixing of cationic and anionic surfactants also 

more economical. Cationic vesicles appeared as fascinating objects, and their 

synthesis, theoretical modeling, physicochemical characterization and trans-

membrane properties have been extensively investigated using different methods [62-

65]. The discovery of spontaneous formation of vesicles in mixtures of cationic and 

anionic surfactants is a particularly fascinating consequence of controlling and 

modulating interfacial curvature through interactions. These have been extensively 

investigated because of their possible applications in medicine, biology and pharmacy 

[66-73]. Characterization of the ability of cationic vesicles to encapsulate different 

types of probes is important factor for their application as carriers of molecules. 

Temperature is an important factor in the case of investigation of vesicular properties, 

emphasizing their stability and ability of incorporation and exemption of drugs. 

Investigation of the spontaneous vesicle formation has been described for many 

systems. Cationic mixtures with single chain surfactants are mostly investigated. 

Common examples of such mixtures are SDS/DTAB [74-77], CTAT/SDBS [78-89], 

CTAB/SOS [90-93] and DeAC/SdeS [94]. Preparation within the equimolar ratio of 

cationic and anionic surfactants is typical of such mixtures. However, in the excess of 

one surfactant, stable unilamellar vesicle formation occurs. The area of the vesicular 

phase in the phase diagram depends on cationic surfactant as well as anionic 

surfactant. In case of equimolar ratio of surfactants, the areas of the vesicular phase 

are appearing to be different or asymmetric due to the presence of different chain 

length of the surfactant molecules. In addition, precipitation was much stronger with 

increasing chain length [95]. In case of equal chain lengths but oppositely charged 

heads, precipitation appeared even much stronger compared to the phenomena 

appearing in case of a big difference in chain lengths. The exchange of Cl- with Br- 
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ions in the DTAB/SDBS mixture leads to the spreading of vesicular phase area [64]. 

These investigations indicate that counterion is an important factor in formation of the 

vesicular phase. 

Spontaneous vesicle formation of vesicles was observed in the mixture of double 

tailed didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (D12DAB) and single tailed SDS 

[75,96,97-102]. Kondo et al. published the phase diagram of that mixture; the sizes of 

aggregates are determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS) studies [104]. Besides, 

they investigated their ability of glucose entrapment. Different areas are found in the 

phase diagram, i.e., homogeneous solutions, liquid crystals, multiphases etc. Within 

the area of a great excess of SDS, spherical micelles are found. The vesicular phase 

are present within the area of excess of D12DAB. Spontaneous formation of vesicles 

was observed in the highly diluted area of surfactants (ω surfactant <0.001). Addition of 

D12DAB to the spherical micellar solution of SDS induces growth and transition of 

spherical to cylindrical micelles. Marques et al. investigated the DTAB/SDBS mixture 

using cryo-TEM, they determined the stability and sizes of vesicles. Vesicles in the 

aq. D12DAB/DTAC mixture within the high dilution region were most easily formed 

at a considerable excess of DTAC after a gentle mixing. The vesicles were 

polydispersed with two main populations around diameter, d = 40-50 nm and d = 500-

600 nm. Also intact vesicles, vesicles with ruptured membranes, small bilayer disks, 

and globular micelles are visualized by cryo-TEM [96,97,104]. 

Vesicle formation by single chain surfactants: Stable bilayer membranes are also 

being produce from single-chain amphiphiles. The conformations of these 

amphiphiles are associated with the incorporation into the aromatic moiety, such as 

biphenyl unit, azobenzene unit, diphenyl azomethine unit, etc [46,105]. Amphiphiles 

with a hyperextended alkyl chain [106] or a perfluorinated chain [107] or 

monoglycerides [108] can also form stable bilayer membranes. It is also seen that 

single-chain alkylamine oxides, and aldonamides also form vesicles in solution [109]. 

The simplest single-chain surfactants, which can form vesicles are the long chain 

alkyl carboxylates [110-115]. The strong hydrophobic attractions between the 

hydrocarbon tails, the driving force able to increase the packing parameter which 

results in formation of vesicles. Gebicki and Hicks reported the formation of 

spontaneous vesicles in mixtures of fully ionized and unionized oleic acid and linoleic 

acid at pH 8-9 [116]. Hargreaves and Deamer prepared liposomes from mixtures of 
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partially ionized fatty acids of alkyl chain length eight to eighteen above a certain 

temperature, Tm [117]. They also reported that liposomes formed spontaneously in 

mixtures of decanoate-decanol, dodecanoate-dodecanol, and oleic acidcholesterol in 

the pH range 10-12 [117]. Long-chain fatty acids (oleic and linoleic) are very much 

spontaneous in the formation of vesicles in aqueous solutions, which is pH dependent 

[116-118]. The vesicles are monodispersed in nature. Vesicle formation is a 

consequence of charged and uncharged surfactant molecules coexisting at certain pH 

values. The hydrogen bond caused the formation of dimers, which have the 

appropriate geometry structure to engender bilayer vesicles [119]. In recent times, 

much attention has been paid to pH-sensitive vesicles. 

I.5.4 Reverse Micelles and microemulsion 

When surfactant aggregate in non polar solvents, their polar or charged head groups 

are located at the interior, or core, while their hydrocarbon tails are extended together 

into the bulk solvent. These aggregates are termed as reverse micelles. Reverse 

micelles are now-a-days the subject of interest because of its applicability in (1) 

chemical (organic or inorganic), biological, electron transfer reactions, (2) water 

encased in these aggregates is thought to mimic water close to the bioligical 

membranes or proteins, (3) surfactant such as AOT (sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) 

sulfosuccinate) has a remarkable ability to solubilize large amounts of water, up to 

water-to-surfactant molar ratios of 40-60, according to the surrounding non-polar 

medium [120]. The solvent pool is defined over a wide range of solvent and surfactant 

concentration by a single parameter, 

ωs=[H2O]/[surfactant] 

This confinement makes the polar solvent different in behavior from pure solution. 

Thus, studies of many interesting photophysical works, charge transfer, energy 

transfer, exciplex formation, etc. have been carried out in reverse micelles [121,122] 

(Fig 12). 
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Figure 12.  Schematic representation of a reverse micelle formed from a double tailed 

surfactant. 

The name of “microemulsion” was first introduced by Hoar and Schulman in 1943 

[123]. These are isotropic, thermodynamically stable dispersions of oil, water, 

surfactant and often cosurfactant (usually alcohols). Their thermodynamic stability is 

due to sufficiently low interfacial tension that compensates the dispersion entropy. 

The microemulsions have diverse structures: oil droplets dispersed in a water-rich 

phase (O/W), water droplets dispersed in an oil-rich phase (W/O), or bicontinuous 

phase. In all cases the oil and water components are located in domains that have a 

characteristic dimension on the order of 10 nm i.e., the solubilized  aqueous micellar 

systems and inverted micellar systems can be rationalized as O/W and W/O 

microemulsions respectively (Fig 13). However, these states refer to rather low 

amounts of the solubilized oil and water. In the case of inverted micellar or reverse 

micellar systems, both the water content and amount of surfactant are very less 

compared to that of the oil phase. With the increase of water content the size of 

reverse micelles increases finally forming W/O microemulsion droplet. Thus, a ‘true’ 

microemulsion represents a state where the amounts of water and hydrocarbon are 

each in the range 35 to 45 wt% and the rest is surfactant. The variety of structures and 

the ability of microemulsions to solubilize both polar and nonpolar compounds have 

generated huge interest in these systems [124,125].  
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Figure 13. Schematic representation of O/W and W/O microemulsions. 

In order to have a better understanding of their equilibrium and dynamic behavior, 

and stability, most studies on W/O microemulsions are mainly focused on correlating 

the changes of various properties of these systems as a function of ω (= 

[water]/[surfactant]), surfactant chain length and oil chain length [126-133]. 

Microemulsions stabilized by fluorinated surfactant systems have attracted a lot of 

academic interest and have been studied extensively [134]. Various experimental 

techniques such as conductivity [126,128,130-132], time-resolved fluorescence 

quenching (TRFQ) [126,128,130-132], NMR [133] and quasi-electric light scattering 

(QELS) [130,131] have been used to characterize the systems. The electrical 

conductivity was used to show the occurrence of percolation phenomenon. The TRFQ 

was used to determine the size of the water droplets as well as the rate at which these 

droplets can exchange materials by collisions with temporary and partial merging. 

The QELS and self-diffusion NMR studies were found to perform the intensity of 

interactions between the droplets and the water self-diffusion coefficiency, 

respectively. It is now well established that the microemulsion droplets undergo 

continual partial coalescence followed by reseparation on the time scale of 

millisecond to microsecond, depending on the system investigated. It is observed that 

the droplet size and interdroplet interactions increase as the surfactant chain length 

decreases [130]. Studies of water/n-alkane/Aerosol OT (AOT) microemulsion 

systems showed that the droplet size and interactions increase with the oil chain 

length. The role of cosurfactant in determining the stability and behavior of ternary 

W/O microemulsions has also been investigated [124,125]. It has been shown that the 

effect of cosurfactant (alcohol) on water solubility, droplet size, electrical 
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conductivity and the rate of exchange of material between droplets are quantitatively 

similar to the effect of the surfactant chain length.  

HLB of surfactants: The hydrophilic lipophilic balance (HLB) has been used as a 

guiding tool for the formulation of surfactants [135]. Ionic surfactant for e.g. SDS, 

having HLB value greater than 20, often require the presence of a cosurfactant to 

reduce the effective HLB to a value within the range required for microemulsion 

formation. Here it must be noted that, though microemulsion formation require certain 

careful conditions, and the HLB of the surfactant can only be used as a starting point 

of selection of the components that will form a microemulsion. Griffin proposed to 

calculate the HLB of a surfactant from its chemical structure and to match that 

number with the HLB of the oil phase [136]. The system employs certain empirical 

formulae to calculate the HLB number within a range of 0 to 20. Hydrophilic 

surfactants that possess high water solubility and generally act as good solubilizing 

agents, detergents and stabilizers for O/W emulsions lie at the higher end of the scale. 

Whereas, surfactants with low water solubility, as solubilizers of water in oils and are 

good W/O emulsion stabilizers at the lower end of the scale (Fig 14). The 

effectiveness of a given surfactant in stabilizing a particular emulsion system depends 

on the balance between the HLB value of the surfactant and the oil phase involved. 

Although, the HLB system proposed by Griffin has been useful in most of the useful 

in most of the general applications by guiding the chemist to a choice of surfactant 

most suited to individual needs, others have been suggested that HLB can be 

calculated based on polar and non-polar contributions [137,138]. In the past, Griffin 

proposed the semi-empirical scale, but his original method for determining HLB 

number is a long and laborious experimental procedure [139,140].  
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Figure 14. Schematic representation of hydrophilic lipophilic balance. 

I.6. Aggregation study towards the non-aqueous media 

Surfactant molecules aggregate in the solvent medium, especially in water, to form 

micelles, vesicles, lamelle, bilayer type of aggregates. The different properties of 

water such as high hydrogen bonding ability, high dielectric constant, high cohesive 

energy, surface tension, structural characteristics are the governing parameters for the 

formation of micelles in the afore mentioned medium [141-145]. Polar solvents 

having above mentioned properties are able to form micelles. However, in order to 

study micellization in non-aqueous medium water is gradually replaced by another 

polar solvent. Although, micelle formations in non-aqueous medium are much less 

studied subject compared to the formation of micelle in aqueous medium, 

nevertheless, few reports on micellization of surfactant in non-aqueous medium are 

available in literature [146,147], which explores the effect of non-aqueous polar 

solvent on the micellization in mixed solvent medium.   

Among the three different classes of liquid solvents such as molecular liquids, ionic 

liquids and atomic liquids solvents, the molecular liquid solvents other than water are 

generally known as non-aqueous solvents. Sometimes these non-aqueous solvents 

mixed with water or other non-aqueous solvents give mixture of solvents, termed as 

mixed solvents. 

For solvents the electrostatic interaction is an important parameter that influences the 

solute-solvent, solute-solute interaction, as well as dissolution and dissociation of 
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electrolytes. Solvents having high permittivity are called polar solvents and those 

having low permittivity are termed as non-polar solvents. It is found that the relative 

permittivity of N-methylformamide, and N-methyl acetamide are exceptionally high 

at 182 and 191, respectively therefore these are considered as highly polar solvents. 

This high polarity is due to the fact that the molecules of solvents mutually interact by 

H-bonding and are linearly arranged which causes the high permittivity. 

Polarity of solvent is assessed by dipole moment of solvent molecules. Solvents with 

high dipole moments e.g., μ ≥ 2.5 D are called dipolar solvents. While those with low 

dipole moments are called apolar or non-polar solvents. Solvents those having strong 

proton accepting ability usually has strong hydrogen bond accepting, electron pair 

donating and electron donating ability. However, solvents with a strong proton 

donating ability usually has strong hydrogen bond donating, electron pair accepting 

and electron accepting abilities. 

On the basis of the presence of hydrogen, solvents are being divided into the groups 

of protic and aprotic solvents. In the case of protic solvent, hydrogen atom is joined to 

an electronegative atom such as oxygen (O), nitrogen (N) and halogen (X). Where as 

in case of aprotic solvents, the hydrogen atom is not joined to an electronegative 

atom, rather this hydrogen atom is joined with the carbon atom. So that, for protic 

solvents the proton donating ability and H-bond formation ability is found to be very 

weak. Protic solvents having high permittivity (Ɛr ≥ 15 or 20) or large dipole moment 

(μ ≥ 2.5 D) are often called dipolar protic solvents.   

Solvophobic interaction is a descriptive parameter in determining the micellization of 

surfactants in the solvent medium other than water. There is nothing but hydrophobic 

interactions which causes micellization in aqueous medium. These interactions are 

important in maintaining the conformations of proteins and macromolecules. The 

changes in free energy are entropic in nature, and enthalpy changes are found to be 

unfavorable at low temperature, ΔH>0. It is believed that around the non polar parts 

of the surfactants which are present in contact with water there is an increased 

ordering of water molecules due to the formation of H-bond and due to the formation 

of hydrophobic bond the order is diminished, so that there is a positive entropy 

change. The formations of micelles in polar non-aqueous solvents are due to the 

solvophobic interaction and are similar in many respects, to the formation of micelles 

in aqueous medium. Although, the formation of micelle in non-aqueous medium is 
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not favored due to the low dielectric constant compared to that of water for a given 

surfactant system [148-151]. 

Micelle formed in the solvent medium is stabilized by its thermodynamic parameters. 

Formations of micelle include both the electrostatic and hydrophobic contributions to 

the overall Gibbs energy of the system. The limited solubility of hydrocarbon species 

in water can be attributed to the hydrophobic effect. The Gibbs energy, which is 

hydrophobic in nature, can be defined as the Gibbs energy for the transferring of 

hydrocarbon solute from the hydrocarbon solvent to water. In terms of entropic and 

enthalpic point of view, in the case of hydrophobic effect the entropy term is 

dominant, i.e., the transfer of hydrocarbon solute from the hydrocarbon solvent to 

water or other solvent medium, which is accompanied by an increase in Gibbs transfer 

energy. In the case of aqueous system, the decrease in entropy is thought to be the 

result of breakdown of normal H-bonded structure of water around the hydrocarbon 

chain. In order to minimize the large change in entropy, the clustering of solvent 

molecules take place, such clustering is enthalpically favorable but entropically 

unfavorable. The overall process has the tendency to bring the hydrocarbon molecules 

together, which is termed as hydropobic interaction [152,153].  

Below cmc negligible aggregation of the surfactants takes place, where as above the 

cmc extensive aggregates are formed. Literature shows that presence of excess 

monomers within the solution after cmc give rise to the formation of another 

aggregate, known as second cmc [154]. A second cmc appear in order to decrease the 

electrical repulsion among the micelles and to gain the positional ordering. Scientist 

Porte et al (1984) inferred that the second cmc appeared due to the transition of 

geometry from sphere to rod. 

Micelles monomer units are when introduced in the aqueous solution, the H-bonding 

network of water molecules are being disrupted. Micelles monomer units, when 

introduced in the aqueous solution, disrupt the H-bonding network of water 

molecules. The water molecules orient or arrange themselves around the surfactant 

entity to satisfy their H-bonds. Due to disruption of H-bonds in water, entropy in the 

bulk water phase decrease, which is an unfavorable phenomenon. Further addition of 

surfactant monomer to water drives the surfactant molecules to aggregate in water 

medium and form micelles. In this association, the entropy change is positive. So that, 

the formation of micelles is assisted or rather favored from thermodynamic point of 

view [155-157]. 
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From the above discussions on the various parameters on which the aggregation of 

surfactants are dependent, it is evident that properties of the solvent play vital role in 

determining the type of aggregation of surfactants. Thus based on the solvent 

properties water is gradually replaced by non-aqueous polar solvent, in which 

surfactants may self-assemble to form aggregates. A large number of aggregation 

studies are done where water is gradually exchanged with another polar solvent. A 

study of cmc of the surfactants Brij 30, Triton x-100 etc. in the solvents of benzene, 

carbontetrachloride, eyhylene glycol are done by spectroscopic technique [158,159]. 

Micellization of cetylpyridiium chloride (CPC), dodecylpyridinium bromide (DPB) 

and myristyltrimethylammonium bromide (MTAB) is the first report about the 

existence of micelles in pure polar organic solvent i.e., in pure ethylene glycol [160]. 

Study on the refractive indices of solutions of sodium oleate, sodium stearate, sodium 

palmitate, sodium deoxycholate, and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide measured in 

formamide, N-methylacetamide (NMA), N,N'-dimethylformamide (DMF), and N,N'-

dimethylacetamide (DMA) at 300C and different concentrations indicate that micelle 

formation takes place in formamide and NMA but not in DMF and DMA. The results 

point to the fact that above surfactants form charged micelles in strongly hydrogen-

bonded solvents of high dielectric constant, namely, formamide and NMA similar to 

that in water, but not in the solvents of medium dielectric constant and weak hydrogen 

bonding like DMF and DMA [161]. The SDS/formamide model system studied via 

surface tension measurements indicate its lower stability in micellar states in 

formamide solvent [25,162]. It has been also seen from NMR relaxation 

measurements on deuterated surfactant that small aggregates are present at 600C, but 

it grows moderately with increasing concentration of surfactant. The small angle 

neutron scattering (SANS) analysis shows that the micellar aggregates gradually grow 

from 9 to 17 monomers in the concentration interval studied (9.2-20.4 wt%). The 

progressive aggregation is interpreted in terms of multiple equilibrium of aggregation 

[162,166,167]. Evans and coworkers established that micellization in hydrazine 

satisfy the requirement of micelle formation and also implies that the specific 

properties of water are not the only requirement for aggregate formation 

[163,164,165]. Alkyltrimethylammonium surfactants are also still commonly used 

model systems in surface chemistry. Studies on hexadecyltrimethyl ammonium 

bromide (CTAB) in formamide, ethylene glycol and glycerol, respectively, suggested 

higher cmc as determined from surface tension, conductivity measurements, as well 
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as smaller aggregates, determined from lH NMR relaxation rate measurements [146]. 

In a study of the micellization of hexadecyltrimethylammonium surfactants with 

varying counterions (chloride, bromide, tosylate) in formamide, it is concluded that 

standard methods for determining cmc viz., surface tension, conductivity, density, 

calorimetric measurements, give similar values of the cmc. A smaller size of the 

micelles as well as a higher cmc in formamide as compared to water has also been 

established, for e.g., for cetylpyridinium chloride in formamide, using ultrasonic 

relaxation measurements [165,168-170]. SDS and CTAB both are showing higher 

Krafft temperature value in formamide than water, because of the low melting fused 

salt structure of formamide in the micellar system [25]. Another novel solvent used 

for studying micellization is molten acetamide, which has been used in studies of 

aggregation of anionic surfactants at moderately high temperature. From conductivity 

measurements, it is revealed that micellar aggregates are formed at very low 

surfactant concentrations [171,172]. These reports are in contrast to other literature, in 

which the cmc is at most comparable but generally much higher than the cmc in 

water. Studies have also been performed on mixtures of acetamide in water; the 

results show a decrease in cmc when adding acetamide in moderate concentrations 

(<10 Wt%) to water. This seems due to the incorporation of acetamide into the 

micelles [173]. In the consideration of solvophobic effect, solvent interaction, mutual 

head group interaction or counterion binding interaction the aggregation of 

alkyltrimethylammonium and alkylpyridinium bromides in ethylene glycol-water, 

diethylene glycol-water system have been investigated. Aggregation is further 

examined for cetylpyridinium chloride, as well as for tetradecyltrimethylammonium 

bromide in water/ethylene glycol mixtures. Increasing amount of ethylene glycol 

leads to an increase in the dissociation of counterions, which implies the higher value 

of cmc [174-179]. Akhter et.al. investigated the solvophobic effect of various solvents 

on micellization of surfactants, such as sodium caprylate, sodium laurate, sodium 

palmitate and sodium stearate mainly using n-alkanols and acetamide derivative type 

of solvents. In N,N-dimethyl acetamide, the cmc value of above mentioned 

surfactants are found to be high because of the ion-solvent interaction since the ability 

of nitrogen to participate in resonance with the carbonyl group is more likely in N,N-

dimethyl acetamide than N-methyl acetamide and acetamide. Also in the case of n-

alkanols it is seen that with the increase of methylene group in the alkanol chain 

except in ethanol on moving from methanol to n-pentanol the critical micellization 
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value are found to decrease. This decrease in cmc is due to the inter-micellar 

solubility of long chain alcohols which in turn changes the hydrophilic balance of the 

micelle during the inclusion of alcohol within it [180-182]. Micellization of some 

surface active metal complexes are also studied in some non-aqueous system 

[177,183]. In recent years micellization of surfactants are also studied in 1,4-dioxane, 

dimethylsulfoxide, acetonitrile and other non-aqueous solvents. Kabir-ud-din et. al. 

have shown that the variation of cmc of tetradecyldimethylammonium bromide in 

acetonitrile-water mixed solvent system changes with increased percentage of 

acetonitrile solvent and also micellization of gemini surfactant using 

dimethylsulfoxide solvent [153,184]. On the other hand the formation of ion-pair and 

triple ion are found in the study of aggregation of SDS in 1,4-dioxane-water and 

methanol-water mixed solvent system. This behavior is also found in the mixed 

solvent of tetrahydrofuran and formamide with water [185,186]. In the study of 

systems of nonionic surfactants in water mixed with ethylene glycol, sorbitol or 

glycerol, using SANS study, the size of the micelles are found to increase with 

addition of polar solvent. This has been interpreted in terms of decreasing hydration 

of the polar head group due to the interaction between water and the polar solvent, 

resulting in the decrease of the curvature of the aggregates. 

References are provided in BIBLIOGRAPHY under “References for Chapter I” (Page 

125-133) 
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CHAPTER-II 

Scope and Object 

The self aggregation of amphiphilic molecules, either in the simplest form of 

monolayers or in the form of micelles, vesicles, liposomes and microemulsions, all 

provide unique opportunities to bring other molecules closer together, to orient them 

in specific way and to alter their reactivities. Thus, much of the impetus for the study 

of reactions in micelles, vesicles or microemulsions is that they model, to some 

extent, reactions in biological assemblies. Normal micelles that form within aqueous 

surfactant solutions above a surfactant concentration (or a concentration range), 

usually called critical micelle concentration (cmc), are a topic of major interest due to 

their unusual physicochemical properties as a result of surfactant aggregation. A 

complete understanding of the micellization phenomena, its fundamental aspects, use 

of related studies for technological developments, and understanding molecular 

behavior require a comprehensive knowledge of the forces and factors controlling the 

process. One approach that is widely being practiced for the said knowledge has been 

the study of effect of additives, especially electrolytes, on the micellization 

characteristics of ionic surfactants. The alteration or modifications of important 

physicochemical properties of aqueous surfactant solutions is highly desirable as far 

as potential applications of such systems are concerned.  

The self-assembled structures of surfactant systems have been widely utilized in many 

industrial and commercial applications including food, cosmetic and pharmaceutical 

formulations and modern technologies. Certain changes in the solvent quality provide 

us the opportunity to study the role of solvophobic effect and the increasing use of 

surfactants in the area of water free or water poor media makes this type of research 

field more interesting. Most of the investigations carried out focused mainly based on 

two aspects: the requirement from a solvent for amphiphilic assembly and what are 

the structural properties of the aggregates formed in these media. The solvents which 

bring about self-association of conventional amphiphiles have high cohesive energies 

and dielectric constants and considerable hydrogen bonding ability. Evans et al. 

suggested that the hydrogen bonding ability is a prerequisite for micellization to 

happen. Therefore, the presence of organic solvents in aqueous micellar solution 
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alters the biophysical behaviour, as well as the tendency of the surfactant molecules to 

keep away the contact from the bulk phase and, as a result of this, it affect the various 

micellization parameters such as critical micelle concentration (cmc), degree of 

counterion binding (β), average aggregation number (Nagg), etc. So that, knowledge of 

association of surfactant molecules and of their possible interactions with the solvents 

is very much essential for the proper understanding of their behavior in solution. 

The objective of this work is to understand the physic-chemical changes of surfactant 

to determine the interaction with the solvent having polarity different from water. 

Surfactant chosen for this study is Didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (D12DAB). 

D12DAB is very important cationic surfactant from scientific as well as industrial 

points of view, since, is a well known double-tailed cationic surfactant, which form 

spontaneous vesicles and bilayer aggregates in water at low concentration (near 

critical aggregation concentration, cac) due to its inverted cone molecular geometry. 

The solubility limit of the surfactant in water within a small concentration regime 

restricts exploration of its interfacial and bulk characteristics to a great extent in 

aqueous medium. Due to the presence of geometrical restrictions of D12DAB having 

inverted cone molecular geometry and negative surface curvature (concave-up) of the 

aggregates is formed (reverse micelle), but in the presence of highly polar solvents, 

the morphology is immediately changes into vesicle. To understand polarity tuned self 

aggregation process of D12DAB water is being replaced by acetonitrile solvent. 

Acetonitrile is an important solvent with weak hydrogen bonding ability, less polar 

than water (Dilectectric constant (ε) = 37.5), in which D12DAB is highly soluble. To 

precisely understand the self assembly process of D12DAB in pure acetonitrile and 

mixed solvent medium of water and acetonitrile have been investigated along with 

their morphological changes, as well as thermodynamic parameters. 

Another objective is to understand the microenvironment and dynamics of the 

confined geometry, the microstructural modification between acetonitrile based non-

aqueous RMs with that of aqueous RMs have been investigated. The RMs are 

formulated and characterized in cyclohexane using cationic surfactant D12DAB and 

anionic surfactant sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT), by solubilizing 

water and acetonitrile at different binary compositions. The double tailed cationic 

surfactant D12DAB also can effectively form RMs in nonpolar solvents without a 
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cosurfactant. This study extended the knowledge on the gradual changes occurring in 

the microstructure of the RMs on going from aqueous to non-aqueous RMs via 

several mixed compositions of water and acetonitrile. 

To undertstand the interaction between different types of double tailed cationic 

surfactant with non-ionic dye in non-aqueous polar solvent have been studied. 

Spectroscopic fluorescent probe 7 hydroxy coumarin is used to study the dye 

surfactant interaction with didodecyldimethylammonium bromide, didecyldimethyl-

ammonium bromide and ditetradecyldimethylammonium bromide in acetonitrile 

medium. 

The scope of the study open the field in understanding of solvent-tuned self-assembly 

process, which provide the deeper insight into the supramolecular chemistry and also 

new technology. This also provides the effect of binary mixtures of acetonitrile and 

water are widely used as reaction media in diverse fields of physical-organic 

chemistry, reverse phase liquid chromatography, and electrochemistry, solvent 

extraction, and atmospheric chemistry. 

References are provided in BIBLIOGRAPHY under “References for Chapter II” 

(Page 134-135) 
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CHAPTER-III 

Polarity Tuned Unusual Multi-Step Self Assemblies of 

Dialkyldimethylammonium Bromide Surfactants in 

Acetonitrile 

III.1. Introduction  

Self-assemblies of various types of molecules in polar solvents like water are well 

known and the phenomena are very common in nature especially in the realm of 

biology. Some of the known examples are amphiphilic substances including 

surfactants, block copolymers and a large class of organic dyes.The characteristics of 

the self-assembled structures of surfactants and the morphologies of the systems can 

be tuned by the geometry of the amphiphile molecule, composition of the system and 

the solvent polarity [1]. The self-assembled structures of these systems have 

extensively been utilized in many industrial and commercial applications including 

food, cosmetic and pharmaceutical formulations and technologies [2-

6].Didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (D12DAB) and its homologs 

didecyldimethylammonium bromide (D10DAB), ditetradecyldimethylammonium 

bromide (D14DAB) are well known double-tailed cationic surfactant, which tends to 

form vesicles [7-12] and bilayer aggregates in water under certain conditions at low 

concentration (near critical aggregation concentration, cac) due to its inverted cone 

molecular geometry [13]. Spontaneous formation of unilamellar vesicle by single 

surfactant system in aqueous medium is a highly desirable and interesting process 

because of possible usages of these media as models for biological membranes, the 

drug delivery vehicles and nano-reactors. D12DAB reportedly forms multilamellar 

vesicles along with normal micelles in water at low concentration. It has also been 

shown that D12DAB can form spontaneous vesicles either in the presence of a 

cosurfactant or by increasing surfactant head group area via replacing Br
- 
counter ions 

by OH
- 

[14,15].The solubility limit of the surfactant in water within a small 

concentration regime restricts exploration of its interfacial and bulk characteristics to 

a great extent in aqueous medium. Three dimensional geometry of self-assembled 

systems and their transformation in terms of weak interactions are of crucial 
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importance and have interesting relevance with many biological processes [16].The 

formation of ordered structures is spontaneous as far as thermodynamics is concerned 

but, kinetically manifested morphologies often result in many complex systems of 

high order [17].  Hydrogen bonding, π-π interaction, hydrophobic and van der Waals 

forces are generally involved in synergistic development of spontaneous architecture 

[17,18]. Fabrication of tailor made nanostructures with tunable size, shape and 

morphology is of particular importance in view of their performance and need based 

requirement [19,20]. The relationship between structures of building blocks and the 

morphology/property of aggregates has been the subject of intense scientific study in 

recent years. Apart from molecular topology, solvent characteristics viz., polarity and 

hydrogen bonding ability have remarkable and crucial influences on the 

morphology/function of the self-assembled structures as well and this has been 

ascribed to the involvement of non-covalent interaction between solute and the 

solvent molecules [21]. The processes for tuning self-assembled structures by solvent 

polarity and insight into the non-covalent interactions in regulating and controlling 

morphology are of crucial importance for comprehending the organization mechanism 

of complex systems. Careful design of molecules to promote controllable self-

assembly towards optimal supra-molecular structure has become a challenging task 

considering the delicate balance between kinetics and thermodynamics in a particular 

self-assembly system. D12DAB molecules have interesting molecular geometry. Due 

to strong geometrical constrain vis-à-vis their inverted cone molecular geometry, 

negative surface curvature (concave-up) of the aggregates is formed (reverse micelle) 

and in the presence of highly polar solvents, the morphology is immediately 

transformed into vesicle. Therefore, it is indeed interesting that owing to the simple 

molecular structure and distinct intermolecular interaction, it could offer the 

possibility to study the effect of solvent (polarity) in its self-assembly properties. 

Different kinds of orientation of solvent molecules and interaction between solute and 

solvent in different polarity media could subtly modify the stacking pattern of the 

molecules in the assembly and affect the nanostructures of the assembly. The 

understanding of solvent-tuned self-assembly process would provide deeper insight 

into the supramolecular chemistry and technology. Acetonitrile is an important 

solvent with weak hydrogen bonding ability, less polar than water (Dielectectric 

constant (ε) = 37.5), in which D12DAB is highly soluble. In this first report of the self-
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assembly process of D12DAB in acetonitrile, we summarize the results of highly 

unusual nature of self-assembly observed from electrical conductivity and steady state 

fluorescence measurements and the fascinating morphologies of the aggregates 

observed under high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). 

III.2. Materials and methods 

III.2.1 Materials 

Didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (D12DAB), didecyldimethylammonium 

bromide (D10DAB) and ditetradecyldimethylammonium bromide (D14DAB) were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). Acetonitrile (ACN) HPLC grade was 

purchased from Merck (India). Pyrene was purchased from Fluka (Switzerland) and 

purified before use via column chromatography using hexane as the eluent. Hexane 

was purchased from SDFCL (India). 7-Hydroxy Coumarin (7HC) was purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). The purity was 98% for D12DAB and for other chemicals 

it was greater than 99%. The chemicals were used as received (except pyrene). 

 

Fig. 1. Structures of (a) didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (D12DAB), (b) 

didecyldimethylammonium bromide (D10DAB), (c) ditetradecyldimethyl-

ammonium bromide (D14DAB), (d) 7 Hydroxy Coumarin (7HC) and (e) pyrene.  
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III.2.2 Instruments and Methods 

III.2.2.1 Conductometric measurement: All conductometric measurements were 

performed on Mettler Toledo (Switzerland) Digital Conductivity bridge (MC226) 

using a dip-type cell with a cell constant of 1.0 cm
-1

. All the measurements were done 

in a doubled walled glass vessel at the temperature 298 K. Constant temperature was 

maintained during the experiments with the aid of Remi (India) ultra thermostat (CB-

700) with precision (±0.1 K). 

III.2.2.2 Fluorescence measurement: Steady-state fluorescence emission study was 

carried out in a bench top spectrofluorimeter from Photon Technologies International 

(QuantaMaster-40, USA) with excitation and emission slit widths fixed at 0.5 nm. 

The samples were taken in a Hellma quartz cuvette of optical length 1.0 cm. 

Steady state fluorescence anisotropy study was carried out on the above 

spectrofluorimeter from Photon technologies International (Quantamaster-40) with 

excitation and emission slit widths fixed at 0.5 nm and 1.5 nm respectively. Steady 

state anisotropy (r) was determined using the following expressions [22]. 

r = (IVV -G. IVH) / (IVV +2G. IVH) and G = IHH/IVH                                                       (1) 

Where IVV and IVH represent the intensities obtained with the excitation polarizer 

oriented vertically and the emission polarizer oriented vertically and horizontally 

respectively; IHV and IHH refer to the similar parameters as mentioned above for the 

horizontal positions of the excitation polarizer. 

III.3. Results and discussion 

III.3.1 Conductivity measurement: Six break-points in conductance-

concentration profile 

Unlike water, acetonitrile dissolves D12DAB to a greater extent of concentration. This 

opens-up the opportunity to study the morphology of self-assembled structures of 

D12DAB to a wide range of concentration. The specific conductivity (κ) versus 

concentration profile is indeed interesting. Instead of two break points in water 

solvent, as many as six break points are displayed, making the result quite thought 

provoking (Fig 2).  
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Figure 2. Plots of specific conductance (κ) versus surfactant concentration at 298K 

(arrows are indicating corresponding cac values) of D12DAB. 

At each break point, identified by the intersection point of a pair of straight lines with 

different slopes (one fitted with the data points below and one above the break point), 

it is expected that a definite form of the self-assembled structure is formed. The initial 

value of slope of the straight line in the pre-aggregation region at the first break point, 

suggests that the addition of D12DAB in acetonitrile does not influence the unimer 

conductivity, whereas the slope of the straight line at the corresponding post-

aggregation region, at all the break points exhibits constant value with increasing 

surfactant concentration suggesting contributions from the unimers as well as the 

formed surfactant aggregates. This is indicated by steep increase of the slope in the 

pre-aggregation region followed by relatively gentle rise in the post-aggregation 

section. Ionic surfactants (e.g., D12DAB) are strongly dissociated in the polar solvent 

like acetonitrile and the solutions display a steady rise in electrical conductivity as a 

function of surfactant concentration in the premicellar regime. However, as the 

concentration exceeds cmc/cac, the counter ion dissociation is hindered because the 

aggregate formation leads to much stronger electrostatic attraction between the 

counter ion and the highly charged aggregate particles compared to the attraction of 

single surfactant ion with its counter ion. As a result, counter ions are accumulated 

around the charged aggregate particles. The extent of counter ion 

accumulation/condensation at the vicinity of charged particle depends on its average 

(since the aggregate particles are often non-spherical) surface charge density, which is 

the function of intrinsic charge carried by the particle as well as its size and 

geometrical shape [23]. In general, for a charged micelle, since the size is small, its 
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surface charge density is shown to be high and the electrostatic coupling is strong. In 

the present system, therefore, the lowering of the degree of counter ion dissociation 

value at the successive cac regimes (observed from the relative ratios of post-micellar 

slopes in conductivity plot to the pre-micellar initial slope (Fig. 2), where ions are free 

in solution) indicates the presence of successively larger aggregates with higher 

surface charge densities. The nature of the conductivity versus concentration profile 

reveals that in all probabilities, with the increase in the D12DAB concentration, self-

assembled structures of higher dimensions with higher aggregation numbers are 

formed. It seems apparent, therefore, that at each break point, in the low concentration 

regime, the ionic surfactant conductivity linearly depends on its concentration because 

of the surfactant dissociation. On the other hand, above the corresponding cac, the 

conductivity of the system becomes equal to the sum of the contributions of the 

conductivities of surfactant cations, bromide ions and the charged aggregates at the 

concerned concentration condition.  

κ  =  λNH4+CNa++  λDDA+CDDA++   λ(DDA)mBn
(m – n)

C(DDA)mBn
(m – n)

                                   (2) 

While beyond each of the break-point, the term λDDA+CDDA+ remains practically 

constant until the next break point occurs,  λNa+CNa+ is variable with surfactant 

concentration except at the very initial stage before appearance of the first break 

point. 

Table 1. Six cac values of D12DAB determined from conductivity data. 

Temp. T/K     cac1/M          cac2/M         cac3/M        cac4/M         cac5/M          cac6/M   

       298          0.0006          0.0066         0.0257        0.0700          0.1653          0.2919 

The data from table 1 reveals that the ratio’s of successive cac values follow the order, 

cac2/cac1  ˃˃˃  cac3/cac2  ˃˃  cac4/cac3 ˃  cac5/cac4  ˃  cac6/cac5 

Since, compared to all other cac’s, cac3 and cac2 occur between quite a wide 

concentration window interval and more so for cac2 and cac1, the step-wise 

morphology transition upto cac3 may be expected to be more dramatic than that of 

higher aggregates. It has been argued that the spontaneous curvature of monolayer is 

determined by the competition between the packing areas of the surfactant polar heads 

and the hydrocarbon tails. In case the head packing favors a larger areas than that 
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sought by the nonpolar tails, the surfactant film would curve so that the polar parts are 

on the exterior side of the interface. In the case of symmetric, mono-component 

bilayers the monolayer spontaneous curvatures should cancel and as such there is a 

net spontaneous curvature of the bilayer. In such a situation, any deviation from a flat 

bilayer may occur only at the expense of the free energy [24]. Moreover, in addition 

to the effective molecular shape of the surfactants, the surfactant concentrations, or 

packing density has a critical role in tuning the nanostructures of the mesophase [25]. 

The moderate solvent polarity and the strong geometrical constrain created via large 

packing parameter of D12DAB molecules tend to pack the surfactant head groups in 

the bilayer. However, due to relatively weak head group interactions with acetonitrile, 

causing tocreate a subtle and bloated head group zone,the nanostructures flip into new 

envelopes of higher order morphologies as a function of D12DAB concentrations. In 

other words, less solvophobicity of D12DAB in acetonitrile compared to water and 

favourable molecular geometry of D12DAB lead to stronger solute-solvent 

interactions resulting in the higher solubility of D12DAB on the one hand and 

formation of high order self-assembled nano-structures on the other hand respectively. 

Nevertheless, as the higher order morphology is formed at higher concentration, the 

overall equilibrium is readjusted but the erstwhile morphology must also be present.  

This issue has been considered and discussed at the latter stage of this report by 

adopting HRTEM technique. While, observation of six step self- assembly is a novel 

and hitherto unreported phenomena, we have further checked and verified the same 

by means of two other lead methods viz., steady state fluorescence probe technique 

and by fluorescence anisotropy measurement (Surface tension technique is not 

applicable in acetonitrile medium because of low surface tension of the solvent). 

In addition to the six step self-assembly of D12DAB in acetonitrile the aggregation 

process is extended in the case of didecyldimethylammonium bromide (D10DAB) and 

ditetradecyldimethylammonium bromide (D14DAB) in the acetonitrile medium in a 

wide range of concentration. The conductivity versus concentration profile (Fig 3) 

indicate the presence of five step aggregate and four step aggregate formation in the 

case of D10DAB and D14DAB surfactant respectively. Here also higher order 

aggregates are formed on moving from lower to higher concentration of the studied 

surfactant in the studied concentration range.   
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Figure 3. Plots of specific conductance (κ) versus surfactant concentration of D10DAB 

and D14DAB at 298K (arrows are indicating corresponding cac values). 

III.3.2 Steady-state fluorescence measurement 

Steady-state fluorescence emission study was performed to verify the successive 

aggregation phenomena and to determine cac values of the D12DAB aggregates in 

acetonitrile as well as to ascertain the microenvironment of the molecular aggregates 

in solution. Fig 4 depicts the variation in the fluorescence emission intensity of 2μM 

pyrene (probe) solution upon increasing the concentration of D12DAB (representative 

plots are shown in Fig 4). The lowering of emission intensity implies considerable 

binding of pyrene with D12DAB molecules. 
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Figure 4. Plots of fluorescence emission spectra of pyrene with changing concentration 

of D12DAB at cac1, cac2 and cac6 at 298K. 

The relative intensities of the vibronic bands, I1/I3, of pyrene emission are plotted as a 

function of the concentrations of surfactant (Fig 5). Sigmoidal variations are observed 

around six concentration regimes where successive aggregations were indicated by 

conductivity study (Fig 5). The relative intensity values were fitted according to 

Boltzmann distribution to obtain the inflexion points [26], which have been 

considered as the cac’s. The cac values obtained by this method are 0.00094(M), 

0.0087(M), 0.0332(M), 0.0914(M), 0.1411(M) and 0.2981(M) respectively. This 

result, in general, corroborates with that of conductivity study, which show unusual 

six-step aggregation to occur in acetonitrile-D12DAB system. However, the cac values 

measured from fluorescence experiments differ to some extent from those obtained 

from the conductance measurement (Table 1). Such difference of results between the 

two methods is not uncommon [27]. 
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Figure 5. Plots of pyrene 1:3 ratio (I1/I3) versus concentration of D12DAB surfactant at 

(a) cac1, (b) cac2, (c) cac3, (d) cac4, (e) cac5 and (f) cac6 at 298K. 

The I1/I3 value, which is shown to be a measure of the polarity of the fluorophore 

location does not vary to any great extent (Fig 5) [28]. This undoubtedly indicates that 

the location of the embedded fluophore, pyrene, is not highly non polar in nature. 
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Table 2. Six cac values of D12DAB determined from fluorometric data. 

Temp. T/K     cac1/M          cac2/M         cac3/M        cac4/M         cac5/M           cac6/M   

       298         0.00094         0.0087         0.0332       0.0914          0.1411           0.2981 

It may be argued that in the case of solvent like acetonitrile, the aggregates formed by 

D12DAB are either not highly compact in nature and a certain amount of solvent 

molecules penetrate inside the aggregate core making it less non-polar or else the 

double tailed cationic surfactant forms higher order aggregates like bilayer and 

multilayer vesicles having acetonitrile pools at the centers. The pyrene molecules may 

reside in the bilayer walls of the vesicle near the interface.  

The steady state fluorescence measurement of D10DAB-acetonitrile and D14DAB-

acetonitrile system by pyrene 1:3 method confirms the presence of multi step 

aggregates formation. The cac values obtained by this method are 0.00085(M), 

0.0092(M), 0.0330(M), 0.1032(M) and 0.2937(M) for D10DAB-acetonitrile system 

(Fig 6) and for D14DAB-acetonitrile system (Fig 7) the cac values are 0.00091(M), 

0.0073(M), 0.0226 (M) and 0.0483(M). This result, in general, corroborates with the 

values obtained by conductivity study. In the case of ionic surfactant system as the 

nimber of carbon atoms in the hydrocarbon chain increases corresponding cac value 

are gradually decreases. These types of behavior are also exhibiting by all these three 

surfactants studied more or less in the acetonitrile medium also on moving gradually 

lower to higher cac. The decreasing trends of cac with chain length are fully followed 

in the case of cac2, cac4 in the set of the surfactants D10DAB, D12DAB and D14DAB. 

Also in case of cac5 this decreasing trend is observed.  
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Figure 6. Plots of pyrene 1:3 ratio (I1/I3) versus concentration of D10DAB surfactant at 

(a) cac1, (b) cac2, (c) cac3, (d) cac4 and (e) cac5 of D10DAB-acetonitrile system at 298K. 
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Figure 7. Plots of pyrene 1:3 ratio (I1/I3) versus concentration of D14DAB surfactant at 

(a) cac1, (b) cac2, (c) cac3 and (d) cac4 D14DAB-acetonitrile system at 298K. 

III.3.3 Steady state fluorescence anisotropy 

Fluorescence anisotropy is an important parameter to monitor the changes in the 

microenvironment of the probe in the event of structural transition of the complex 

system. Anisotropy reveals the angular displacement that is dependent upon the 

rotational diffusion during lifetime of excited state of the fluorophore. The rate and 

extent of such rotational diffusion depends on the viscosity of the medium as well as 

the size and shape of the probe molecule. 7-Hydroxy coumarin is already known to be 

a very effective fluorophore [29,30] and, therefore, study of fluorescence anisotropy 

with the aid of this probe would be interesting in order to understand the microscopic 

changes in the environment comprising of D12DAB in acetonitrile. Fig 8 exhibits the 

variation of steady state fluorescence anisotropy as a function of D12DAB 

concentration in acetonitrile. The information on the residence sites of the probe 

molecules and the cac’s of D12DAB in acetonitrile seems interesting.  
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Figure 8. Fluorescence anisotropy versus concentration variation of D12DAB at (a) cac1, 

(b) cac2, (c) cac3 and (d) cac4 at 298K. 

The anisotropy (r) is related to the viscosity (η) around the probe by means of the 

Perrin’s equation, 

r0 / r  =  1  +   kBTτf/ Vη                                                                                              (3)  

where, r0 denotes anisotropy measured in a solvent of extremely high viscosity, kB is 

the Boltzman constant, T is the absolute temperature and V and τf are the effective 

molecular volume and the fluorescence life time of the probe, respectively [31,32]. 

The value of r would reflect the local viscosity of the microenvironment around the 

probe molecules at the experimental temperature. The figures show that r values 

decrease monotonically as a function of D12DAB concentration in acetonitrile until 

the formation of the aggregates and remain approximately constant thereafter. Under 

this condition, where the probe molecules are encapsulated within the aggregate core, 

no further change in its rotational dynamics is apparently entailed, resulting in near 

constancy of the anisotropy values. The features of the anisotropy-concentration 

profiles, however, allow estimation of cac values of the self assemblies of D12DAB in 
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acetonitrile. The values of the cac’s are shown Table 3 (beyond cac4, anisotropy-

concentration profile is unsystematic). 

Table 3.  The cac values of D12DAB determined from anisotropic data. 

Temp. T/K            cac1/M            cac2/M                cac3/M                 cac4/M          

       298                0.00097          0.0090                 0.0260                0.0620         

However, scattering of the r values either indicate that the aggregate interior is not 

highly compact where rotational dynamics of the probe molecules are strictly 

restricted or else the anisotropy of the probe is dependent to some extent on other 

factors too [33]. The nature of the above profile (decrease of r as a function of 

D12DAB concentration) is also not very common in aggregation processes of 

surfactants, although not unusual [31,34]. Actually, analysis of anisotropy data for 

probes in the micellar/vesicular phases has been shown to be much complex and 

needs to be made carefully. While equation 3, shows that r value depends on τf value 

of the probe, it is widely accepted that the fluorescence depolarization of probe 

molecules in micelles may actually be related to two different rotational processes 

[33]. The first one is the rotational diffusion of the probe in the aggregates and the 

second one is the rotation of the aggregate itself. Since the second rotational process 

clearly depends on the aggregate size and shape, anisotropy may also be affected by 

the aggregate size/shape as well. 

The anisotropic study is further employed to investigate the aggregation in D10DAB-

acetonitrile and D14DAB-acetonitrile system. The results obtained corroborate with 

the conductivity and as well as fluorescence study. The anisotropy plots are shown in 

the following Figure 9 and 10. 
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Figure 9. Fluorescence anisotropy versus concentration variation of D10DAB at (a) cac1, 

(b) cac2, (c) cac3 and (d) cac4 of D10DAB-acetonitrile system at 298K. 
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Figure 10. Fluorescence anisotropy versus concentration variation of D14DAB at (a) cac1, 

(b) cac2 and (c) cac3 of D14DAB-acetonitrile system at 298K. 

III.3.4 High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) 

Unlike water-D12DAB system, acetonitrile-D12DAB system offers much wider 

window of concentration to study the plethora of morphologies of high order 

aggregates, formed in the system. The lowest-concentration aggregate formed at cac1, 

which occurs at ~ 0.7 mM concentration are, in general, relatively small micelles and 

unilamellar vesicles. The sizes of the vesicles are mostly within 20 – 50 nm, while 

minor populations of larger vesicles are also visible (Fig. 11 (a-c)). On the other hand, 

around cac2 the population of large vesicles increases dramatically. The average 

dimensions of these vesicles are ~100 nm to ~300 nm (Fig. 11(d-f)). The interesting 

feature of the system is that at progressively higher concentration regimes, new 

morphologies of the aggregates are formed but the aggregates with existing 

microstructures are also visible, although the overall equilibrium is re-established. At 

the cac3level, multilamellar vesicles are formed (Fig. 11 (g-i)). It is indeed interesting 

to observe the tendency of vesicular fusion at this concentration regime and such 
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fusion eventually leads to the formation of lamellar phase.In cac4, mostly the 

population density and dimension of the multi-walled vesicles increases along with 

the lamellar phase (Fig. 11 (j-l)). There are recent reports of spontaneous vesicle 

formation and unusual aggregation behavior of D12DAB in another non-aqueous 

medium, e.g., a protic ionic liquid, ethylammonium nitrate (EAN) [14,35].  The phase 

behavior of D12DAB in EAN is found to be different to that observed for D12DAB in 

water. Interestingly, similarity of the above phase behavior with that of D12DAB in 

acetonitrile is apparent. The lamellar phase along with the spontaneously formed 

vesicles in the concentration range of 1.2 wt % to 80wt % in D12DAB-EAN is 

identified to be the stable sponge (L3) phase. However, at more higher concentrations 

of D12DAB in EAN (D12DAB  80 wt %), a lamellar (Lα) phase is observed [14]. 

Fusion of two multilayer vesicles is also exhibited (Fig. 11 (l)) in the present system. 

The micrograph also displays the interesting intermediate state of the fusion of two 

large vesicles. Very large micro-sized multilamellar vesicles with high multilayer 

thickness are also visible. It is interesting to note that at this concentration regime, 

formation of large multilayer vesicles formed via fusion of two relatively smaller 

vesicles is also accompanied by vesicles with two intact acetonitrile pools (Fig. 11 

(n)). Another most fascinating observations of the HRTEM images are those 

displayed by acetonitrile-D12DAB system at cac6 region (Fig. 11 (p-r)). On the one 

hand, the TEM picture shows fusion of three multi-walled vesicles together, giving 

rise to larger vesicles with high wall thickness. On the other hand, at this 

concentration, beautifully organized and folded long ribbon type morphology is 

observed for the first time in D12DAB system (Fig. 11 (r)). While the conductivity 

plot displays distinct slope changes at the successive break points, TEM images show 

considerable polydispersity of nanostructures (Fig. 11). This observation is surprising. 

It is indeed a possibility that in this complex development of nanostructures, unlike 

the abrupt changes that occur between successive regimes of multiple self-assemblies, 

in each regime the polydispersity is by and large restricted to a limited realm of 

diverse dimensions and geometrical shapes within which the degree of counter ion 

dissociation remains more or less non-variant resulting in the fairly distinct features of 

slope variations in conductivity-concentration plot. However, self-organization to 

progressively higher order morphologies vis-à-vis the nanostructures of aggregates of 

D12DAB as a function of concentration and the nature of rise of electrical conductivity 
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approaching an asymptotic value within a rather narrow concentration regime (Fig.1) 

in acetonitrile, is definitely novel and opens a new avenue for further study 

concerning polarity dependent nanostructures formation in double tailed cationic 

surfactant systems.It is more interesting because the intriguing morphologies are 

displayed in acetonitrile medium. In the absence of strong secondary interactions 

(including hydrogen bond network) relevant to water medium, acetonitrile allows the 

interplay of solvophobic and solvophilic interactions with the solute more widely and 

intensely leading to growth of such a range of fascinating morphologies 

[17,18,21,36]. 
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Figure 11. HRTEM images of D12DAB aggregates at cac1 (a,b,c), cac2 (d,e,f), cac3 (g,h,i), 

cac4 (j,k,l), cac5 (m,n,o) and cac6 (p,q,r). 
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III.4. Conclusion 

Lower polarity compared to that of water and absence of strong hydrogen bond 

network make acetonitrile a quite different and interesting medium to study self-

assembly of dialkyldimethylammonium bromide surfactants. High solubility of 

D12DAB, D10DAB and D14DAB in acetonitrile and the resulting extended 

concentration window allows investigating the self-assembly phenomena of these 

dialkyldimethylammonium bromide surfactants extensively. An unusual multi-step 

aggregation is displayed, which have been studied by electrical conductivity, steady 

state fluorescence (including fluorescence anisotropy) and HRTEM techniques. A 

unique combination of moderate to low solvent polarity and a strong geometrical 

constrain via large packing parameter of dialkyldimethylammonium bromide 

surfactant molecules tend to kinetic packing of the head groups inside the bilayer. 

However, relatively weak head group interactions with the solvent, the nanostructures 

flip into new envelopes setting fresh equilibria of some novel morphologies as a 

function of concentration. Kinetic packing, therefore, leads to organization away from 

equilibrium when the finite driving forces, e.g., solvophobicity and geometrical 

constrains are operative initially, where as for the low polarity and weak hydrogen 

bonding ability of the medium the kinetically controlled regimes have further been 

restructured to more isotropic regimes based on the thermodynamic stability due to 

weak head group interaction with the solvent molecules. The interplay of inclusive 

solvophobic and solvophilic interactions with the solute molecules in the present 

solvent system may provide the basis of the perspective of future investigation on 

polarity tuned nanostructure formation and related aspects of supramolecular 

chemistry. 

References are provided in BIBLIOGRAPHY under “References for Chapter III” 

(Page 136-137) 
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CHAPTER-IV 

Aggregation Characteristics of Didodecyldimethyl-

ammonium Bromide in Acetonitrile - Water mixed systems 

IV.1. Introduction 

The self-assembly of surfactants in water and organic solvents has opened newer 

avenue of research with respect to the role of solvent properties in the phenomenon of 

aggregation [1]. The delicate balance of solvophobic and solvophilic interactions 

governs the interfacial and aggregating properties of the surfactant solutions. Solvents 

have significant effect on the process of aggregation and its energetics, therefore by 

changing the nature of the solvent and specific interactions with the surfactant 

molecules, these characteristics can be modified [2]. Addition of small amount of an 

organic solvent has been known to produce marked changes in critical aggregation 

concentration (cac) of ionic surfactants because of the remarkable tendency of the 

added organic solvent either to break or make the water structure through solvation of 

the hydrophobic tails of the surfactant by the hydrocarbon (hydrophobic) part of the 

organic solvent [3–8]. 

Recently, attention is being focused on mixed solvent systems rather than pure 

solvents [9-23] and in most of the studies, organic solvents such as ethylene glycol, 

glycerol, formamide, etc. have widely been used. Formamide is one of the most 

widely used organic solvents in surface chemistry which have closest resemblance in 

physical parameters such as cohesive energy density, high dielectric constant, etc. to 

water and therefore a good number of examples of surfactant aggregation in this 

medium are available in literature [2,12,19]. These studies aim to understand the 

modifications in physical properties of the surfactant aggregates in presence of 

various organic solvents so that it could be applied in areas such as cleaning 

operation, lubrication, etc., which require water-free or water-poor media [24-26]. In 

the case of mixed solvent system, the dielectric constant (ε), which is a measure of 

solvent polarity, can be modified by altering the proportion of the pure solvents in the 

media, providing a convenient approach to investigate the behavior of surfactant 
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molecules under a wide range of polarities. Therefore, several studies on aggregation 

behavior of surfactants have been made in binary mixtures [34,49-52]. 

In continuation of the work described in the previous chapter, the aggregation 

phenomenon of didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (D12DAB) is studied in the 

acetonitrile-water (ACN-W) mixed solvent system where acetonitrile is gradually 

replaced by water. D12DAB is a double-tailed cationic surfactant which forms 

spontaneous vesicles [27-32] and bilayer aggregates in water at low concentration 

(near cac) due to its inverted cone molecular geometry [33]. The restricted solubility 

limit of D12DAB in water within a small concentration regime limits exploration of 

interfacial and bulk properties to a great extent in aqueous medium. The present 

chapter reports effect of addition of organic solvent acetonitrile (ACN) on the 

aggregation behavior of D12DAB in aqueous medium.  

IV.2. Materials and methods 

IV.2.1 Materials  

Didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (D12DAB) (purity 98%) was purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich, USA. Acetonitrile (ACN) (HPLC grade, purity 99.8%) was 

purchased from Merck (India). Pyrene (purity 99%) and cetylpyridinium chloride 

(CPC) (Purity 98 %) were purchased from Fluka, Switzerland and Lobachemie, India 

respectively. To prepare different acetonitrile-water (ACN-W) mixed solvents of 

various compositions, required volumes of double distilled water and acetonitrile 

were mixed accordingly at room temperature. 

IV.2.2 Instruments and Methods 

IV.2.2.1 Conductometric measurement: Conductometric measurements were made 

with a Mettler Toledo (Switzerland) conductometer using a dip-type cell with a cell 

constant of 1 cm-1. All the measurements were done in a double walled glass vessel at 

the temperature range 278K-313K. The temperature was kept constant within ± 

0.010C by circulating thermostated water. All solutions were prepared in ACN-W 

mixed solvent.  

IV.2.2.2 Fluorescence measurement: A Photon Technology International (PTI), 

USA (Model: Quantamaster-40) fluorescence spectrophotometer was used to record 
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the fluorescence spectra of the micellar/aggregate solutions of D12DAB in pure or 

ACN-W mixed solvents with pyrene as a probe at room temperature (~ 298K). 

Excitation wave length was set at 333 nm and the emission spectra were recorded 

within the range of 350-500 nm at a scan speed of 1 nm/sec. Excitation and emission 

slits width were 0.05 nm. A 2 μM pyrene concentration was made in the different 

solvents (W or ACN-W mixtures)-D12DAB micellar solutions The first and third 

vibronic peaks of pyrene appeared at 373 nm and 393 nm respectively. For 

determining critical aggregation concentration (cac) of D12DAB in pure ACN, the 

ratio of intensity of first and third vibronic peaks were plotted against the 

concentration of D12DAB, a sigmoidal Boltzmann type of plot was obtained. From 

the inflexion point of the sigmoid, the value of cac was determined. For determining 

the Stern-Volmer constant fluorescence quenching method was used, using 

Cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC) as quencher, whose concentration was varied slightly 

to ensure the Poisson distribution [53,54] for the quencher. From linear plots between 

I0/Iq vs. [CPC] the Stern-Volmer constant of aggregates was determined. 

IV.3. Results and Discussion 

IV.3.1 Effect of ACN and temperature on aggregation and counterion binding 

and multistep transition 

The effects of ACN on cac of D12DAB in aqueous medium have been investigated 

using conductometry at different temperatures (Table 1). Usually cac is determined 

from the break point in the specific conductance (κ) vs surfactant concentration 

profile assuming the conductivity to be related linearly by two straight lines in the 

pre-micellar and post-micellar regions (Fig 1) [35]. However, ionic surfactants in 

mixed solvent media as well as in pure organic solvents exhibit a weak curvature in 

both pre and post micellar region [15,22,23,45]. Literature shows that, the increase in 

composition of ACN in the mixed solvent systems result in less abrupt change in 

specific conductance (κ), compared to that in pure water as medium [45,55]. D12DAB 

exhibit multistep aggregations in presence of ACN. Six break points are observed in 

specific conductance vs D12DAB concentration profile corresponding to six step 

aggregation. As the primary cac (at lowest concentration of D12DAB) is not very well 

defined, the first derivative method is used to determine the cac. In this method, the 
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specific conductance data (κ) is plotted as a function of surfactant concentration (c) in 

the integral of Boltzmann-type sigmoidal equation [36]: 

κ = (A1-A2)/[1+e(c-c
0

/Δc) ]+A2                                                                                       (1) 

where the variable κ corresponds to the conductance value, the independent variable c 

is the total concentration of surfactant, A1 and A2 are pre-micellar slope and post-

micellar slope of the sigmoidal curve, respectively, c0 is the center of the sigmoid, 

and Δc which is the width of transition in sigmoidal curve is directly related to the 

independent variable range where the abrupt change of the dependent variable occurs 

[45,56]. 

The first derivative plots at first cac or cac1 of D12DAB in pure ACN as well as in 

different ACN-W mixed solvent systems at 298 K are presented in Fig 3. The values 

of cac, determined from the inflexion point, are summarized in Table 1. With increase 

concentration of surfactant, the subsequent cac’s appeared distinctly and therefore are 

determined by usual method. 

The cac1 of D12DAB in water i.e., 0.00022 M is in agreement with the literature value 

[48]. Upon increase in composition of ACN in the solvent medium, the cac1 increases 

gradually, reaching up to 0.00059 M in 80% ACN-W medium. The rise in cac value 

implies a decrease in aggregation tendency with addition of ACN. The cac2, however, 

have the lowest value in 40% ACN-W i.e., 0.0028 M, increasing with ACN 

composition thereafter (up to 0.0057 M in 80 % ACN-W medium). The trend in cac3 

is similar to that observed for cac1 while a reverse trend is evident in the case of cac4. 

The value of cac5 as well as cac6 reaches maxima at 60 % ACN-W system. The 

observed trend of higher cac values of cac point may be explained on the basis of 

hydrophobic or solvophobic effect of ACN. Hydrophobic or solvophobic interactions 

and electrostatic repulsion are two key factors for aggregation. Due to lower dielectric 

constant of ACN (Ɛ = 37.5) compared to water (Ɛ = 79), the addition of ACN to water 

decreases the overall polarity of the medium. As a result, hydrophobic interaction 

between the hydrocarbon tails of D12DAB in the mixed solvent media decreases, due 

to which the transfer of surfactant monomers from the bulk phase to the micellar 

region become less favourable with the addition of ACN. Furthermore, because of the 

decreased polarity of mixed solvent media, the repulsion between the ammonium 

head groups of D12DAB increases, which opposes the micellization or aggregation 
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process. As a result, a higher concentration of the surfactant is required for the 

aggregation to commence which corresponds to the observed high cac values. 
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Figure 1. Representative plots of different cac points (cac1-cac6) of D12DAB in 80% ACN 

in ACN-W mixed medium at 298K temperature (conductometrically). 
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Table 1. The cac points by conductance measurement, degree of counterion binding 

(β) values of D12DAB in various compositions of acetonitrile-water (ACN-W) mixed 

media at different temperatures. 

Solvent 

mixture 

Temp cac1(M) β 
cac2(M) 

 
Β 

cac3(M) 

 
β 

0% ACN 

278 

 

0.00032 0.66     

288 

 

0.00029 0.64  D12DAB is insoluble above cac1 

298 

 

0.00022 

 

0.67  

303 

 

0.00026 0.68  

313 

 

0.00028 0.74     

20% ACN 

278 

 

0.00076 0.89 0.0064 0.77   

288 

 

0.00071 0.92 0.0059 0.81 D12DAB is insoluble 

above cac2 

298 

 

0.00066 

 

0.96 0.0049 0.76 

303 

 

0.00073 0.95 0.0053 0.80 

313 

 

0.00077 0.96 0.0058 0.86   

40% ACN 

278 

 

0.00066 0.88 0.0057 0.92 0.0259 0.88 

288 

 

0.00056 0.90 0.0041 0.93 0.0210 0.87 

298 

 

0.00047 

 

0.40 0.0028 

 

0.43 0.018 

 

0.75 

303 

 

0.00057 0.91 0.0047 0.64 0.0259 0.72 

313 

 

0.00067 0.68 0.0060 0.65 0.0335 0.82 

60% ACN 

278 

 

0.00063 0.89 0.0052 0.93 0.0324 0.90 

288 

 

0.00052 0.94 0.0046 0.93 0.0313 0.93 

298 

 

0.00045 

 

0.49 0.0030 

 

0.46 0.0297 

 

0.94 

303 

 

0.00054 0.93 0.0037 0.76 0.0306 0.91 

313 

 

0.00063 0.95 0.0058 0.82 0.0322 0.89 

80% ACN 

278 

 

0.00070 0.94 0.0070 0.95 0.0324 0.98 

288 

 

0.00062 0.93 0.0063 0.93 0.0315 0.92 

298 

 

0.00059 

 

0.94 0.0057 

 

0.91 0.0299 

 

0.94 

303 

 

0.00063 0.83 0.0062 0.90 0.0308 0.88 

313 

 

0.00068 0.88 0.0075 0.94 0.0322 0.87 
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Solvent 

mixture 

Temp cac4(M) 

 

β cac5(M) 

 

Β cac6(M) 

 

β 

40% ACN 

278 

 

0.1275 0.88 0.2648 0.85 0.3838 0.85 

288 

 

0.1243 0.83 0.2609 0.84 0.3803 0.86 

298 

 

0.1215 

 

0.86 0.2540 

 

0.94 0.3721 

 

0.87 

303 

 

0.1273 0.85 0.2583 0.88 0.3890 0.84 

313 

 

0.1383 0.83 0.2709 0.86 0.4063 0.88 

60% ACN 

278 

 

0.1223 0.88 0.2306 0.84 0.3704 0.82 

288 

 

0.1194 0.88 0.2246 0.83 0.3670 0.83 

298 

 

0.1163 

 

0.86 0.2155 

 

0.84 0.3618 

 

0.82 

303 

 

0.1183 0.85 0.2224 0.82 0.3686 0.83 

313 

 

0.1235 0.86 0.2311 0.85 0.3838 0.79 

80% ACN 

278 

 

0.1109 0.88 0.2506 0.86 0.3691 0.82 

288 

 

0.1090 0.89 0.2471 0.91 0.3643 0.88 

298 

 

0.1019 

 

0.89 0.2423 

 

0.84 0.3609 

 

0.83 

303 

 

0.1127 0.86 0.2443 0.78 0.3664 0.79 

313 

 

0.1197 0.90 0.2480 0.81 0.3794 0.80 

The temperature dependence of cac’s have been studied and presented in Table 1. 

From the Table1, it may be seen that at a fixed solvent composition, cac value of 

D12DAB behave as function of temperature. For a conventional ionic surfactant 

system, the variation of temperature can affect the aggregations of the surfactant 

solution in two ways: (1) by inhibiting the micellization due to the disruption of the 

water structure around the hydrophobic groups and thereby increasing the cac value 

and (2) by favoring the micellization due to decrease in the degree of hydration of the 

hydrophilic groups which causes a decrease in the cac value [37,38]. In the present 

study, both the effects are evident. The predominance of 1st effect is viewed at the 

temperature between 298 K and 313 K where cac increase with temperature, whereas, 

the 2nd effect is predominant in the low temperature ranges viz., 278 K to 298 K, 

where the opposite trend is evident. A representative plot of the variation of cac 

values of D12DAB with temperature at 40% ACN-W medium is shown in Fig 2. 
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Figure 2. Dependence on temperature of the cac points (cac1-cac6) of D12DAB in 40% 

(v/v) ACN-W mixed medium. 

Ionic micelles are associated with considerable amount of counterions. The 

counterion dissociation properties or the degree of counterion binding (β) is 

determined from the ratio of post-micellar slope (A2) to pre-micellar slope (A1), i.e.,  

β = A2/A1. Higher value of β implies higher charge density at the micellar surface. 

The value of counter ion binding (β) [reverse to degree of counterion dissociation 

(Chapter III)] is expected to decrease with increasing ACN fraction due to the 

decrease in the polarity of bulk phase caused by the addition of ACN, i.e., in order to 

minimize the repulsion between the cationic ammonium head groups of D12DAB, 

more fraction of the counter ions prefer to localize at the micellar surface. However, 

in the present system, an opposite trend in the counterion binding value is observed, 

which could be due to decrease in the average aggregation number as a result of 

addition of ACN, thereby countering the electrostatic repulsion to some extent (which 

overcomes the effect of polarity changes) leading to a reduction in the electrical 

charge density at the micellar surface. With rise in temperature, the β values of 

D12DAB in water and in different vol % of ACN are found to increase, although not 

in a regular manner. 
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Figure 3. Plots of specific conductance (κ) versus surfactant concentration in (a) 100% 

ACN, (b) 20% ACN, (c) 40% ACN, (d) 60% ACN, (e) 80% ACN and (f) 0% of ACN in 

ACN-W mixed media at 298K by first derivative method at cac1 OF D12DAB. 

Steady state fluorescence spectroscopy method is employed to further confirm the cac 

values as well as the Stern-Volmer constant of the surfactant D12DAB in different 

mixed media. The ratio of intensity of 1st and 3rd vibronic peaks, I1/I3 of the pyrene 

fluorescence emission spectrum in the presence of surfactant is considered as the 

index of micropolarity change of the medium around the probe pyrene molecules 

[41]. The I1/I3 ratio is found to vary with composition of organic solvent in the 

different mixed media (Fig 4). The ratio I1/I3 remains constant initially and then 

decreases rapidly till aggregation takes place, after which the ratio becomes nearly 
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constant with no further change with increase in the concentration of D12DAB. A 

sigmoidal curve with an inflexion point denoting the aggregation is therefore obtained 

[40,41]. The cac values derived from the I1/I3 data is summerized in Table 2 and is 

compared with the values obtained from conductometry study. 

Table 2. The cac points by fluorescence measurement of D12DAB in various 

compositions of acetonitrile-water (ACN-W) mixed media at 298K. 

Solvent 

mixture 
cac1(M) cac2(M) cac3(M) cac4(M) cac5(M) cac6(M) 

0% ACN 0.00062      

20% ACN 0.00090 D12DAB is insoluble above cac1 

40% ACN 0.000083 0.0070 0.0274 0.1096 0.2176 0.3469 

60% ACN 0.00070 0.0064 0.0329 0.0966 0.1448 0.3231 

80% ACN 0.00088 0.0097 0.0271 0.0849 0.1492 0.3238 

The vibronic structure of the fluorescence spectrum of pyrene is sensitive to the local 

polarity. Value of the ratio I1/I3 of micelle-solubilized pyrene is generally found to 

increase on moving towards the more polar solvents. I1/I3 values for the D12DAB – 

mixed solvent systems lie in the range of 0.75 - 1.17, which is comparable to 

conventional surfactant such as sodium lauryl sulfate (1.14) [40]. For the pyrene 

solvated in nonpolar solvents like toluene the characteristic value of I1/I3 is 1.11 [40]. 

Therefore, from I1/I3 values for the D12DAB, it can be concluded that the pyrene has 

been solubilized in the core of aggregates and experiences a highly nonpolar 

environment.  

Steady state fluorescence quenching method is generally employed for determining 

the aggregation number of surfactants. The ratio of intensities in the presence and 

absence of the quencher is related as [42]  

ln(I0/Iq) = Nagg [Q] / [S]-cmc                                                                                       (2)  

where I0, IQ, [Q] and [S] are the fluorescence intensity in absence of quencher, that in 

presence of quencher, concentration of quencher and concentration of surfactant 

respectively. However, fluorescence data failed to provide dependable aggregation 
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number values of D12DAB in ACN or ACN-W mixed systems most probably due to 

non compactness of the aggregates and presence of solvents in the aggregates. 
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Figure 4. Fluorometric data at 1st cac point of D12DAB at different (a) 0% of ACN, (b) 

20% of ACN, (c) 40% of ACN, (d) 60% of ACN and (e) 80% of ACN  in ACN-W mixed 

solvent respectively at 298K.  

The Stern-Volmer constant (KSV) constant can be derived from steady state 

fluorescence quenching process, listed in Table 2. The index of the micropolarity of 

the medium can be evaluated from the 1st order quenching rate constant, Stern-

Volmer constant [43,44]. KSV is related to the quencher concentration by the 

following relation: 
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 I0/IQ = 1 + KSV[Q]                                                                                                      (3) 

The fluorescence emission spectra of D12DAB surfactant molecule in different 

solvent mixtures of ACN-W are taken in the absence and presence of quencher 

concentration, respectively. The fluorescence emission spectra in (80% ACN) in the 

presence of increasing concentration of CPC [cetylpyridinium chloride] quencher are 

shown in Fig 5 (a). From the spectra it is seen that (i) the fluorescence intensity of the 

fluorophore decreases as the of quencher concentration increases, (ii) the shape and 

band maxima of the fluorescence spectra remain unchanged, and (iii) no other 

emission band of the fluorophore towards longer wavelength is appeared. These 

observations imply that the fluorophore quencher interaction does not change the 

spectral properties and the formation of any emissive exciplex may be discarded 

because of the absence of any new fluorescence peak at longer wavelength region 

[58]. 

 

Figure 5. (a) Fluorescence emission spectra (representative plot) of D12DAB at cac5 80% 

ACN system and (b) Stern-Volmer plots for the fluorescence quenching in various 

ACN-W at 1st cac point (cac1). 

The Stern-Volmer plot obtained by using the experimentally determined values of I0 

and Iq are found to be linear in all the solvent mixtures and are shown in Fig 5 (b). 

The linearity in plot suggests that the quenching is dynamic in nature. Also the 

observed results indicates that, higher is the solubility of the probe and quencher, the 

higher will be the value of KSV. From Table 3, it is evident that at cac1, gradual 

addition of ACN, decreases the KSV value, indicating that at the highest vol% of ACN 

in the mixed media, both pyrene and CPC experience the weakest hydrophobic 

environment. On the other hand, on moving from cac1 to cac6, the KSV value 
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gradually decreases, indicating a change in the hydrophobic environment from strong 

to weak (Table 3).  

Table 3. Stern-Volmer constant at different mixed media. 

Solvent mixture 
cac1  cac2 cac3 

KSVX104 KSVX104 KSVX104 

0% ACN 1.678   

20% ACN 1.531   

40% ACN 1.269 1.665 0.996 

60% ACN 1.086 1.792 0.695 

80% ACN 0.943 1.879 0.954 

 

Solvent mixture 

cac4  cac5 cac6 

KSVX104 KSVX104 KSVX104 

40% ACN 0.647 0.511 0.459 

60% ACN 0.765 0.564 0.381 

80% ACN 0.947 0.687 0.409 

The above quenching study are performed in order to study the Stern-Volmer 

constant but the aggregation number of the aggregates cannot be determined because 

of the absence of monodisperse morphology at the all cac of the surfactant D12DAB 

in mixed solvent systems and non compactness as has already been mentioned. 

IV.3.2 Thermodynamics of aggregation 

The temperature dependence of aggregation have been investigated in order to 

determine the thermodynamic parameters of micellization. For ionic surfactants, the 

thermodynamic parameter viz., the standard Gibb’s free energy change ΔG0
mic, is 

related with the cmc (or cac) by the expression [45,46], 

ΔG0
mic = (1+β) RT lnXcac                                                                                          (4)  
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where, Xcac is the ratio of cac of D12DAB to the total concentration of all components 

in the system (i.e., the values were calculated as Xcac = cac/(cac + no. of moles of 

solvent), in pure solvent and β is the fraction of counter ions bound to the micelles. 

From temperature dependence of cmc, the enthalpy of micellization ΔH0
mic can be 

evaluated from the Gibb’s Helmholtz relation 

ΔH0
mic = -(1+β)RT2(dlnXcac/dT)p                                                                              (5) 

Equation (6) assumes that β does not vary much with temperature. However, β is 

related to temperature as:  

 ΔH0
mic = -RT2[(1+β)dlnXcac/dT + (dβ/dT)lnXcac]                                                    (6) 

Since, the variation of β with temperature is not well defined and devoid of any 

general trend, the quantity (dβ/dT) is difficult to determine experimentally. The term 

(dlnXcac/dT) was calculated by fitting a second-order polynomial to plots of lnXcac vs 

temperature and considering the corresponding temperature derivative. Thus,  

 dlnXcac /dT = b+2aT                                                                                                   (7) 

The entropy of micellization, ΔS0
mic, is determined by the expression 

ΔS0
mic = (ΔH0

mic - ΔG0
mic) / T                                                                                      (8) 

The Gibbs free energy of transfer (ΔG0
trans) values are accounted for the 

effect of cosolvent on the micellization process and estimated as, 

ΔG0
trans = ΔG0

mic (ACN-W) -ΔG0
mic (W)                                                                                                          (9) 

The various thermodynamic parameters are listed in Table 4. The ΔG0
mic values in all 

the cases are negative and become less negative with the increase in the ACN content 

in the mixed media. In the case of cac1, the micellization process becomes least 

spontaneous at 40 % of ACN as evident from the least negative values of ΔG0
mic 

(Table 4). At a fixed composition, variation in ΔG0
mic follows the order: 

 ΔG0
mic(cac1)<ΔG0

mic(cac2) <ΔG0
mic(cac3) <ΔG0

mic(cac4) <ΔG0
mic(cac5) <ΔG0

mic(cac6).  

i.e., for a particular composition the aggregation or micellization process become less 

favourable with increasing concentration. 
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Table 4. Thermodynamic parameters of micellization of D12DAB in acetonitrile-water 

(ACN-W) mixed media at different temperatures. 

 

Solvent 

mixture 

 

Temp 

(K) 

cac1 cac2 

ΔG0
mic/ 

KJmol-1 

ΔH0
mic/ 

KJmol-1 

ΔS0
mic/ 

Jmol-1 

ΔG0
mic/ 

KJmol-1 

ΔH0
mic/ 

KJmol-1 

ΔS0
mic/ 

Jmol-1 

0% ACN 

278 -46.21 20.49 239.96    

288 -47.79 12.89 210.72    

298 -51.49 4.36 187.47    

303 -52.23 -0.49 170.74    

 313 -55.39 -11.70 139.57    

20% ACN 

278 -48.14 15.52 229.03 -36.26 38.45 268.75 

288 -51.09 7.22 202.49 -39.07 21.45 210.16 

298 -54.21 -2.73 172.74 -39.78 0.61 135.56 

303 -54.63 -8.27 152.99 -41.19 -10.82 100.20 

313 -56.44 -20.59 114.53 -43.46 -37.14 20.18 

40% ACN 

278 -25.37 16.95 152.27 -39.21 24.98 230.93 

288 -27.04 8.74 124.27 -43.21 13.07 195.44 

298 -28.26 -1.13 91.04 -34.06 -0.66 112.07 

303 -28.37 -6.26 72.99 -38.72 -7.34 103.54 

313 -28.59 -15.94 40.45 -37.90 -21.93 51.02 

60% ACN 

278 -47.45 14.02 221.17 -39.36 27.16 239.33 

288 -51.67 7.97 207.13 -41.97 14.69 196.79 

298 -41.82 0.40 141.71 -33.70 0.20 113.81 

303 -54.52 -3.58 168.10 -40.72 -7.03 111.19 

313 -54.97 -12.71 135.00 -41.43 -23.86 56.14 

80% ACN 

278 -47.90 10.74 210.98 -37.72 11.71 177.84 

288 

 

-50.24 6.58 197.30 -39.59 5.84 157.76 

298 

 

-52.53 1.80 182.34 -40.88 -0.81 134.45 

303 -50.17 -0.81 162.89 -41.22 -4.4515 121.34 

313 -52.20 -6.52 145.94 -42.02 -12.64 93.89 
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Solvent 

mixture 

 

Temp 

(K) 

cac3 cac4 

ΔG0
mic/ 

KJmol-1 

ΔH0
mic/ 

KJmol-1 

ΔS0
mic/ 

Jmol-1 

ΔG0
mic/ 

KJmol-1 

ΔH0
mic/ 

KJmol-1 

ΔS0
mic/ 

Jmol-1 

40% ACN 

278 -31.76 6.06 136.09 -24.91 2.48 98.55 

288 -32.86 -0.34 112.92 -25.96 0.38 91.49 

298 -33.75 -7.21 89.05 -27.63 -1.96 86.15 

303 -32.31 -10.83 70.87 -27.19 -3.27 78.96 

313 -33.68 -20.12 43.33 -27.14 -6.04 67.40 

60% ACN 

278 -31.72 10.65 152.47 -25.01 7.79 118.02 

288 -33.18 6.03 136.18 -26.42 4.29 106.66 

298 -34.76 0.58 118.61 -27.90 0.22 94.39 

303 -34.14 -2.40 104.75 -27.34 -2.00 83.63 

313 -34.55 -8.87 82.05 -27.44 -6.87 65.71 

80% ACN 
 

278 -31.62 11.19 154.01 -24.60 11.28 129.10 

288 -32.35 6.27 134.13 -26.53 4.73 108.56 

298 -34.13 0.98 117.85 -27.63 -2.94 82.85 

303 -33.04 -1.90 102.76 -27.25 -7.05 66.64 

313 -33.45 -8.20 80.67 -27.32 -16.35 35.05 
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Solvent 

mixture 

 

Temp 

(K) 

cac5 cac6 

ΔG0
mic/ 

KJmol-1 

ΔH0
mic/ 

KJmol-1 

ΔS0
mic/ 

Jmol-1 

ΔG0
mic/ 

KJmol-1 

ΔH0
mic/ 

KJmol-1 

ΔS0
mic/ 

Jmol-1 

40% ACN 

278 -21.46 6.19 99.48 -19.10 4.61 85.34 

288 -22.98 2.98 90.19 -21.27 1.58 79.35 

298 -25.17 -0.68 82.17 -22.07 -1.98 67.41 

303 -24.61 -2.71 72.26 -21.84 -3.88 59.25 

313 -24.13 -7.13 54.30 -21.80 -8.29 43.16 

60% ACN 

278 -21.05 8.32 105.67 -18.62 4.87 84.52 

288 -22.60 4.51 94.15 -20.00 2.33 77.56 

298 -23.71 0.15 80.09 -20.75 -0.61 67.56 

303 -23.75 -2.24 70.96 -21.05 -2.24 62.07 

313 -23.83 -7.63 51.75 -20.47 -5.72 47.13 

80% ACN 

278 -20.92 5.66 95.64 -18.41 4.36 81.93 

288 -23.02 3.82 93.23 -20.27 2.34 78.56 

298 -23.13 1.45 82.52 -20.49 -0.15 68.25 

303 -24.02 0.22 80.04 -21.01 -1.52 64.34 

313 -24.02 -2.56 68.55 -20.30 -4.39 50.83 

The energetics of aggregation have been studied as a function of temperature (Table 

4). The high negative ΔG0
mic values at different volume fractions of ACN show that 

the aggregation process is favored even in the presence of ACN. The ΔG0
mic are 

negative at all the studied temperatures showing that thermodynamically stable 

aggregates are formed spontaneously as has already been mentioned.  

The variations for ΔH0
mic and ΔS0

mic were relatively sensitive to temperature (Table 

4). For a particular system of the mixed media the ΔH0
mic and ΔS0

mic values gradually 

decrease with temperature (Fig 7 and Fig 8). The value of ΔH0
mic is positive below 

298K indicating that the micellization process was endothermic while at temperature 

above 298K the value of ΔH0
mic was found to be negative indicating its exothermic 

nature. The endothermic melting of the ordered solvent cluster due to hydrophobic 

effect of the alkyl chain of D12DAB dominates over the exothermic association of 

hydrophilic parts leading to the observed positive entropy change (Table 4) [57]. All 
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the studied systems were found to follow similar trend. Furthermore, the entropy of 

micellization, ΔS0
mic shows a decreasing trend with temperature and also with 

composition of the mixed solvent system. 
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Figure 6. Plots of variations of ΔG0
mic against the volume % of ACN in the temperature 

range of 278K to 313K. 

The ΔG0
mic is the sum of the enthalpic (ΔH0

mic) and entropic (-TΔS0
mic) contributions. 

With increase in temperature, the enthalpic contribution to the free energy increases, 

whereas the entropic contribution decreases. For D12DAB type of double tailed ionic 

surfactant the micellization process is found to be entropy controlled at low 
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temperature and enthalpy controlled at high temperature. At a fixed temperature, the 

nature of plot of variation of ΔH0
mic with the change in vol% of ACN is found to be 

different at all the cac’s of D12DAB at different composition of solvents. In the case 

of cac1 there is a decrease in the ΔH0
mic value except at 20 vol% of ACN, whereas, at 

cac2 the ΔH0
mic value is lowest at 40 vol% of ACN. In the case of rest cac points 

(cac3, cac4, cac5 and cac6) the values of ΔH0
mic for all systems increases with increase 

of vol% of ACN in the mixed solvent system. 

Positive values of ΔH0
mic generally appear due to the removal of structural solvent 

molecules from the hydration layers around the hydrophobic part of D12DAB 

surfactant molecules. Partial breaking of structure of solvents occurs on increasing the 

temperature and hydrophobic interactions become less significant. The negative 

values of enthalpy are due to the interactions between the solute-solvent and solvent-

solvent. The variations of ΔH0
mic with temperature at different cac points along with 

the variation of ΔS0
mic are shown in Fig 7 and Fig 8 respectively. The change of 

entropy is found to be positive in all cac points, therefore it may be said that at all the 

temperatures, micellization process are thermodynamically favourable and 

spontaneous in nature. During the micellization of D12DAB one can expect (i) a 

disruption of some of the H-bonds or (ii) any other type of interaction between W-W 

and ACN-ACN (endothermic process) and they may be partially reformed at the end 

(exothermic process). The overall magnitude of enthalpy change would therefore 

depend on the overall energies of the two processes depending on which factor 

predominate over the other. 

The entropy of micellization, ΔS0
mic, is having positive values which decrease with 

the increase in temperature for a particular composition and exhibit a rough decrease 

with the volume % of the ACN at a particular temperature. This decrease in the 

entropy indicates that the tendency of micellization is reduced at higher temperature. 

However, the ΔS0
mic values are relatively higher for the lower compositions of ACN 

which imply that the spontaneity of micelle formation decreases with the increase in 

ACN content in the mixed media. 
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Figure 7. Plots of variations of ΔH0
mic against the volume % of ACN in the temperature 

range of 278 K to 313 K. 

As the enthalpy of micellization become negative with the rise in temperature, 

accordingly, the entropy change became less positive and the enthalpy-entropy 

compensation (EEC) effect was observed for the micellization of D12DAB in all the 

studied systems. Thus, it may be concluded that, at a particular temperature, the 

phenomenon of micellization is entropically governed at ACN-poor regions whereas 

it is progressively enthalpically driven as the ACN content increases. 
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Figure 8. Plots of variations of ΔS0
mic against the volume % of ACN in the temperature 

range of 278K to 313K. 

It is evident that, the micellization process is a combination of chemical part and 

solvation part and the observed linear relationship can be interpreted by the relation: 

 ΔH0
m = ΔH*

m + TcΔS0
m.                                                                                           (10) 

The compensation temperature is a characteristic of hydrophobic interactions between 

solvent and solute molecules and the ΔH*
m is the measure of solute-solute interaction. 

The intercept of the line (ΔH*
m) and the slope (Tc, compensation temperature) 

therefore provide the information about solute-solute interaction (chemical) as well as 
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the solute-solvent (solvation) interaction. Their values obtained in different mixed 

media at all cac points are listed in the Table 5. 

Table 5. Compensation temperature (Tc), enthalpy of compensation (ΔH*
m) in different mixed 

media at all cac points. 

 

Solvent 

mixture 

cac4 cac5 cac6 

ΔH*
m/kJ 

mol-1 
Tc/K 

ΔH*
m/kJ 

mol-1 
 

ΔH*
m/kJ 

mol-1 
Tc/K 

40% AN -19.78 91.2 -10.51 58.1 -9.86 24.35 

60% AN -20.71 79.3 -9.75 70.4 -8.67 26.6 

80% AN -21.48 53.6 -8.51 46.4 -8.12 54.0 

IV.4. Conclusion 

Aggregation behavior of D12DAB in ACN-W mixed solvent have been investigated 

via conductometric and fluorimetric study. Result confirm that D12DAB exhibit 

multistep aggregation in the mixed solvent medium (although polydispersity of 

morphology is evident). The addition of ACN decreases the aggregation tendency, 

because of which the corresponding cac value gradually increases with increasing 

ACN composition. Spontaneous aggregation formation occurs at all studied 

temperatures as evident from the negative free energy change of 

micellization, ΔG0
mic. Temperature favours the process which is observed to be 

entropically controlled. The aggregation is driven by hydrophobic or solvophobic 

effect as well as the electrostatic repulsion between the D12DAB molecules. The 

Solvent 

mixture 

cac1 cac2 cac3 

ΔH*
m/kJ 

mol-1 
Tc/K 

ΔH*
m/kJ 

mol-1 
Tc/K 

ΔH*
m/kJ 

mol-1 
Tc/K 

0% ACN -53.79 96.8     

20% ACN -44.11 155.2 -42.25 146.6   

40% ACN -26.77 132.0 -36.36 156.6 -23.94 55.4 

60% ACN -57.83 96.9 -45.55 98.1 -21.64 78.5 

80% ACN -49.34 89.2 -39.66 139.9 -20.60 84.5 
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unique multistep aggregation in ACN-W mixed system provides newer perspective 

on the nature of self-interaction of D12DAB or double tailed surfactant in general and 

warrants further research to understand the molecular forces operative behind such 

behavior.  

References are provided in BIBLIOGRAPHY under “References for Chapter IV” 

(Page 138-140) 
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CHAPTER-V 

Microstructural Transition of Water to Acetonitrile-Based 

Reverse Micelle through Binary Compositions of Polar 

Solvents 

V.1. Introduction 

Reverse micelles (RMs) are formed when amphiphilic molecules self-aggregate in a 

non-polar solvent. They are broadly classified into aqueous or non-aqueous RMs 

depending on the nature of co-solvents e.g., water or polar organic solvents, which 

control the chemistry occurring in them [1]. The geometric confinement inside RMs 

modifies the properties of entrapped polar solvent compared to that of bulk solvent. 

Even though water is traditionally the most common and versatile polar solvent, a 

variety of non-aqueous polar solvents were also used to create RMs due to certain 

distinct advantages, such as improved stability, large variety of tunability and to 

customize a water-free reaction medium [2]. Friberg and Podzimek first time studied 

non aqueous RMs using ethylene glycol [3]. Later on, Falcone et al. investigated the 

properties of non-aqueous RMs using large variety of polar solvents, viz., glycerol, 

ethylene glycol, propylene glycol, formamide, dimethylformamide and 

dimethylacetamide [4]. Recently, Correa et al. reviewed a detail discussion on RMs 

formed with polar solvents other than water both from the perspective of fundamental 

characterization and application for novel chemistry [1]. Several literatures have 

appeared in recent times which report the formation of RMs using acetonitrile (ACN) 

as well [5–10], but whether ACN molecules are effectively encapsulated by the 

surfactant molecules forming a true RMs, remains unclear. Almost all of these studies 

relied on the steady state absorption and emission spectroscopies including time-

resolved spectroscopic technique to understand the effective encapsulation and the 

salvation dynamics of ACN in RMs. The difference between ACN-based RMs from 

aqueous or methanol-based RMs was interpreted on the basis of hydrogen bonding 

ability of water and ACN [5–10].  
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However, above studies, in general, provide information concerning the 

microenvironment and dynamics of the confined geometry; none of these reports 

explored the formation stability of RMs along with the droplet size and other 

microstructural characteristics. In order to understand the scientific basis for the 

microstructural modification between ACN-based non-aqueous RMs with that of 

aqueous RMs, we have formulated and characterized RMs in cyclohexane (Cy) using 

didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (D12DAB) as the cationic surfactant, by 

solubilizing water and ACN at different binary compositions. While the double tailed 

anionic surfactant viz., sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT) is one of the 

most thoroughly utilized for RMs, the double tailed cationic D12DAB also can 

effectively form RMs in nonpolar solvents  without a cosurfactant [11]. But 

surprisingly, it had received relatively less attention from the scientists working in this 

field. On the other hand, while much attention has been paid so far to the 

microenvironmental features of ACN-based RMs, relatively less is known about the 

microstructural properties of the RMs with entrapped ACN and/or water. To the best 

of our knowledge, no attempt has ever been made to study the microstructures and 

stability of RMs as a function of binary solvent mixture, water and ACN (v/v). The 

motivation of choosing different binary compositions of water and ACN for the 

entrapment in the RMs originates from the reported synergistic performance of polar 

solvent mixtures in comparison to the individual component, in which, addition of 

38% v/v mixture of glycerol (GY) with water in AOT/n heptane RMs resulted in an 

increase in the catalytic properties of achymotrypsin (a-CT) during hydrolysis of 2-

naphthyl acetate [12]. Binary mixtures of ACN and water are widely used as reaction 

media in diverse fields of physical-organic chemistry, reverse phase liquid 

chromatography, and electrochemistry, solvent extraction, and atmospheric chemistry 

[13]. In this report, conductivity and dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements 

were employed to investigate the gradual changes occurring in the microstructure of 

the RMs on going from aqueous to non-aqueous RMs via several mixed compositions 

of water and ACN. The nature of various water and ACN states inside D12DAB RMs 

has been studied by using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Also, the 

microstructural transition between aqueous and non aqueous RMs, based on anionic 

AOT surfactant was carried out and compared in order to clarify the effect of 

surfactant charge types. The results which justify the conjecture of the existence of 
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polar non-aqueous nano-pool are presented and the thermal stability of formulated 

system is also discussed in terms of efficiency of H-bonding inside the droplet core. 

V.2. Materials and methods 

V.2.1 Materials 

Didodecyldimethylammonium bromide, D12DAB (98%, CAS Number 3282-73-3), 

sodium bis (2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate, AOT (96%, CAS Number 577-11-7) and 

cyclohexane (≥ 99.9%, CAS Number 110-82-7) with best available analytical grade 

were purchased from Aldrich and Sigma-Aldrich, respectively and used without 

further purification. Ultrapure acetonitrile (ACN) (CAS No. 75-05-8, L010300 

Sigma), deuterium oxide (99.9 atom% D, CAS Number 7789-20-0, Aldrich), methyl 

red (CAS No. 493-52-7, 250198 Sigma-Aldrich) and cobalt (II) chloride hexahydrate 

(CAS No. 7791-13-1, C8661 Sigma) were all of analytical grade. Double distilled 

water was used for all sample preparations with specific conductance of 2-4 μS cm-1. 

V.2.2 Preparation of reverse micellar solution 

Stock solution of D12DAB in cyclohexane was prepared by weight and volumetric 

dilution. Aliquots of this stock solution were used to prepare a series of reverse 

micellar systems by adding varied quantity of polar solvent [e.g., water or ACN, or 

binary mixture of water and ACN (v/v)]. Polar solvent was added by a calibrated 

microsyringe and the resultant mixtures were shaken in a sonication bath to obtain 

optically clear solutions exhibiting single phase. The obtained clear solutions 

correspond to aqueous or non-aqueous or water or ACN-rich reverse micelles (RMs) 

with polar solvent-to-surfactant molar ratio (R). In all cases, the D12DAB surfactant 

concentration was kept constant at 0.3 M in cyclohexane. 

V.2.3 Instruments and Methods 

V.2.3.1 Electrical conductivity measurement: The electrical conductivity 

measurements were performed using Mettler Toledo (Switzerland) Conductivity 

Bridge. The instrument was calibrated with standard KCl solution. The temperature 

was kept constant (298 K) for conductivity measurement within ± 0.01 0C by 

circulating thermostated water bath, through a jacketed vessel containing the solution. 
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A fixed volume of surfactant-oil solution was taken at constant surfactant 

concentration in thermostated water bath. After that corresponding polar solvent was 

added gradually until the phase separation occurred and conductance was measured 

after each addition. The repeatability and the accuracy of the measurements were ± 

0.3 and ± 1 %, respectively. 

V.2.3.2 Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurement: DLS measurements were 

carried out using a Zetasizer Nano ZS90 (ZEN3690, Malvern Instruments Ltd, U.K.). 

A He-Ne laser of 632.8 nm wavelength was used and the measurements were made at 

a scattering angle of 900 at experimental temperature. Temperature was controlled by 

inbuilt Peltier heating-cooling device (± 0.1 K). Refractive index of each solution was 

recorded with an ABBE type refractometer, as it was required as an input in 

determining the size of the RM droplet by DLS technique. Viscosity data, as obtained 

from viscosity measurements, were used in processing DLS data. Samples were 

filtered thrice using Milipore(TM) hydrophobic membrane filter of 0.25µ pore size. 

Hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) of the RM droplets was estimated according to Stokes-

Einstein equation, which defined as; 

                                (1) 

Where, kB, T, η and D indicate the Boltzmann constant, temperature, viscosity and 

diffusion coefficient of the solution, respectively. To check the reproducibility of the 

results at least 6 measurements were done. 

V.2.3.3 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) measurements: FTIR 

absorption spectra were recorded in the wave number range of 400-4000 cm-1 with a 

Shimadzu 83000 spectrometer (Japan) using a CaF2-IR crystal window (Sigma-

Aldrich) equipped with Presslock holder with 100 number scans and spectral 

resolution of 4 cm-1 at 298 K. Deconvolution was carried out with the help of Origin 

6.0 software. 

V.2.3.4 Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis) measurements: UV/Vis 

electronic absorption spectra were recorded on a Jasco (V-530) spectrophotometer at 

298 K. The path length of the quartz cell used in this experiment was 1 cm. The RM 

solutions were prepared in advance and then added to the quartz cell. 
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V.2.3.5 Quantum chemical calculations: Ab initio calculations were performed 

using the Gaussian09 (G09) program [51]. Geometry optimizations, and vibrational 

frequency analysis were performed at the level of Hartee Fock (HF) and using the 6-

31G basis set. Various different initial configurations are considered, in which 

D12DAB, AOT, ACN and water molecules were placed at different locations. 

Optimizations of these configurations were performed without any constraints in the 

geometry. The lowest energy structure among all the explored geometries was 

designated as the optimized structure. The optimized structures represented true 

minima since no imaginary frequency was observed in the harmonic frequency 

analysis. The basis set superposition errors (BSSEs) were corrected using the 

counterpoise method of Boys and Bernardi [52]. The vibrational FT-IR frequency 

calculations were performed on the geometry optimized structure of the molecules 

using Density Functional Theory (DFT) with the CAM-B3LYP/cc-pVDZ method in 

G09 [51]. 

V.3. Results and Discussion 

V.3.1 Solubilization capacity of RMs as a function of binary compositions of polar 

solvent 

In order to detect the structural transitions from aqueous D12DAB/Cy RMs to ACN-

based non aqueous system, the stability of formulated systems as a function of 

composition of binary polar solvents is determined; this is defined as the ratio of 

maximum solubilization limit of the corresponding polar solvent (above which phase 

separation takes place) in this report. For this purpose, we have used total eleven 

compositions of polar solvent (v/v) for entrapment in RMs, such as aqueous RMs 

(100% of water), non-aqueous RMs (100% of ACN) and RMs with binary 

compositions of ACN and water (10% to 90% of ACN, v/v). Fig 1 displays the 

variation of transparent RMs region (1f) as a function of binary compositions of 

entrapped ACN. The solubilization capacity (R) of RMs is expressed in terms of the 

ratio, R= [polarsolvent]/[surfactant], where molecular weights of both polar solvents 

were considered in order to calculate the molar concentrations of polar solvents at 

binary compositions. However, for 100% (v/v) water-based RM systems, the 

solubilization ability is expressed as the water/surfactant molar ratio (ω0) of 3.70. 
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Interestingly, the D12DAB RMs exhibit considerable synergism in the solubilization 

capacity of corresponding polar solvent (R) wherein R initially increases with 

increasing compositions of ACN (v/v) and passes through a maximum at 50% of ACN 

in mixed polar solvents, beyond which it decreases. Whereas, the synergistic 

solubilization capacity is observed at 20% of ACN in mixed polar solvents for AOT-

RMs. Addition of ACN can expel part of the surfactant molecules from the aqueous 

phase to the organic phase to form RMs and hence solubilization increases. Also, ACN 

decreases the interaction among the droplets by making the interfacial layer more rigid, 

which in turn also increases solubilization. At a higher concentration of ACN, a 

different phenomenon overcomes this effect, where addition of ACN decreases the 

thickness of the electrical double layer of the charged interfacial film. Subsequently, the 

effective polar area of the surfactant also decreases. This in turn increases the tendency 

of the surfactant to form natural negative curvature, which decreases the solubilization 

[14,15]. It may also be noted that AOT is the least polar surfactant compared to 

D12DAB (HLB values of D12DAB and AOT are 18.1 and 10.2, respectively [16,17]), 

and the least [ACN] is required to bring about the solubilization maximum among the 

studied systems. This clearly indicates the direct influence of interfacial charge types of 

RMs during the formation. The observed phenomenon, related to maximum water 

solubilization capacity in RMs, is not uncommon in literature. However, such a 

synergism was reported earlier for AOT based RMs as a function of the content of the 

added second surfactant, co-surfactant, additive concentration (electrolyte or ionic 

liquid, IL) and chain length of the oil [14,18–20]. Both D12DAB and AOT RMs showed 

similar synergism in water solubilization capacity but in presence of added ionic and 

non-ionic surfactants [21,22]. It would be now interesting to investigate whether such a 

modification imprints the microstructural characteristics of the encapsulated water 

and/or ACN molecules inside these RMs. 
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Figure 1. Variation of solubilization capacity of D12DAB or AOT/cyclohexane reverse 

micelles (RMs) with increase in acetonitrile (ACN) content in mixed compositions of polar 

solvents (water or ACN, v/v) at 298 K. The red/blue dotted line indicates the experimental 

paths. 

V.3.2 Size distribution of D12DAB/Cy-based reverse micellar droplets by DLS 

technique 

A series of samples from 1F region of RMs (Fig 1) were chosen at a fixed volume of 

polar solvent with different compositions of water/ACN (v/v) and measured by DLS, 

which proved to be a powerful tool for characterization of the size and size distribution 

of RM droplets. Fig 2A and 2B demonstrates the size distributions and individual 

droplet sizes of the chosen RM samples at 298 K. It is evident from the figures that pure 

aqueous RMs (100% water, v/v) produced larger droplets in comparison to non-

aqueous one (100% ACN, v/v). Previously, Riter et al. noticed similar trend in droplet 

size of AOT/isooctane-RMs in presence of water and ACN [23]. The addition of ACN 

gives rise to a decrease in the repulsive interaction between the head groups of the ionic 

surfactant, D12DAB, which further increases the packing parameter of surfactant 

molecules [24] (P= v/al, where ‘v’ and ‘l’ are the volume and the length of hydrophobic 

chain, respectively and ‘a’ is the area of polar head group of the surfactant) and 

decreases the droplet diameter. Also, the addition of ACN within the reverse micellar 

water pool weakens the hydrogen-bonding between water and head group of D12DAB 

and thereby reduces hydration of cationic head group, i.e., decrease in ‘a’ and 
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subsequently increase in “P” value of surfactant. This results in the formation of smaller 

droplets due to decreasing their swelling [25]. 

 

Figure 2. (A) Droplet size distribution, and (B) variation of droplet sizes of 

D12DAB/cyclohexane reverse micelles (RMs) composed of different binary compositions of 

polar solvents (water or ACN, v/v) at 298 K. Herein, 10% water to 100% (v/v) water 

systems correspond to the water/surfactant molar ratio (ω0) of 0.37 to 3.70. 

V.3.3 Measurement of electrical conductivity to elucidate transport properties of 

RMs as a function of binary compositions of polar solvents and surfactant charge 

types 

As it is well-known that the measurement of electrical conductivity of RMs is 

influenced by their microstructures, we intend to monitor the changes in conductance 

behaviour of “dry RMs” as a function of the polar solvent’s content, which is illustrated 

in Fig 3A and 3B. 

The results show two different behaviors pertaining to the dependence of conductance 

on the composition of binary cosolvent in D12DAB RMs. Aqueous RMs along with the 

systems with binary water-ACN content in the range of 90% to 60% (v/v) showed bell-

shaped curve. Thus, a distinct increase in conductivity is evidenced with a broad 

maximum and followed by sharp decrease after passing through the maximum (Fig 

3A). On the other hand, pure non-aqueous RMs (100% v/v of ACN) and RMs with 

binary water/ACN compositions in the range of 50% to 10% (v/v) showed a sharp 

increase in conductivity up to the phase separation (Fig 3B). The conductance of w/o 

RMs at lower volume fraction of water or at a state much below the percolation 

threshold can be explained on the basis of migration of statistically charged droplets 
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with charge fluctuation features [26]. An increase of the content of water or water-rich 

binary mixture increases the mobility of surfactant ions during the “fusion-fission” 

process, which tends to increase the electrical conductivity [27]. Herein, the addition of 

water or water-rich polar solvents (90% to 60% of water) into D12DAB-formed RMs 

favours the charging process and tends to increase the electrical conductivity. On the 

other hand, the size of the RM droplets generally increases with more water-rich polar 

solvent solubilizing in RMs, which results in a slow migration of droplets under electric 

field and lowers the conductivity. These two antagonistic effects counteract with each 

other and result in a maximum conductivity with increasing water-rich polar solvent 

content in D12DAB/Cy RMs [28]. 

On the other hand, the sharp rise in conductivity for non-aqueous and ACN-rich RMs is 

due to the following reasons. The solubilization of higher amount of ACN ( 50%, v/v) 

in the water pool may decrease the association interaction between water molecules and 

head groups of D12DAB by weakening the polarity of water, and this results in the 

decrease of interfacial rigidity of droplets and benefits the formation of transient 

channels between the consecutive droplets. Moreover, the interdroplet attractive 

interactions become stronger with increasing concentration of ACN, and the droplets 

become more interconnected and easily form the transient channel for ions transfer with 

increasing polar solvent content, and thus the conductivity is increased sharply [29]. 

Thus, it can be summarized from the following results that conductance behaviour in 

D12DAB RMs containing 100% to 60% water (ω0=3.70-2.22) as polar phase governed 

by the counter-balancing effects of two mechanisms (i.e., “hopping” and “fusion-

fission”); whereas charge migration mechanism through interconnected droplets played 

important role for 50% to water to 100% ACN based (ω0=1.85-0) D12DAB RMs. These 

results pointed out that a structural transition in D12DAB RMs occurred at a particular 

composition of polar solvent, i.e., 50% of water (v/v) or ω0 of 1.85. 
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Figure 3. Electrical conductivity of D12DAB/cyclohexane reverse micelles (RMs) composed 

of different binary compositions of polar solvents (water or ACN, v/v) as a function of 

molar ratio of polar solvent to surfactant (R) at 298 K, where (A) RMs with 100% water 

to 60% water, and (B) RMs with 50% water to 0% water. Herein, 10% water to 100% 

(v/v) water systems correspond to the water/surfactant molar ratio (ω0) of 0.37 to 3.70. 

In order to understand the influence of the interfacial charge of RMs on the structural 

transitions of aqueous to non-aqueous systems, similar conductance study was 

undertaken for AOT/Cy RMs. Surprisingly, the bell-shaped curve is obtained only for 

limited systems, e.g., pure aqueous and few water rich AOT RMs (90% and 80% v/v of 

water) (Fig S1, Appendix A). However, most of the binary RM systems along with pure 

non-aqueous one revealed a regular increase in conductivity and subsequently, 

percolation phenomena (Fig S1). Appearance of percolation in conductance in RM 

systems can be correlated with the transition from discrete droplet type to connected 

droplet type microstructures and also the increase of interdroplet interaction as well. 

According to Garcia-Rio et al. [30], electrical conductivity in an AOT-based 

microemulsion is due to the passage of cations through the transient channels formed 

between colliding droplets. This passage is facilitated by the formation of the certain 

local region of positive curvature in AOT surfactant film [31]. The fluidity of the 

interface and the attractive interactions among the aggregates are the most important 

factors that determine the exchange rate of the ions during the fusion processes [32], 

which leads to percolation. At this juncture, it is worth comparing the conductance 

phenomena in two RMs (cationic and anionic) at a similar polar phase composition. It 

can be observed from subsequent figures that in most of the systems, the conductance 
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values are found to be higher for D12DAB RMs compared to AOT RMs. However, at or 

near equivalent binary polar phase compositions (50% and 60% of water), AOT RMs 

shows a distinct percolation phenomena with larger conductance values compared to 

D12DAB RMs. These results clearly indicate the important role of surfactant charge 

types which mainly governs the interdroplet interaction within the RMs. 

V.3.4 Molecular states of water in confined environment of RMs in presence of 

ACN by FTIR spectroscopy 

Over the past decade, there was intense research to understand the details of water 

structure solubilized in the heterogeneous media. Thus, it is also necessary to study the 

states and properties of solubilized water in these formulated RM media and further to 

examine how the added ACN molecules change the microstructure of the aqueous RMs. 

Earlier, the states of dissolved water in aqueous microemulsions were intensively 

investigated and found to depend strongly on the content and the nature of the 

surfactant head groups [28,33–35]. Herein, the states of water in presence of ACN in 

D12DAB RMs have been investigated by FTIR spectroscopy, which further resolved to 

the trapped water, bound water, and free water components by least-squares curve 

fitting on the basis of Gaussian peak shape. For the traditional aqueous RMs, the 

entrapped water has in general three distinct states: trapped, bound, and free or bulk-

like water. The trapped water, with OH stretching vibration at ~3600 cm-1, is defined as 

the water species dispersed among long hydrocarbon chains of surfactant molecules. It 

exists as monomers (or dimers) and has no hydrogen bonding interaction with its 

surroundings is expected. As the trapped water molecules are matrix-isolated dimers or 

monomeric in nature, they absorb in the high frequency region. The bound water 

molecules are hydrogen bonded with the polar headgroups of surfactants, which results 

in absorption in the low-frequency region of the IR spectrum and appears at ~3400 cm-1 

[28,33–35]. In these RMs, ACN is also used as polar solvent for entrapment into RMs 

along with water. It was reported previously that water can bind with ACN molecules 

through the formation of OH–N bonds at the expense of O—H—O bonds [36]. 

Therefore, the water hydrogen bound to ACN in mixed RMs may also be appeared as 

bound water and is fitted together. Apart from these two types of water species, the free 

water molecules, occupying the cores of surfactant aggregates, have strong hydrogen 

bonds among themselves, that is, they have similar bulk water properties, which shift  
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the OH stretching band to a lower frequency at 3220 cm-1. The OH stretching regions of 

D12DAB RMs with 100, 60 and 10% added water are shown in Fig 4A-C, respectively. 

It can be seen that the data curve fits the experimental points quite well in all the cases. 

Similar fittings were performed for other compositions as well. The dependence of the 

area fractions for the three water species (trapped, bound, free water) as a function of 

the overall water content in presence of ACN in D12DAB RMs is presented in Table S1 

(Appendix A). Population of bound water is gradually increased on going from 100% to 

50% water fraction at the expense of both bulk and trapped water and thereafter 

reversal of trend observed from 40% to 10% water fraction in D12DAB RMs. 

 

Figure 4. Representative FTIR spectra of OH band in D12DAB/cyclohexane reverse 

micelles (RMs) composed of different binary compositions of polar solvents (water or 

ACN, v/v) at 298 K, where (A) RMs with 100% water (ω0 = 3.70), (B) 60% water (ω0 = 

2.22), and (C) 10% water (ω0 = 0.37). 

Observing the various water states inside RMs, one can explain the results in terms of 

transition from ACN-rich RMs (10% to 50% water, v/v) to water-rich RMs (60% to 

90% water, v/v) and subsequent formation of pure aqueous RMs (100% water, v/v). 

The fraction of bound water is gradually increased at the expense of bulk-like or free 

water, when 50% ACN-based RMs is reached from 10% ACN. In D12DAB/Cy/ACN 

non-aqueous RMs, the counter ions become highly solvated after disruption of the 

intermolecular structure of ACN inside the confinement. As a result, the quaternary 

ammonium head groups of D12DAB become available to interact, on increasing the 

water concentration in polar solvent mixture, and more and more bound water starts to 

form along with substantial amount of trapped water (10% water RMs, Fig 4C). The 

water molecules which are mainly located in the palisade layer are either mechanically 

trapped within the reverse micellar structure or thermodynamically bound to the ionic 

head groups of D12DAB and ACN via hydration or intermolecular hydrogen bonding. It 
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is also observed that at very low water concentration (10%, v/v), water molecules 

mainly behave as the trapped water and with increasing concentration (20% to 50%, 

v/v), the trapped water fraction decreases and bound water fraction increases. On 

increasing the concentration, a reversal of trend occurs for bulk and bound water 

molecules in water-rich and aqueous RMs. This is obvious because, the water 

molecules began to enter the nano-pools once the bound water reached the saturation 

point. As a result, population of free water increases and reaches maximum in aqueous 

RMs (Fig 4A) at high water content. 

V.3.5 Location and molecular states of ACN in D12DAB and AOT RMs from FTIR 

measurement 

In order to understand the location and H-bonded environment of ACN molecules in 

both aqueous D12DAB and AOT/Cy RMs, the IR spectra in υCN region have been 

collected at different volume fraction of ACN in studied systems, which are shown in 

Fig S2A-B (SI). Red-shifted υCN is observed with increase in ACN concentration in 

both RMs, which is observed earlier for bulk water-ACN mixture [36]. However, it is 

worthwhile to mention that the υCN frequency is more red-shifted for AOT RMs 

compared to D12DAB RMs at comparable composition of ACN (v/v) (Fig 5A-B), 

which indicates stronger interaction between ACN with negatively charged surfactant 

interface (herein, AOT) compared to positively charged interface (herein, D12DAB). 

The nitrogen atom in ACN’s CN group can interact either with another ACN molecule 

or with OH group of water [36] and polar head groups of surfactants. To identify the 

molecular states of ACN in confined environment of both D12DAB and AOT RMs, we 

therefore considered fluctuations in the band frequency that occur differently 

(randomly) for individual members of the overall distribution and lead to Gaussian 

contributions to the band. The representative deconvoluted spectra in υCN region of 

D12DAB and AOT RMs are represented in Fig S3A-B (SI). The deconvoluted lower 

frequency is termed as ‘network or free’ ACN, whereas the higher frequency band is 

termed as ‘interfacial or bound’ ACN [36,37]. The variations in the area fraction of 

both molecular states of ACN in D12DAB and AOT RMs are shown in Fig S3C-D (SI). 

It is evident from the figures that in D12DAB RMs, the ‘network and free’ ACN 

increases at the expense of ‘interfacial or bound’ ACN with increasing concentration of 

ACN in RMs, which was earlier observed for bulk water-ACN mixture too.[36] But, 
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the ‘interfacial or bound’ ACN increases with increasing ACN concentration for AOT 

RMs, due to their favorable interaction with negatively charged interface. However, 

after comparing the result for two RMs, we observed larger fraction of ‘bound’ and 

lower fraction of ‘free’ ACN in AOT RMs compared to D12DAB RMs at higher 

concentration of ACN (50% to 100%, v/v) (Fig 5C-D). These observations certainly 

proves that ACN molecules are more prone to sit near the interface of AOT RMs 

compared to D12DAB, which is well supported by the theoretical calculations 

(described in subsequent section). 

 

 

Figure 5. FTIR spectra in υCN region of ACN molecules in D12DAB and AOT/cyclohexane 

reverse micelles (RMs) composed of different binary compositions of polar solvents (ACN 

or water, v/v) at 298 K, where (A) RMs with 90% ACN, and (B) 30% ACN. Gaussian 

deconvoluted area fraction of various ACN states in RMs, where (C) ‘free’ and (D) 

‘bound’ ACN molecules. 
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V.3.6 Characteristics of nano-water pool in D12DAB-RMs in presence of ACN by 

UV-Vis spectroscopy 

In order to further explore the effect of ACN on the microstructure of the aqueous RMs 

to identify its actual locations, it is important to confirm the formation of nano-pools in 

these systems. For this purpose, a metal salt, CoCl2 was chosen, which is insoluble in 

Cy, but soluble in D12DAB/Cy mixture and in bulk water or ACN. Fig 6A-D represent 

the UV/Vis absorption spectra of CoCl2 solubilized in RMs as a function of added 

content of polar phase (100%, 50% and 10% v/v of water and 100% v/v of ACN). The 

absorbance of CoII in D12DAB/Cy RMs showed a broad band at 525–725 nm region 

comprised of a few convoluted peaks similar to earlier reports [38–40]. Interestingly, 

for aqueous RMs, an extra band appears at near 510 nm, which is a characteristic of the 

absorbance of CoII in aqueous medium. The absorbance of the 510 nm band increases 

with a subsequent decrease in the absorbance of the lower energy bands with gradual 

addition of water in aqueous RMs. These results indicate the formation of bulk water 

pools within the D12DAB/Cy/water (100% v/v) RMs as is expected in case of w/o 

microemulsions. This observation indicates that CoCl2 is solubilized in an environment 

that is similar to bulk water. The formation of nano-pools is further confirmed if one 

compares the absorbance of CoII in non-aqueous RMs with that of 100% of ACN (v/v) 

at constant CoCl2 concentration. Unlike the absorbance of CoII in aqueous RMs, the 

absorbance of CoII for the non-aqueous systems shows no additional band at 510 nm. 

Even in ACN-rich RMs (10% water, v/v), the band at 510 nm was found to be absent. 

These changes in the spectral behaviour of CoII are because CoII is initially solvated 

within D12DAB/Cy solution with no water, thus predominantly existing as 

tetracoordinated species [40]. When water content in mixed binary solvent based-RMs 

increases, it exists in a dispersed form associated with the surfactant monomers within 

the solution through H-bonding. Once RM system reaches a threshold limit (i.e., 100% 

v/v of water RMs), water starts to form water pools with the help of appropriately 

aggregated D12DAB and subsequently accumulates in the core of thus formed RMs 

where the majority of water is now present in its free form with properties similar to 

those of bulk water. 
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Figure 6. UV/Vis absorption spectra of CoCl2 dissolved in D12DAB/cyclohexane reverse 

micelles (RMs) after gradual addition of polar solvents at different binary compositions 

(v/v) at 298 K, where (A) RMs with 100% ACN or 0% water, (B) 10% water (ω0 = 0.37), 

(C) 50% water (ω0 = 1.85), and (D) 100% water (ω0 = 3.70). 

V.3.7 Evidence of H-bonding environment from the temperature-dependent 

droplet size measurement using DLS for D12DAB/Cy RMs 

Finally, to examine the H-bonding efficiency in these systems and their response 

towards temperature, we measured temperature-induced droplet sizes of the individual 

RM systems in the temperature range of 298–313 K. While heating, all the systems 

were found to remain transparent in the whole temperature range studied. As shown in 

Fig 7A-C, the size of the droplets in aqueous RMs and ACN-rich RMs (30% and 10% 

water, v/v) decreases with temperature. 

In general, increase in the temperature leads to swelling of the D12DAB tails by the 

solvent and hence a decrease in the spontaneous curvature of the D12DAB monolayer 

and this leads to the formation of smaller droplets [41]. Interestingly, the change in 
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droplet size as a function of temperatures is found to be prominent for aqueous RMs, 

whereas no noticeable changes are observed for ACN-rich RMs. In order to examine 

the thermal stability more accurately, we illustrate the change in droplet size from 298 

to 313 K as a function of different composition of binary solvent in RMs (Fig 7D). It is 

clear from the plot that the temperature-sensitivity is gradually reduced on going from 

aqueous RMs to non-aqueous RMs. This dependence seems obvious if one considers 

the extent of H-bonding ability in these systems and is attributed to a disruption of H-

bonding, between the water and the polar head group of D12DAB molecule at high 

temperature [42]. As the system proceeds towards the ACN-rich RMs, the lack of H-

bonding ability of ACN with surfactant actually provides more temperature 

insensitivity to the formulated systems. 

 

Figure 7. Size distribution of D12DAB/cyclohexane reverse micellar (RMs) droplets as a 

function of temperature composed of different binary compositions of polar solvents 

(water or ACN, v/v), where (A) RMs with 100% water (ω0 = 3.70), (B) 30% water (ω0 = 

1.11), and (C) 10% water (ω0 = 0.37). (D) The change in droplet size from 298 to 313 K 

(ΔDh
298-313) as a function of volume % of water (0% to 100%), which is equivalent to ω0 of 

0.37 to 3.70 in RMs.   
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V.3.8 Microenvironment of D12DAB/Cy RMs in presence of ACN using 7-

hydroxycoumarin 

In continuation of our interest in the microenvironmental characterization of aqueous 

and non-aqueous RMs, we herein report the absorption characteristics of the dye 7-

hydroxycoumarin (7HC) (Fig 8A) in mixed compositions of bulk polar solvent and 

RMs at similar binary solvent compositions. 7HC is widely used as a polarity indicator 

in various RM media [43,44]. 7HC is insoluble in hydrocarbon and sparingly soluble in 

water [44]. It is soluble in hydrocarbons in presence of D12DAB. The dye solution 

added to the D12DAB/Cy/polar solvent is expected to reside at the surfactant monolayer 

formed between the two immiscible phases. The observed physicochemical changes 

should refer to the properties of the interfacial region of RMs. The absorption profiles 

of 7HC in bulk solvents and RMs are illustrated in FIG 8B. It is clearly seen that the 

absorption maxima of these RMs are blue-shifted compared to the bulk solvents, which 

is observed earlier [45]. This observation supports the lower static polarity of the 

reverse micellar core compared to bulk solvents. It is interesting to note that with 

increasing concentration of ACN in RMs, the absorbance decreases with slight blue-

shift. This is possible if ACN enter into the RM interface of D12DAB by ion-dipole 

interaction forming a sparse interface which is less susceptible to accommodate 7HC 

molecule. Thus 7HC preferably resides on the pseudo RM phase and hence the rate of 

change in absorbance decreases [44]. The blue shift in absorption maximum with 

increase in ACN concentration is due to the decrease in the local polarity around the 

7HC in RM medium. 7HC consists of an electron donating group (hydroxyl group) and 

an electron withdrawing aromatic system. The direction of the excited state charge flow 

is from the hydroxyl group to the carbonyl group across the aromatic ring and the 

twisted intra-molecular charge transfer process gives an excited state with a large dipole 

which is stabilized in more polar environments. The blue-shifted absorption maximum 

of 7HC from polar protic solvent (water) to aprotic solvent (ACN) entrapped in RMs is 

due to the changes in its excited state dipole moment. The hydrophilic nano-pool region 

present in the reverse micellar form is significantly reduced in polarity when more and 

more ACN is entrapped due to their lack of H-bonding ability. The efficient partitioning 

of 7HC in presence of ACN from nano water pool to the interfacial region may be the 

possible reason for the blue shift in the absorption maximum as is shown in FIG 8B. 
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Figure 8. (A) Chemical structure of 7-hydroxycoumarin (7HC) and (B) Absorption 

characteristics of 7HC in bulk compositions of polar solvents (water or ACN, v/v) and in 

D12DAB/cyclohexane reverse micelles (RMs) as a function of binary compositions of water 

or ACN at 298 K. 

V.3.9 Quantum chemical calculation for determination of binding energy 

responsible for the interactions between surfactants and polar solvents 

Finally, we undertook ab initio calculations to have insights on the molecular level 

interaction between cationic (D12DAB) as well as anionic (AOT) surfactants and 

entrapped polar solvents (water and ACN). In the RM core, primary stabilization forces 

come from the interactions of cationic or anionic head groups of D12DAB or AOT, 

respectively with water or ACN or both water and ACN, when ACN molecules are 

present with water. Accordingly, we have optimized the structures of D12DAB or 

AOT-water, D12DAB or AOT-ACN and D12DAB or AOT-water-CAN complexes and 

obtained the energy of interactions from single point energy calculation. To represent 

the energy of interactions accurately, single point energy of the optimized structure of 

each constituent is subtracted from the energy of whole complex. It is also worth 

mentioning here that during the structural optimizations, we modeled both D12DAB and 

AOT by cutting their hydrocarbon chain lengths without changing the conformation of 

head groups. Since the distant part of surfactant tails has minor influence on water or 

ACN-head group interactions, this approximation would have little influence on the 

overall results. Also, in order to mimic our experimental conditions, we took either two 

molecules of water or ACN or one molecule of water with one molecule of ACN with 

AOT or D12DAB by keeping total number of molecules same in each complex. The 

optimized structures of D12DAB, AOT and six complexes along with their stabilization 

energies (kcal/mol) are illustrated in Fig 9 and 10(A-D). 
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Figure 9. Minimum energy structures of (A) D12DAB head group, (B) D12DAB head group 

+ ACN, (C) D12DAB head group + water, and (D) D12DAB head group + water + ACN. 

Interaction energies (DE) are obtained by subtracting the energies of the individual 

optimized structures of each constituent from the energy of the optimized structure of the 

whole complex. 

The relatively large ΔE value was obtained (ΔE= - 32.871 kcal/mol) for D12DAB-water 

complex and followed the order: D12DAB-ACN < D12DAB-ACN-water < D12DAB-

water. This indicates the presence of ACN reduced the stability of D12DAB-water 

complex. As we have stated earlier that ACN interacts with D12DAB by weak dipole-

dipole interaction whereas strong interaction occurs in case of D12DAB and water 

molecules. Thus, ACN at high concentrations gradually decreased the interaction 

between D12DAB and water in aqueous RMs and results in the smaller droplet size, 

larger number of droplets along with higher conductivity, reduced population of bulk-
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water, movement of optical probe towards outer surface of polar nano-pool and even 

non-appearance of nano-pool at its higher volume fraction. Similar results also obtained 

for AOT systems and the corresponding stabilization energies are given in respective 

figures (Fig 10A-D). It is also worth mentioning here that the stabilization energies for 

surfactant-ACN or ACN-water or water complexes are found to be higher for anionic 

AOT systems compared to D12DAB systems. 

 

 

Figure 10. Minimum energy structures of (A) AOT head group, (B) AOT head group + 

ACN, (C) AOT head group + water, and (D) AOT head group + water + ACN. 
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V.3.10 Molecular electrostatic potential of different constituents of cationic and 

anionic RMs 

Further, electrostatic potential (ESP) of each isolated molecule was computed at HF/6-

31G level of theory. Fig S4 (Appendix A) demonstrates a conventional color pattern of 

ESP in which the regions with the strongest negative electrostatic potential are coloured 

in red and those with the strongest positive electrostatic potential in blue. The regions 

with zero potential are represented in green. The electrostatic potential increases in the 

following order: red < orange < yellow < green < blue. The negative electrostatic 

potential corresponds to an attraction of the proton by the aggregate electron density in 

the molecule (shades of red), while the positive electrostatic potential corresponds to 

the repulsion of the proton by the atomic nuclei (shades of blue). The ESP map 

indicates that the negative electrostatic potential regions are mainly found over the 

oxygen atom of water, nitrogen atoms of ACN, and to the quaternary nitrogen and 

bromine of D12DAB, these regions being possible active sites for electrophilic attack. 

The positive regions are localized around all the hydrogen atoms, these being the most 

probable sites for nucleophilic attack [46]. As can be seen from Figure S4, the 

maximum value of charge separation is attributed to the modeled AOT, followed by 

D12DAB and water molecules, and the lowest corresponding value belongs to the ACN. 

Consequently, it can be predicted that the strongest interactions are ascribed to the 

water/AOT complex, and the weakest interactions are attributed to the ACN/D12DAB 

complex. Similar kind of observation was also reported earlier in order to show 

differential interaction between a surfactant (TX-100) and molecular solvents such as 

methanol, ethanol, 1-propanol, and water [47]. 

V.3.11 Theoretical predictions of vibrational signatures for D12DAB-water-ACN 

complexes 

The IR spectral range of bending and stretching OH vibrations at around 1500 and 3600 

– 4000 cm-1, respectively for water molecules and stretching vibrations of C≡N in ACN 

molecules are highly sensitive to environmental changes. Fig S5A-F (Appendix A) 

show the full range of the calculated FT-IR spectra of water, ACN, D12DAB molecules 

and their corresponding complexes in gas phase. The major peak positions (mentioned 

above) of water and ACN molecules were assigned based on the animated vibrations of 

bond from the calculations. The changes in assigned band frequency of water and ACN 
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in different complexes (such as, water ACN, D12DAB-water, D12DAB-ACN, and 

D12DAB-water-ACN) is depicted in Fig S6 (Appendix A). Red-shifted vibration 

frequencies of the bending and stretching OH and C≡N vibrations in complexes 

compare to pure molecules suggest the preferential binding of water and ACN with 

D12DAB through H-bonding interaction. However, both symmetric and asymmetric as 

well as bending vibrations of water shows maximum shifts to the lower wavenumber 

region in vibrational band (Fig S6), which clearly indicates that the D12DAB-water 

complex is energetically favourable than D12DAB-ACN or D12DAB-water-ACN 

complexes. 

V.4. Conclusion 

In this work, we have formulated D12DAB or AOT/Cy RMs based on different volume 

fraction of polar solvents, e. g., water and ACN. Our primary objective is to show that 

how the stability, microstructures (sizes, transport properties and states of encapsulated 

polar solvent) and H-bonding environments of RMs would be modified along with the 

change in the microenvironment from aqueous to non-aqueous milieu and also to 

establish the possible influence of surfactant charges on this transitions. Since only a 

few researchers who had worked in this field, mainly concentrated on the formulation 

and characterization of either pure aqueous RMs or ACN-based non-aqueous RMs 

[1,48], we have undertaken this study, where a comparative results along with 

microstructural characteristics of aqueous (water) and non-aqueous (ACN) RMs along 

with several water-rich and ACN-rich RMs has been discussed. Maximum 

solubilization capacity of particular binary compositions of polar solvent in RMs 

achieved for 50% and 20% of entrapped ACN in mixed polar solvent for D12DAB-and 

AOT-RMs, respectively. Similarly, two different types of conductance mechanisms 

govern the microstructural changes of aqueous, water-rich and non aqueous, ACN-rich 

RMs for AOT and D12DAB systems. Droplet size has been found to be gradually 

decreased as one go from aqueous to non-aqueous D12DAB/Cy RMs. Different types of 

nano-confined water (free, bound and trapped) and ACN (free and bound) are found, 

the fraction of which vary as one go from water-rich compositions to ACN-rich 

compositions. AOT-RMs produced higher fraction of bound ACN compared to 

D12DAB-RMs along with the more red-shifted υCN vibrational band, which confirmed 

localization of ACN near to AOT compared to D12DAB. This observation is further 
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clarified from the observed higher stabilization energies for AOT-ACN complexes than 

that for D12DAB complexes. Molecular probe 7HC confirmed localization of ACN near 

to the surfactant interface of D12DAB-RMs from absorbance profiles. Further, from 

temperature-independent droplet size distribution of pure non-aqueous along with 

ACN-rich D12DAB/Cy RMs proved absence of H-bonding environment. Bulk nano-

pool of polar solvent found to be progressively disappeared as we moved from aqueous 

to non-aqueous RMs. Finally, ab initio calculations confirmed the occurrence of weaker 

interaction between surfactant and polar solvent in presence of ACN. It is believed that 

the present study would give an overview of the mechanism of formation of aqueous 

and non-aqueous ACN-based RMs along with the microstructural transformations. This 

result may pave the way for the application of the non-aqueous RMs as potential 

nanoreactors, e. g., in nanoparticles synthesis, via controlling the inter micellar 

interactions and thus tuning the size and morphologies of the nanoparticles [48–50]. 

References are provided in BIBLIOGRAPHY under “References for Chapter V” 

(Page 141-143) 
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CHAPTER-VI 

Binding Characteristics of 7-Hydroxy Coumarin with 

Dialkyldimethylammonium Bromide in Acetonitrile: A 

Spectroscopic Study 

VI.1. Introduction 

Surfactants have a tendency to accumulate at the air–liquid interface and thus they can 

change the properties of interface. In addition, because of their amphiphilic nature, 

they are able to form stabilized entities, namely micelles, vesicles, bilayers etc. after 

the attainment of certain critical aggregation concentration (cac) [1]. Besides  aa other 

industrial applications, surfactants are also used in dye industry, as they can wet [2] 

and help in the dispersion of dyes, especially which are poorly soluble, such as, 

industrial cleaners, cosmetics, plasticizers in cements and concretes, etc. [3,4]. 

Therefore, for fundamental understanding and also for industrial applications the 

study of dye–surfactant interaction is very much important. Photophysical studies of 

dyes in aqueous surfactant solution are also important to understand the mimicking 

bio-membranous interfaces [5]. Surfactants are also used as solubilizers for water 

insoluble dyes, as disaggregating agent for dyes, which accelerates the adsorption of 

dye on fibres [6]. Besides, dye–surfactant interaction studies can effectively determine 

the critical micelle concentration of surfactants [7,8]. 

In recent years, photophysical and photochemical properties of molecules embedded 

in restricted geometries are extensively studied. Fluorescent dyes have been used as 

molecular probes to study the interaction of the dye molecules with different bio-

mimicking microheterogeneous environments like micelles, cyclodextrins, lipids, 

DNAs, proteins, etc. Among them coumarin dyes exhibit strong fluorescence in the 

visible region; this makes them suitable for use as colorants, in dye lasers and as 

nonlinear optical chromophores. They possess distinct biological activity and have 

been described as agents with potential for anticancer and anticoagulant activity. 

These compounds can induce modifications in cell growth, development and 
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intracellular communication mechanisms. The photophysical properties of these 

compounds depend on the nature and position of a substituent group in the parent 

molecule and due to a change in the surrounding media [9–11]. The fluorescent 

nonionic dye from the coumarin family, 7-Hydroxy coumarin (7HC), is having 

antioxidant property. The ultraviolet activity of 7HC used as a sunscreen agent, and 

an optical brightener for textiles. It has also been used as a medium for dye lasers. 7-

hydroxy coumarin can be used as a fluorescence indicator for the detection of metal 

ions such as copper and calcium etc [12-14]. 

Fluorescence spectroscopy is one of the most useful techniques that provide much 

information regarding structural organization and dynamics of lipid molecules in 

membranes. Various extrinsic fluorescence probes have been used to study the 

structural modifications occurring in natural as well as model bio-membranes and in 

the various molecular aggregates. Fluorescence anisotropy is the measure of the 

frictional retardation force that is imposed on the fluorophores by the surrounding 

microenviroment. Generally, fluorophores have chromophores which reside in the 

hydrocarbon region of bilayers. 7HC is a fluorophore that has been used extensively 

to study the interfacial microenvironment of various monolayers. The electrostatic 

surface potential,  of a charged interface is related to its microenvironment as 

follows: 

=                                                                                            (1) 

where  is the apparent  of 7HC at the charged interface,  is the apparent 

 value at the interface when =0. Other symbols have their usual meaning. 

It has been observed that the absorption spectra of 7HC in aqueous self-assembled 

solutions of surfactant are consistent with [22]:  

(i) the hydroxy (OH) group of 7HC which reside within an interfacial 

microenvironment having a lower dielectric constant compared to the bulk 

aqueous solution.  

(ii) there being specific molecular interaction between the 7HC anions and the 

positively charged quaternary ammonium head groups.  
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The change observed in the position of  of 7HC in presence of cationic micelles 

may be due to: 

(i) the changes in dielectric constant, refractive index or any other changes that 

influence the changes in polarizability of the valence electrons of the probe, 

(ii) molecular interactions such as hydrogen bonding, ion-pair formation or 

dimerization, 

(iii) perturbation in permanent or induced dipoles via solute-solvent interaction, 

(iv)  change in pH of the media which influence the degree of dissociation (in case 

the  are switchable)  

7HC exist in form of a hydrogen bonded complex, an anion or a hydroxy coumarin 

tautomer anion, depending of the pH and solvent polarity. Therefore, it may be 

expected that in presence of cationic surfactants, the micellar head group promote the 

formation of the tautomer anion of 7HC [23] through electrostatic interaction. As the 

solvent polarity as well as proton donating ability exert a dramatic effect on the UV 

absorption and fluorescence behavior of 7HC, this could be an excellent probe for 

investigation of the molecular interaction with micellar aggregates of surfactants in 

various solvents [24]. 

The present study deals with the photophysical behaviour of 7HC and cationic 

surfactants in acetonitrile. The physico-chemical investigation is also carried out in 

the polar aprotic solvent viz., acetonitrile. The systematic studies on the interaction 

between 7-hydroxy coumarin and cationic surfactants are done with the variation of 

surfactant chain lengths. The surfactants used are didodecyldimethylammonium 

bromide (D12DAB), didecyldimethylammonium bromide (D10DAB) and 

ditetradecyldimethylammonium bromide (D14DAB). The probe–surfactant interaction 

studies are believed to shed light on the extent of interactions between the probe and 

the surfactant molecules. 

VI.2. Materials and methods 

VI.2.1 Materials 

Didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (D12DAB), didecyldimethylammonium 

bromide (D10DAB) and ditetradecyldimethylammonium bromide (D14DAB) were 
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purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). Acetonitrile (ACN) HPLC grade was 

purchased from Merck (India). 7-Hydroxy coumarin (7HC) was purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich (USA). The purity was 98% for D12DAB, D10DAB and D14DAB and 

for other chemicals it was greater than 99%. The chemicals were used as received. 

VI.2.2 Instruments and Methods  

VI.2.2.1 Fluorescence measurement: Steady-state fluorescence emission study was 

carried out in a bench top spectrofluorimeter from Photon Technologies International 

(QuantaMaster-40, USA) with excitation and emission slit widths fixed at 0.5 nm. 

The samples were taken in a Hellma quartz cuvette of optical length 1.0 cm. 

Steady state fluorescence anisotropy study was carried out on the above 

spectrofluorimeter from Photon technologies International (Quantamaster-40) with 

excitation and emission slit widths fixed at 0.5 nm and 1.5 nm respectively. Steady 

state anisotropy (r) was determined using the following expressions [15]. 

r = (IVV -G. IVH) / (IVV +2G. IVH) and G = IHH/IVH                                                 (2) 

Where IVV and IVH represent the intensities obtained with the excitation polarizer 

oriented vertically and the emission polarizer oriented vertically and horizontally 

respectively; IHV and IHH refer to the similar parameters as mentioned above for the 

horizontal positions of the excitation polarizer. 

VI.2.2.1 UV-Vis spectroscopic measurement: UV-Vis spectroscopic study was 

carried on Jasco V 530 Spectrophotometer (Japan). A matched pair of quartz cuvette 

of optical length 1cm was used for control and sample solutions. The solutions were 

allowed to equilibrate for 10 minutes before each measurement.  

VI.3. Results and discussion 

VI.3.1 Steady state absorption and emission studies: Binding of 7HC with the 

surfactants in acetonitrile 

Absorption spectrum of 7HC in the aqueous solution shows a broad absorption 

maximum at around 323 nm. The absorption maximum is blue shifted slightly when it 

present in the acetonitrile solution. The absorption maxima values of 7HC in the water 

and pure acetonitrile environments are listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Absorption maxima of 7HC in different solvents. 

Solvent λmax
abs

 

Water 323 nm 

Acetonitrile 320 nm 

When photoexcited at 330 nm, 7HC in pure acetonitrile shows fluorescence with an 

emission band maximum at around 383 nm (emission maximum is about 371 nm in 

water). Addition of surfactant solutions of D10DAB, D12DAB and D14DAB separately 

to the solution of 7HC in acetonitrile, leads to a large enhancement in the fluorescence 

intensity of the probe along with bathochromic shift of the emission maximum. On 

saturation of the interaction of 7HC with D10DAB, D12DAB and D14DAB at their 

various cac regions the fluorescence of the probe maximizes at different wavelengths. 

The results are shown for D12DAB in Fig 1-6, for D10DAB in Fig 7-11 and for 

D14DAB in Fig 12-15. The interesting modification of the fluorometric behavior of 

7HC on the addition of D10DAB, D12DAB and D14DAB confirms regarding binding 

interaction of the probe with the surfactant systems in acetonitrile medium. Maximum 

shifting of the fluorescence spectra to 400nm observed for D10DAB, to 391nm for 

D12DAB and to 387nm for D14DAB respectively. Such red shifts of the fluorescence 

spectra indicate the specific interactions to occur between the probe molecules and the 

surfactants in acetonitrile solution. 

The intensity of fluorescence spectra of 7HC are also enhanced in acetonitrile medium 

as a function of D12DAB, D10DAB and D14DAB concentrations (Fig.1-15 (a)). Such 

an enhancement of fluorescence intensity is also indication of the interaction/binding 

of 7HC with different surfactant systems studied in the present work. To understand 

the nature of interaction more precisely, the fluorescence intensities are plotted as a 

function of surfactant concentrations (Fig.1-15 (b)) near different cac values as 

observed in conductivity study (Chapter III). The fluorescence intensity vs surfactant 

concentration plots at each cac regime shows multiple break points leading to a near 

plateau of constant intensity. Such result is interesting. 
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Figure 1. (a) Modification of spectra of 7HC on the addition of D12DAB at cac1 at 298K, 

(b) variation of fluorescence intensity at cac1, (c) plot of 1/ΔF against [L]
-1

 for 7HC-

D12DAB system in acetonitrile medium at 298K at cac1. 
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Figure 2. (a) Modification of spectra of 7HC on the addition of D12DAB at cac2 at 298K, 

(b) variation of fluorescence intensity at cac2, (c) plot of 1/ΔF against [L]
-1

 for 7HC-

D12DAB system in acetonitrile medium at 298K at cac2. 
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Figure 3. (a) Modification of spectra of 7HC on the addition of D12DAB at cac3 at 298K, 

(b) variation of fluorescence intensity at cac3, (c) plot of 1/ΔF against [L]
-1

 for 7HC-

D12DAB system in acetonitrile medium at 298K at cac3. 
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Figure 4. (a) Modification of spectra of 7HC on the addition of D12DAB at cac4 at 298K, 

(b) variation of fluorescence intensity at cac4, (c) plot of 1/ΔF against [L]
-1

 for 7HC-

D12DAB system in acetonitrile medium at 298K at cac4. 
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Figure 5. (a) Modification of spectra of 7HC on the addition of D12DAB at cac5 at 298K, 

(b) variation of fluorescence intensity at cac5, (c) plot of 1/ΔF against [L]
-1

 for 7HC-

D12DAB system in acetonitrile medium at 298K at cac5. 
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Figure 6. (a) Modification of spectra of 7HC on the addition of D12DAB at cac6 at 298K, 

(b) variation of fluorescence intensity at cac6, (c) plot of 1/ΔF against [L]
-1

 for 7HC-

D12DAB system in acetonitrile medium at 298K at cac6. 

.  
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Figure 7. (a) Modification of spectra of 7HC on the addition of D10DAB at cac1 at 298K, 

(b) variation of fluorescence intensity at cac1, (c) plot of 1/ΔF against [L]
-1

 for 7HC-

D10DAB system in acetonitrile medium at 298K at cac1. 
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Figure 8. (a) Modification of spectra of 7HC on the addition of D10DAB at cac2 at 298K, 

(b) variation of fluorescence intensity at cac2, (c) plot of 1/ΔF against [L]
-1

 for 7HC-

D10DAB system in acetonitrile medium at 298K at cac2. 
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Figure 9. (a) Modification of spectra of 7HC on the addition of D10DAB at cac3 at 298K, 

(b) variation of fluorescence intensity at cac3, (c) plot of 1/ΔF against [L]
-1 

for 7HC-

D10DAB system in acetonitrile medium at 298K at cac3. 
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Figure 10. (a) Modification of spectra of 7HC on the addition of D10DAB at cac4 at 298K, 

(b) variation of fluorescence intensity at cac4, (c) plot of 1/ΔF against [L]
-1

 for 7HC-

D10DAB system in acetonitrile medium at 298K at cac4. 
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Figure 11. (a) Modification of spectra of 7HC on the addition of D10DAB at cac5 at 298K, 

(b) variation of fluorescence intensity at cac5, (c) plot of 1/ΔF against [L]
-1

 for 7HC-

D10DAB system in acetonitrile medium at 298K at cac5. 
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Figure 12. (a) Modification of spectra of 7HC on the addition of D14DAB at cac1 at 298K, 

(b) variation of fluorescence intensity at cac1, (c) plot of 1/ΔF against [L]
-1

 for 7HC-

D14DAB system in acetonitrile medium at 298K at cac1. 
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Figure 13. (a) Modification of spectra of 7HC on the addition of D14DAB at cac2 at 298K, 

(b) variation of fluorescence intensity at cac2, (c) plot of 1/ΔF against [L]
-1

 for 7HC-

D14DAB system in acetonitrile medium at 298K at cac2. 
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Figure 14. (a) Modification of spectra of 7HC on the addition of D14DAB at cac3 at 298K, 

(b) variation of fluorescence intensity at cac3, (c) plot of 1/ΔF against [L]
-1 

for 7HC-

D14DAB system in acetonitrile medium at 298K at cac3. 
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Figure 15. (a) Modification of spectra of 7HC on the addition of D14DAB at cac4 at 298K, 

(b) variation of fluorescence intensity at cac4, (c) plot of 1/ΔF against [L]
-1 

for 7HC-

D14DAB system in acetonitrile medium at 298K at cac4. 

In each Fig (b) (Fig 1-15) the minimum concentration where a plateau (or near 

plateau) feature appears in intensity – concentration profile, is shown by intersection 

of two lines of varying slopes. It is observed that at different cac regimes the 

minimum concentrations where the plateau is observed are substantially higher than 

the corresponding cac value (observed from conductivity datas). This possibly 

indicates that the nature of binding of 7HC is different at different preaggregation cac 

regimes and become maximum above the corresponding cac value. Tables 2, Table 3 

and Table 4 show the cac values observed from conductivity study as compared with 

break points observed from the fluorescence measurements. The fluorescence data 

give break points values which are to some extent higher than that of conductivity 

data. This indicates that the binding interaction of 7HC with these double chained 

cationic surfactants increases with surfactant concentrations and reaches nearly 

saturation point much above the corresponding cac values. A number of additional 

breaks observed in the pre-plateau concentration regimes may be associated with 

heteroginity of aggregate morphology as observed in HRTEM study (Chapter III). 
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Table 2. Different cac values of D12DAB as determined by conductivity measurement 

and the concentrations at break points of fluorescence intensity vs. concentration plots 

for D12DAB in acetonitrile.  

cac  Conductivity (M) Fluorescence 

measurement (M) 

cac1 0.0006 0.0041 

cac2 0.0066 0.0093 

cac3 0.0257 0.0524 

cac4 0.0700 0.0796 

cac5 0.1653 0.1890 

cac6 0.2919 0.2424 

Table 3. Different cac values of D10DAB as determined by conductivity measurement 

and the concentrations at break points of fluorescence intensity vs. concentration plots 

for D10DAB in acetonitrile. 

cac  Conductivity (M) Fluorescence 

measurement (M) 

cac1 0.0007 0.0032 

cac2 0.0071 0.0098 

cac3 0.0275 0.0394 

cac4 0.1145 0.1435 

cac5 0.2945 0.3132 

Table 4. Different cac values of D14DAB as determined by conductivity measurement 

and the concentrations at break points of fluorescence intensity vs. concentration plots 

for D14DAB in acetonitrile.  

cac  Conductivity (M) Fluorescence 

measurement (M) 

cac1 0.0004 0.0031 

cac2 0.0053 0.0061 

cac3 0.0248 0.0285 

cac4 0.0662 0.0683 
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VI.3.2 Determination of the binding constants of 7HC with D12DAB, D10DAB 

and D14DAB 

By using intensity data of fluorescence spectra of 7HC in acetonitrile solvent and in 

presence of different concentrations of D12DAB’s, we have determined the binding 

constants of the probe with all of the different surfactant systems using the standard 

Benesi–Hildebrand equation (equation 3) [16-19]. 

1/ΔF = 1/ΔFmax + [1/(ΔFmax . Kb)].[L]
-1

                                                               (3) 

Where ΔF = FX - F0, ΔFmax = F - F0 and F0, FX and F stand for the emission intensities 

of 7HC in the absence, at an intermediate concentration of surfactant system and at 

the saturation level of surfactant-probe interaction, respectively. [L] indicates the 

concentration in moles per litre (M) of the surfactant under study and Kb is the 

binding constant of the probe 7HC with the surfactant. Fig (c)1-15 depict the plots of 

(1/ΔF) against [L]
-1

. The binding constant (Kb) values for surfactant systems are 

determined from the slopes and the intercepts of their corresponding plots. The 

comparative values of binding constants of three surfactant systems at their different 

cac points are given in the following Table 5. 

Table 5. Values of binding constant at all the cacs in D12DAB, D10DAB and D14DAB 

at 298K. 

Binding constant, 

Kb at 
D12DAB (M

-1
) D10DAB (M

-1
) D14DAB (M

-1
) 

cac1 259.76 524.14 150.78 

cac2 41.29 47.24 14.28 

cac3 34.10 31.99 47.17 

cac4 14.69 15.67 14.25 

cac5 20.88 3.54  

cac6 4.21   

The values of binding constants, Kb of the fluorophore (7HC) with the three surfactant 

systems are 259.76 M
-1

, 524.14M
-1

 and 150.78M
-1

 in D12DAB, D10DAB and D14DAB 

respectively at cac1 (Table 5). The binding constant values of the different systems 

suggest the presence of strong binding interactions between probe and the surfactants. 
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The higher Kb value of 7HC with D10DAB compared to that with D12DAB and 

D14DAB reflects that the interaction is stronger with D10DAB compared to that with 

other surfactants. Similar behavior is also observed at cac2 and cac3, but in the case of 

cac4 the binding constant value does not differ to any large extent. Consider the 

binding of probe 7HC with D12DAB, it is seen that there is a gradual decrease of 

binding constant value, from 259.76 M
-1

 at cac1 to 4.21 M
-1

 at cac6 (except at cac5). 

This definitely indicates that as more and more 7HC molecules are embedded in 

aggregates at higher and higher degree of cac’s via binding interactions, further 

binding tendency progressively decreases. In the case of the surfactant D10DAB there 

is a regular decrease in binding constant from cac1 to cac5. However the similar 

behavior is evident in case of the D14DAB-7HC system in acetonitrile but only upto 

cac4, above which the binding could not be measured. 

VI.3.3 Interaction of 7-Hydroxy coumarin with Didodecyldimethylammonium 

bromide in acetonitrile medium: UV Spectroscopic Study 

The UV absorption spectrum of 7HC in acetonitrile in the absence of any surfactant is 

shown in Fig 16. The spectral solution is taken in a 1cm path length cell. In all the 

cac’s as the concentration of surfactant increases in the D12DAB-7HC-acetonitrile 

system at different temperature, having a fixed concentration of 7HC (1x10
-5

 M) the 

intensity of spectra gradually increases. 
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Figure 16: UV spectrum of 7HC in acetonitrile. 
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The absorbance maximum (λmax) of 7HC in acetonitrile is found to be 320.97nm at 

293K temperature. The absorbance is found to decrease, although slightly with the 

increase of temperature at 303, 313 and 323K respectively. The λmax are found to be 

320.59, 319.96 and 318.79 nm. However, the value of λmax is found to decrease in 

case of cac1, cac2, cac3 and cac4; it ranges between 312 nm to 315 nm of D12DAB-

7HC-acetonitrile system at all the temperatures mentioned above as the concentration 

of surfactant increases within the fixed concentration of probe 7HC. In case of cac5 

and cac6 the spectrum exhibit few changes; two significant peaks appear in between 

311-317 nm and 271-280 nm at all the temperatures. The representative plots of UV-

spectra of D12DAB-7HC-acetonitrile system at 293K temperature and at all the six 

cacs are shown in the Fig 17. 

7HC is a neutral probe, used to determine the probe-surfactant interaction. The 

interaction leads to formation of probe surfactant complexes by two types of 

interactions, one is long range electrostatic forces and another is short range 

hydrophobic forces. In the present case the hydrophobic force plays the most 

important role in probe-surfactant interaction. More hydrophobic the environment of 

the surfactant system, more is the interaction of 7HC with D12DAB. As the 

concentration of D12DAB increases, the solubility of probe 7HC also increases by the 

formation of probe-surfactant adduct or complexes resulting in slight blue shift in 

spectrum with the increase in intensity of the absorption (Fig 17). 
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Figure 17. Representrative absorption spectra of D12DAB-7HC system at different cacs’ 

at 293K. 

The obtained spectral data having fixed concentration of 7HC in acetonitrile medium 

and the varying concentrations of surfactant D12DAB are used in evaluating the 

interaction constant between the probe and the surfactant systems. For D12DAB-7HC-

acetonitrile system at different temperatures, the binding constant is calculated using 

the Keteler’s equation [20,21]. 

[P] / (A-A0) = 1 / (Ɛ-Ɛ0) + 1 / KC(Ɛ-Ɛ0)[S]                                                                   (4) 
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where, [P] = concentration of probe 7HC, [S] = concentration of surfactant, A = 

absorbance of probe in the presence of surfactant, A0 = absorbance of probe in the 

absence of surfactant, Ɛ = extinction coefficient of surfactant-probe aggregates, Ɛ0 = 

extinction coefficient of probe in the absence of surfactant, KC = binding constant of 

surfactant-probe system. Plots of [P] / (A-A0) vs 1/[S] are shown in the Fig 18-21 for 

D12DAB-7HC system in acetonitrile at the different temperature ranges from 293-323 

K. the values of binding constants determined by absorption spectroscopic datas 

slightly differ from those determined by fluorescence spectroscopy. 

These plots are straight lines, having slope 1/KC (Ɛ-Ɛ0) and intercept 1/ (Ɛ-Ɛ0). From 

the ratio of the obtained slopes and intercepts the value of corresponding binding 

constant (Kc) are evaluated. The values of to KC are summerized in Table 6. 

Table 6. Binding constant by UV spectroscopy at different temperature. 

Temperature(K) 
KC (binding constant) [M]

-1
 

cac1 cac2 cac3 cac4 cac5 cac6 

293 231.60 44.31 4.19 4.18 1.40 0.51 

303 315.61 27.98 13.19 3.42 2.59 0.36 

313 144.25 48.93 26.42 9.00 6.35 0.40 

323 370.12 103.75 15.25 6.11 2.23 0.23 
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Figure 18. Plots of [P]/(A-A0) vs 1/[S] of D12DAB-7HC- acetonitrile at 293K. 
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Figure 19. Plots of [P]/(A-A0) vs 1/[S] of D12DAB-7HC- acetonitrile at 303K. 
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Figure 20. Plots of [P]/(A-A0) vs 1/[S] of D12DAB-7HC- acetonitrile at 313K. 
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Figure 21. Plots of [P]/(A-A0) vs 1/[S] of D12DAB-7HC-acetonitrile at 323K. 

From the KC values, the thermodynamic parameters such as changes in the 

standard Gibbs free energy of interaction (ΔG0), the standard enthalpy change (ΔH0) 

of interaction and the standard entropy change of interaction (ΔS0) for the surfactant-

probe aggregates are calculated using the following thermodynamic expressions [25]. 

ΔG
0
 = - RT ln KC                                                                                               (5) 

The changes in the standard enthalpy (H
0
) are evaluate by the van’t Hoff equation. 

[∂(ΔG
0
)/∂(1/T)] = ΔH

0
                                                                                        (6) 

In the present case, G
0 

vs. T profile is found to follow a second degree polynomial 

equation. 

G
0
 = a + bT + cT

2
                                                                                           (7)  
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where, a, b and c are the polynomial coefficients. 

From the polynomial equation, the value of ΔH
0
 is determined by the following 

expression:  

[d(ΔG
0
/T) / d(1/T)] = a-cT

2
 = ΔH

0
                                                                      (8) 

The standard entropy change (S
0
) for the surfactant-probe aggregate formation is 

calculated according to the following expression. 

ΔS
0
 = (H

0
 - G

0
)/ T                                                                                            (9 

Thermodynamic parameters for the formation of the dye–surfactant complexes have 

been summarised in Table 7. The dye–surfactant binding process is exothermic in 

nature and is controlled both by electrostatic and hydrophobic forces, as revealed 

from the thermodynamic parameters. 
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Table 7: Thermodynamic parameters for theinteraction of 7HC-D12DAB system in 

acetonitrile. 

cac Temperature/K G
0
X10

3
/KJ mol

-1
 H

0
X10

-2
/KJ mol

-1
 ΔS

0
/ JK

-1
mol

-1
 

cac1 

293 

303 

313 

323 

-13.25 

-14.49 

-12.93 

-15.87 

-1.26 

-1.37 

-1.48 

-1.59 

45.22 

47.81 

41.32 

49.14 

cac2 

293 

303 

313 

323 

-9.32 

-8.39 

-10.12 

-12.46 

22.70 

24.30 

25.90 

27.60 

31.51 

27.69 

32.34 

38.58 

cac3 

293 

303 

313 

323 

-3.49 

-6.49 

-8.52 

-7.32 

-8.91 

-9.55 

-10.20 

-10.90 

11.91 

21.44 

27.22 

22.65 

cac4 

293 

303 

313 

323 

-3.48 

-3.09 

-5.71 

-4.86 

-3.47 

-3.72 

-3.97 

-4.23 

11.80 

10.22 

18.26 

15.05 

cac5 

293 

303 

313 

323 

-0.82 

-2.40 

-4.81 

-2.15 

-2.79 

-2.98 

-3.18 

-3.39 

2.71 

7.91 

15.36 

6.67 

cac6 

293 

303 

313 

323 

1.64 

2.57 

2.83 

3.95 

-2.82 

-3.02 

-3.44 

-3.48 

-5.60 

-8.50 

-7.62 

-12.22 
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VI.4. Conclusion 

The study provides an explicit picture of the binding interaction of 7HC and 

surfactants D12DAB, D10DAB and D14DAB. Steady-state fluorescence anisotropy 

study indicates that although the probe resided in a confined region, the anisotropy is 

decreased. This probably indicates that the DDAB aggregates in acetonitrile are not at 

all compact and contain solvent molecules to some extent and the rotational dynamics 

of the probe is apparently increased via breaking of other interaction including 

hydrogen bonding with the solvent in the bulk.The anisotropy value indicates that 

7HC experience more rotational freedom at higher degree of cac’s. This dye–

surfactant binding process is exothermic in nature. From the thermodynamic 

parameters it is found that the dye-surfactant interaction process is controlled by both 

electrostatic and hydrophobic forces. The red shift in spectra indicates higher polarity 

of the environment. The spectral shift also indicates that the probe experiences a 

higher polarity in the D10DAB surfactant system compared to that of the D12DAB and 

D14DAB surfactant systems. The binding constant values are found to be highest in 

case of cac1, where interaction between probe and surfactant is strongest. 

References are provided in BIBLIOGRAPHY under “References for Chapter VI” 

(Page 144-145) 
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Experimental and Theoretical Efforts to Identify the
Microstructural Transition of Water to Acetonitrile-Based
Reverse Micelle through Binary Compositions of Polar
Solvents
Madhurima Paul Chowdhury,[a] Kaushik Kundu,[b] Soumik Bardhan,[a] Barnali Kar,[a]

Gulmi Chakraborty,[a] and Swapan K. Saha*[a]

The present report was undertaken due to the scarcity of
information regarding the microstructural transition from
aqueous to acetonitrile (ACN)-based non-aqueous reverse
micelles (RMs) stabilized by cationic didodecyldimethylammo-
nium bromide (DDAB) and anionic sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl)
sulfosuccinate (AOT) in cyclohexane. The synergistic solubiliza-
tion capacity of corresponding polar solvent at a fixed
composition and the nature of conductance plots in these RMs
were markedly varied along with the composition of binary
solvents (water and ACN at pure or mixed states) and the
surfactant charge types (DDAB and AOT). The structural
alteration in these RMs through water- and ACN-rich composi-
tions were studied by FTIR, where the results were explained in

terms of molecular states of water and ACN inside RMs. The
differential binding affinity of both polar solvents with the two
surfactants was shown using ab initio calculations. The
subsequent appearance and disappearance of aqueous nano-
pool was verified from UV-Vis technique using CoCl2. The lack
of H-bonding ability on going from aqueous to ACN-based RMs
was evidenced from the temperature-dependent DLS study
along with the absorption profiles of 7-hydroxycoumarin. The
results showed how the microstructures and H-bonding
interactions inside RMs are dramatically altered by simply
changing polarity of the solvents or the surfactant charge-
types. This report could be useful to understand the formation
mechanism of two class of RMs.

1. Introduction

Reverse micelles (RMs) are formed when amphiphilic molecules
self-aggregate in a non-polar solvent. They are broadly
classified into aqueous or non-aqueous RMs depending on the
nature of co-solvents e. g., water or polar organic solvents,
which control the chemistry occurring in them.[1] The geometric
confinement inside RMs modifies the properties of entrapped
polar solvent compared to that of bulk solvent. Even though
water is traditionally the most common and versatile polar
solvent, a variety of non-aqueous polar solvents were also used
to create RMs due to certain distinct advantages, such as
improved stability, large variety of tunability and to customize a
water-free reaction medium.[2] Friberg and Podzimek first time
studied non-aqueous RMs using ethylene glycol.[3] Later on,
Falcone et al. investigated the properties of non-aqueous RMs
using large variety of polar solvents, viz., glycerol, ethylene
glycol, propylene glycol, formamide, dimethylformamide and

dimethylacetamide.[4] Recently, Correa et al. reviewed a detail
discussion on RMs formed with polar solvents other than water
both from the perspective of fundamental characterization and
application for novel chemistry.[1] Several literatures have
appeared in recent times which report the formation of RMs
using acetonitrile (ACN) as well,[5–10] but whether ACN mole-
cules are effectively encapsulated by the surfactant molecules
forming a true RMs, remains unclear. Almost all of these studies
relied on the steady state absorption and emission spectros-
copies including time-resolved spectroscopic technique to
understand the effective encapsulation and the solvation
dynamics of ACN in RMs. The difference between ACN-based
RMs from aqueous or methanol-based RMs was interpreted on
the basis of hydrogen bonding ability of water and ACN.[5–10]

However, above studies, in general, provide information
concerning the microenvironment and dynamics of the con-
fined geometry; none of these reports explored the formation
stability of RMs along with the droplet size and other micro-
structural characteristics. In order to understand the scientific
basis for the microstructural modification between ACN-based
non-aqueous RMs with that of aqueous RMs, we have
formulated and characterized RMs in cyclohexane (Cy) using
didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB) as the cationic
surfactant, by solubilizing water and ACN at different binary
compositions. While the double tailed anionic surfactant viz.,
sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT) is one of the
most thoroughly utilized for RMs, the double tailed cationic
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DDAB also can effectively form RMs in nonpolar solvents
without a cosurfactant.[11] But surprisingly, it had received
relatively less attention from the scientists working in this field.
On the other hand, while much attention has been paid so far
to the microenvironmental features of ACN-based RMs,
relatively less is known about the microstructural properties of
the RMs with entrapped ACN and/or water. To the best of our
knowledge, no attempt has ever been made to study the
microstructures and stability of RMs as a function of binary
solvent mixture, water and ACN (v/v). The motivation of
choosing different binary compositions of water and ACN for
the entrapment in the RMs originates from the reported
synergistic performance of polar solvent mixtures in compar-
ison to the individual component, in which, addition of 38% v/
v mixture of glycerol (GY) with water in AOT/n-heptane RMs
resulted in an increase in the catalytic properties of a-
chymotrypsin (a-CT) during hydrolysis of 2-naphthyl acetate.[12]

Binary mixtures of ACN and water are widely used as reaction
media in diverse fields of physical-organic chemistry, reverse
phase liquid chromatography, and electrochemistry, solvent
extraction, and atmospheric chemistry.[13] In this report, con-
ductivity and dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements
were employed to investigate the gradual changes occurring in
the microstructure of the RMs on going from aqueous to non-
aqueous RMs via several mixed compositions of water and
ACN. The nature of various water and ACN states inside DDAB
RMs has been studied by using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy. Also, the microstructural transition between
aqueous and non-aqueous RMs, based on anionic AOT
surfactant was carried out and compared in order to clarify the
effect of surfactant charge types. The results which justify the
conjecture of the existence of polar non-aqueous nano-pool
are presented and the thermal stability of formulated system is
also discussed in terms of efficiency of H-bonding inside the
droplet core.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Solubilization capacity of RMs as a function of binary
compositions of polar solvent

In order to detect the structural transitions from aqueous
DDAB/Cy RMs to ACN-based non-aqueous system, the stability
of formulated systems as a function of composition of binary
polar solvents is determined, which is defined as the ratio of
maximum solubilization limit of the corresponding polar
solvent (above which phase separation takes place) in this
report. For this purpose, we have used total eleven composi-
tions of polar solvent (v/v) for entrapment in RMs, such as
aqueous RMs (100% of water), non-aqueous RMs (100% of
ACN) and RMs with binary compositions of ACN and water
(10% to 90% of ACN, v/v). Figure 1 displays the variation of
transparent RMs region (1f) as a function of binary composi-
tions of entrapped ACN. The solubilization capacity (R) of RMs
is expressed in terms of the ratio, R = [polar solvent]/[surfac-
tant], where molecular weights of both polar solvents were
considered in order to calculate the molar concentrations of

polar solvents at binary compositions. However, for 100% (v/v)
water-based RM systems, the solubilization ability is expressed
as the water/surfactant molar ratio (w0) of 3.70. Interestingly,
the DDAB RMs exhibit considerable synergism in the solubiliza-
tion capacity of corresponding polar solvent (R) wherein R
initially increases with increasing compositions of ACN (v/v)
and passes through a maximum at 50% of ACN in mixed polar
solvents, beyond which it decreases. Whereas, the synergistic
solubilization capacity is observed at 20% of ACN in mixed
polar solvents for AOT-RMs. Addition of ACN can expel part of
the surfactant molecules from the aqueous phase to the
organic phase to form RMs and hence solubilization increases.
Also, ACN decreases the interaction among the droplets by
making the interfacial layer more rigid, which in turn also
increases solubilization. At a higher concentration of ACN, a
different phenomenon overcomes this effect, where addition of
ACN decreases the thickness of the electrical double layer of
the charged interfacial film. Subsequently, the effective polar
area of the surfactant also decreases. This in turn increases the
tendency of the surfactant to form natural negative curvature,
which decreases the solubilization.[14,15] It may also be noted
that AOT is the least polar surfactant compared to DDAB (HLB
values of DDAB and AOT are 18.1 and 10.2, respectively[16,17]),
and the least [ACN] is required to bring about the solubilization
maximum among the studied systems. This clearly indicates
the direct influence of interfacial charge types of RMs during
the formation. The observed phenomenon, related to max-
imum water solubilization capacity in RMs, is not uncommon in
literature. However, such a synergism was reported earlier for
AOT based RMs as a function of the content of the added
second surfactant, co-surfactant, additive concentration (elec-
trolyte or ionic liquid, IL) and chain length of the oil.[14,18–20] Both
DDAB and AOT RMs showed similar synergism in water
solubilization capacity but in presence of added ionic and non-

Figure 1. Variation of solubilization capacity of DDAB or AOT/cyclohexane
reverse micelles (RMs) with increase in acetonitrile (ACN) content in mixed
compositions of polar solvents (water or ACN, v/v) at 298 K. The red/blue
dotted line indicates the experimental paths.
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ionic surfactants.[21,22] It would be now interesting to investigate
whether such a modification imprints the microstructural
characteristics of the encapsulated water and/or ACN molecules
inside these RMs.

2.2. Size distribution of DDAB/Cy-based reverse micellar
droplets by DLS technique

A series of samples from 1F region of RMs (Figure 1) were
chosen at a fixed volume of polar solvent with different
compositions of water/ACN (v/v) and measured by DLS, which
proved to be a powerful tool for characterization of the size
and size distribution of RM droplets. Figures 2A and B
demonstrates the size distributions and individual droplet sizes
of the chosen RM samples at 298 K. It is evident from the
figures that pure aqueous RMs (100% water, v/v) produced
larger droplets in comparison to non-aqueous one (100% ACN,
v/v). Previously, Riter et al. noticed similar trend in droplet size
of AOT/isooctane-RMs in presence of water and ACN.[23] The
addition of ACN gives rise to a decrease in the repulsive
interaction between the head groups of the ionic surfactant,
DDAB, which further increases the packing parameter of
surfactant molecules[24] (P = v/al, where ‘v’ and ‘l’ are the volume
and the length of hydrophobic chain, respectively and ‘a’ is the
area of polar head group of the surfactant) and decreases the
droplet diameter. Also, the addition of ACN within the reverse
micellar water pool weakens the hydrogen-bonding between
water and head group of DDAB and thereby reduces hydration
of cationic head group, i.e., decrease in ‘a’ and subsequently
increase in “P” value of surfactant. This results in the formation
of smaller droplets due to decreasing their swelling.[25]

2.3. Measurement of electrical conductivity to elucidate
transport properties of RMs as a function of binary
compositions of polar solvents and surfactant charge types

As it is well-known that the measurement of electrical
conductivity of RMs is influenced by their microstructures, we
intend to monitor the changes in conductance behaviour of
“dry RMs” as a function of the polar solvent’s content, which is
illustrated in Figures 3A and 3B.

The results show two different behaviours pertaining to the
dependence of conductance on the composition of binary co-
solvent in DDAB RMs. Aqueous RMs along with the systems
with binary water-ACN content in the range of 90% to 60% (v/
v) showed bell-shaped curve. Thus, a distinct increase in
conductivity is evidenced with a broad maximum and followed
by sharp decrease after passing through the maximum (Fig-
ure 3A). On the other hand, pure non-aqueous RMs (100% v/v
of ACN) and RMs with binary water/ACN compositions in the
range of 50% to 10% (v/v) showed a sharp increase in
conductivity up to the phase separation (Figure 3B). The
conductance of w/o RMs at lower volume fraction of water or
at a state much below the percolation threshold can be
explained on the basis of migration of statistically charged
droplets with charge fluctuation features.[26] An increase of the
content of water or water-rich binary mixture increases the
mobility of surfactant ions during the “fusion-fission” process,
which tends to increase the electrical conductivity.[27] Herein,
the addition of water or water-rich polar solvents (90% to 60%
of water) into DDAB-formed RMs favours the charging process
and tends to increase the electrical conductivity. On the other
hand, the size of the RM droplets generally increases with more
water-rich polar solvent solubilizing in RMs, which results in a
slow migration of droplets under electric field and lowers the
conductivity. These two antagonistic effects counteract with
each other and result in a maximum conductivity with
increasing water-rich polar solvent content in DDAB/Cy RMs.[28]

Figure 2. (A) Droplet size distribution, and (B) variation of droplet sizes of DDAB/cyclohexane reverse micelles (RMs) composed of different binary compositions
of polar solvents (water or ACN, v/v) at 298 K. Herein, 10% water to 100% (v/v) water systems correspond to the water/surfactant molar ratio (w0) of 0.37 to
3.70.
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On the other hand, the sharp rise in conductivity for non-
aqueous and ACN-rich RMs is due to the following reasons. The
solubilization of higher amount of ACN (� 50%, v/v) in the
water pool may decrease the association interaction between
water molecules and headgroups of DDAB by weakening the
polarity of water, and this results in the decrease of interfacial
rigidity of droplets and benefits the formation of transient
channels between the consecutive droplets. Moreover, the
interdroplet attractive interactions become stronger with
increasing concentration of ACN, and the droplets become
more interconnected and easily form the transient channel for
ions transfer with increasing polar solvent content, and thus
the conductivity is increased sharply.[29] Thus, it can be
summarized from the following results that conductance
behaviour in DDAB RMs containing 100% to 60% water (w0 =

3.70-2.22) as polar phase governed by the counter-balancing
effects of two mechanisms (i.e., “hopping” and “fusion-fission”);
whereas charge migration mechanism through interconnected
droplets played important role for 50% to water to 100% ACN-
based (w0 = 1.85-0) DDAB RMs. These results pointed out that
a structural transition in DDAB RMs occurred at a particular
composition of polar solvent, i.e., 50% of water (v/v) or w0 of
1.85.

In order to understand the influence of the interfacial
charge of RMs on the structural transitions of aqueous to non-
aqueous systems, similar conductance study was undertaken
for AOT/Cy RMs. Surprisingly, the bell-shaped curve is obtained
only for limited systems, e. g., pure aqueous and few water rich
AOT RMs (90% and 80% v/v of water) (Figure S1, Supporting
Information). However, most of the binary RM systems along
with pure non-aqueous one revealed a regular increase in
conductivity and subsequently, percolation phenomena (Fig-
ure S1). Appearance of percolation in conductance in RM
systems can be correlated with the transition from discrete
droplet type to connected droplet type microstructures and
also the increase of interdroplet interaction as well. According

to Garcia-Rio et al.,[30] electrical conductivity in an AOT-based
microemulsion is due to the passage of cations through the
transient channels formed between colliding droplets. This
passage is facilitated by the formation of the certain local
region of positive curvature in AOT surfactant film.[31] The
fluidity of the interface and the attractive interactions among
the aggregates are the most important factors that determine
the exchange rate of the ions during the fusion processes,[32]

which leads to percolation. At this juncture, it is worth
comparing the conductance phenomena in two RMs (cationic
and anionic) at a similar polar phase composition. It can be
observed from subsequent figures that in most of the systems,
the conductance values are found to be higher for DDAB RMs
compared to AOT RMs. However, at or near equivalent binary
polar phase compositions (50% and 60% of water), AOT RMs
shows a distinct percolation phenomena with larger conduc-
tance values compared to DDAB RMs. These results clearly
indicates the important role of surfactant charge types which
mainly governs the interdroplet interaction within the RMs.

2.4. Molecular states of water in confined environment of
RMs in presence of ACN by FTIR spectroscopy

Over the past decade, there was intense research to understand
the details of water structure solubilized in the heterogeneous
media. Thus, it is also necessary to study the states and
properties of solubilized water in these formulated RM media
and further to examine how the added ACN molecules change
the microstructure of the aqueous RMs. Earlier, the states of
dissolved water in aqueous microemulsions were intensively
investigated and found to depend strongly on the content and
the nature of the surfactant head groups.[28,33–35] Herein, the
states of water in presence of ACN in DDAB RMs have been
investigated by FTIR spectroscopy, which further resolved to
the trapped water, bound water, and free water components
by least-squares curve fitting on the basis of Gaussian peak

Figure 3. Electrical conductivity of DDAB/cyclohexane reverse micelles (RMs) composed of different binary compositions of polar solvents (water or ACN, v/v)
as a function of molar ratio of polar solvent to surfactant (R) at 298 K, where (A) RMs with 100% water to 60% water, and (B) RMs with 50% water to 0% water.
Herein, 10% water to 100% (v/v) water systems correspond to the water/surfactant molar ratio (w0) of 0.37 to 3.70.
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shape. For the traditional aqueous RMs, the entrapped water
has in general three distinct states: trapped, bound, and free or
bulk-like water. The trapped water, with O�H stretching
vibration at ~3600 cm�1, is defined as the water species
dispersed among long hydrocarbon chains of surfactant
molecules. It exists as monomers (or dimers) and has no
hydrogen bonding interaction with its surroundings is ex-
pected. As the trapped water molecules are matrix-isolated
dimers or monomeric in nature, they absorb in the high
frequency region. The bound water molecules are hydrogen
bonded with the polar headgroups of surfactants, which results
in absorption in the low-frequency region of the IR spectrum
and appears at ~3400 cm�1.[28,33–35] In these RMs, ACN is also
used as polar solvent for entrapment into RMs along with
water. It was reported previously that water can bind with ACN
molecules through the formation of OH–N bonds at the
expense of O�H—O bonds.[36] Therefore, the water hydrogen-
bound to ACN in mixed RMs may also be appeared as bound
water and is fitted together. Apart from these two types of
water species, the free water molecules, occupying the cores of
surfactant aggregates, have strong hydrogen bonds among
themselves, that is, they have similar bulk water properties,
which shift the O�H stretching band to a lower frequency at
3220 cm�1. The O�H stretching regions of DDAB RMs with 100,
60 and 10% added water are shown in Figures 4A-C, respec-
tively. It can be seen that the data curve fits the experimental
points quite well in all the cases. Similar fittings were
performed for other compositions as well. The dependence of
the area fractions for the three water species (trapped, bound,
free water) as a function of the overall water content in
presence of ACN in DDAB RMs is presented in Table S1
(Supporting Information). Population of bound water is gradu-
ally increased on going from 100% to 50% water fraction at the
expense of both bulk and trapped water and thereafter reversal
of trend observed from 40% to 10% water fraction in DDAB
RMs.

Observing the various water states inside RMs, one can
explain the results in terms of transition from ACN-rich RMs
(10% to 50% water, v/v) to water-rich RMs (60% to 90% water,

v/v) and subsequent formation of pure aqueous RMs (100%
water, v/v). The fraction of bound water is gradually increased
at the expense of bulk-like or free water, when 50% ACN-based
RMs is reached from 10% ACN. In DDAB/Cy/ACN non-aqueous
RMs, the counter ions become highly solvated after disruption
of the intermolecular structure of ACN inside the confinement.
As a result, the quaternary ammonium head groups of DDAB
become available to interact, on increasing the water concen-
tration in polar solvent mixture, and more and more bound
water starts to form along with substantial amount of trapped
water (10% water RMs, Figure 4C). The water molecules which
are mainly located in the palisade layer are either mechanically
trapped within the reverse micellar structure or thermodynami-
cally bound to the ionic headgroups of DDAB and ACN via
hydration or intermolecular hydrogen bonding. It is also
observed that at very low water concentration (10%, v/v), water
molecules mainly behave as the trapped water and with
increasing concentration (20% to 50%, v/v), the trapped water
fraction decreases and bound water fraction increases. On
increasing the concentration, a reversal of trend occurs for bulk
and bound water molecules in water-rich and aqueous RMs.
This is obvious because, the water molecules began to enter
the nano-pools once the bound water reached the saturation
point. As a result, population of free water increases and
reaches maximum in aqueous RMs (Figure 4A) at high water
content.

2.5. Location and molecular states of ACN in DDAB and AOT
RMs from FTIR measurement

In order to understand the location and H-bonded environment
of ACN molecules in both aqueous DDAB and AOT/Cy RMs, the
IR spectra in nCN region have been collected at different volume
fraction of ACN in studied systems, which are shown in
Figures S2A�B (SI). Red-shifted nCN is observed with increase in
ACN concentration in both RMs, which is observed earlier for
bulk water-ACN mixture.[36] However, it is worthwhile to
mention that the nCN frequency is more red-shifted for AOT
RMs compared to DDAB RMs at comparable composition of

Figure 4. Representative FTIR spectra of O�H band in DDAB/cyclohexane reverse micelles (RMs) composed of different binary compositions of polar solvents
(water or ACN, v/v) at 298 K, where (A) RMs with 100% water (w0 = 3.70), (B) 60% water (w0 = 2.22), and (C) 10% water (w0 = 0.37).
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ACN (v/v) (Figures 5A-B), which indicates stronger interaction
between ACN with negatively charged surfactant interface
(herein, AOT) compared to positively charged interface (herein,
DDAB). The nitrogen atom in ACN’s CN group can interact
either with another ACN molecule or with OH group of water[36]

and polar head groups of surfactants. To identify the molecular
states of ACN in confined environment of both DDAB and AOT
RMs, we therefore considered fluctuations in the band
frequency that occur differently (randomly) for individual
members of the overall distribution and lead to Gaussian
contributions to the band. The representative deconvoluted
spectra in nCN region of DDAB and AOT RMs are represented in
Figures S3A�B (SI). The deconvoluted lower frequency is
termed as ‘network or free’ ACN, whereas the higher frequency
band is termed as ‘interfacial or bound’ ACN.[36,37] The variations
in the area fraction of both molecular states of ACN in DDAB
and AOT RMs are shown in Figures S3C�D (SI). It is evident
from the figures that in DDAB RMs, the ‘network and free’ ACN
increases at the expense of ‘interfacial or bound’ ACN with
increasing concentration of ACN in RMs, which was earlier
observed for bulk water-ACN mixture too.[36] But, the ‘interfacial

or bound’ ACN increases with increasing ACN concentration for
AOT RMs, due to their favourable interaction with negatively
charged interface. However, after comparing the result for two
RMs, we observed larger fraction of ‘bound’ and lower fraction
of ‘free’ ACN in AOT RMs compared to DDAB RMs at higher
concentration of ACN (50% to 100%, v/v) (Figures 5C-D). These
observations certainly proves that ACN molecules are more
prone to sit near the interface of AOT RMs compared to DDAB,
which is well supported by the theoretical calculations
(described in subsequent section, Sec. 2.9).

2.5. Characteristics of nano-water pool in DDAB-RMs in
presence of ACN by UV-Vis spectroscopy

In order to further explore the effect of ACN on the micro-
structure of the aqueous RMs to identify its actual locations, it
is important to confirm the formation of nano-pools in these
systems. For this purpose, a metal salt, CoCl2 was chosen, which
is insoluble in Cy, but soluble in DDAB/Cy mixture and in bulk
water or ACN. Figures 6A-D represent the UV/Vis absorption
spectra of CoCl2 solubilized in RMs as a function of added

Figure 5. FTIR spectra in nCN region of ACN molecules in DDAB and AOT/cyclohexane reverse micelles (RMs) composed of different binary compositions of
polar solvents (ACN or water, v/v) at 298 K, where (A) RMs with 90% ACN, and (B) 30% ACN. Gaussian deconvoluted area fraction of various ACN states in RMs,
where (C) ‘free’ and (D) ‘bound’ ACN molecules.
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content of polar phase (100%, 50% and 10% v/v of water and
100% v/v of ACN). The absorbance of CoII in DDAB/Cy RMs
showed a broad band at 525–725 nm region comprised of a
few convoluted peaks similar to earlier reports.[38–40] Interest-
ingly, for aqueous RMs, an extra band appears at near 510 nm,
which is a characteristic of the absorbance of CoII in aqueous
medium. The absorbance of the 510 nm band increases with a
subsequent decrease in the absorbance of the lower energy
bands with gradual addition of water in aqueous RMs. These
results indicate the formation of bulk water pools within the
DDAB/Cy/water (100% v/v) RMs as is expected in case of w/o
microemulsions. This observation indicates that CoCl2 is
solubilized in an environment that is similar to bulk water. The
formation of nano-pools is further confirmed if one compares
the absorbance of CoII in non-aqueous RMs with that of 100%
of ACN (v/v) at constant CoCl2 concentration. Unlike the
absorbance of CoII in aqueous RMs, the absorbance of CoII for
the non-aqueous systems shows no additional band at 510 nm.
Even in ACN-rich RMs (10% water, v/v), the band at 510 nm was
found to be absent. These changes in the spectral behaviour of

CoII are because CoII is initially solvated within DDAB/Cy
solution with no water, thus predominantly existing as tetra-
coordinated species.[40] When water content in mixed binary
solvent based-RMs increases, it exists in a dispersed form
associated with the surfactant monomers within the solution
through H-bonding. Once RM system reaches a threshold limit
(i. e., 100% v/v of water RMs), water starts to form water pools
with the help of appropriately aggregated DDAB and sub-
sequently accumulates in the core of thus formed RMs where
the majority of water is now present in its free form with
properties similar to those of bulk water.

2.6. Evidence of H-bonding environment from the
temperature-dependent droplet size measurement using
DLS for DDAB/Cy RMs

Finally, to examine the H-bonding efficiency in these systems
and their response towards temperature, we measured temper-
ature-induced droplet sizes of the individual RM systems in the
temperature range of 298–313 K. While heating, all the systems

Figure 6. UV/Vis absorption spectra of CoCl2 dissolved in DDAB/cyclohexane reverse micelles (RMs) after gradual addition of polar solvents at different binary
compositions (v/v) at 298 K, where (A) RMs with 100% ACN or 0% water, (B) 10% water (w0 = 0.37), (C) 50% water (w0 = 1.85), and (D) 100% water (w0 = 3.70).
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were found to remain transparent in the whole temperature
range studied. As shown in Figures 7A-C, the size of the
droplets in aqueous RMs and ACN-rich RMs (30% and 10%
water, v/v) decreases with temperature.

In general, increase in the temperature leads to swelling of
the DDAB tails by the solvent and hence a decrease in the
spontaneous curvature of the DDAB monolayer and this leads
to the formation of smaller droplets.[41] Interestingly, the change
in droplet size as a function of temperatures is found to be
prominent for aqueous RMs, whereas no noticeable changes
are observed for ACN-rich RMs. In order to examine the thermal
stability more accurately, we illustrate the change in droplet
size from 298 to 313 K as a function of different composition of
binary solvent in RMs (Figure 7D). It is clear from the plot that
the temperature-sensitivity is gradually reduced on going from
aqueous RMs to non-aqueous RMs. This dependence seems
obvious if one considers the extent of H-bonding ability in
these systems and is attributed to a disruption of H-bonding,
between the water and the polar head group of DDAB
molecule at high temperature.[42] As the system proceeds

towards the ACN-rich RMs, the lack of H-bonding ability of ACN
with surfactant actually provides more temperature insensitivity
to the formulated systems.

2.8. Microenvironment of DDAB/Cy RMs in presence of ACN
using 7-hydroxycoumarin

In continuation of our interest in the microenvironmental
characterization of aqueous and non-aqueous RMs, we herein
report the absorption characteristics of the dye 7-hydroxycou-
marin (HCM) (Figure 8A) in mixed compositions of bulk polar
solvent and RMs at similar binary solvent compositions. HCM is
widely used as a polarity indicator in various RM media.[43,44]

HCM is insoluble in hydrocarbon and sparingly soluble in
water.[44] It is soluble in hydrocarbons in presence of DDAB. The
dye solution added to the DDAB/Cy/polar solvent is expected
to reside at the surfactant monolayer formed between the two
immiscible phases. The observed physicochemical changes
should refer to the properties of the interfacial region of RMs.
The absorption profiles of HCM in bulk solvents and RMs are

Figure 7. Size distribution of DDAB/cyclohexane reverse micellar (RMs) droplets as a function of temperature composed of different binary compositions of
polar solvents (water or ACN, v/v), where (A) RMs with 100% water (w0 = 3.70), (B) 30% water (w0 = 1.11), and (C) 10% water (w0 = 0.37). (D) The change in
droplet size from 298 to 313 K (DDh

298�313) as a function of volume % of water (0% to 100%), which is equivalent to w0 of 0.37 to 3.70 in RMs.
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illustrated in Figure 8B. It is clearly seen that the absorption
maxima of these RMs are blue-shifted compared to the bulk
solvents, which is observed earlier.[45] This observation supports
the lower static polarity of the reverse micellar core compared
to bulk solvents. It is interesting to note that with increasing
concentration of ACN in RMs, the absorbance decreases with
slight blue-shift. This is possible if ACN enter into the RM
interface of DDAB by ion-dipole interaction forming a sparse
interface which is less susceptible to accommodate HCM
molecule. Thus HCM preferably resides on the pseudo RM
phase and hence the rate of change in absorbance decreases.[44]

The blue shift in absorption maximum with increase in ACN
concentration is due to the decrease in the local polarity
around the HCM in RM medium. HCM consists of an electron
donating group (hydroxyl group) and an electron withdrawing
aromatic system. The direction of the excited state charge flow
is from the hydroxyl group to the carbonyl group across the
aromatic ring and the twisted intra-molecular charge transfer
process gives an excited state with a large dipole which is
stabilized in more polar environments. The blue-shifted
absorption maximum of HCM from polar protic solvent (water)
to aprotic solvent (ACN) entrapped in RMs is due to the
changes in its excited state dipole moment. The hydrophilic
nano-pool region present in the reverse micellar form is
significantly reduced in polarity when more and more ACN is
entrapped due to their lack of H-bonding ability. The efficient
partitioning of HCM in presence of ACN from nano water pool
to the interfacial region may be the possible reason for the
blue shift in the absorption maximum as is shown in Figure 8B.

2.9. Quantum chemical calculation for determination of
binding energy responsible for the interactions between
surfactants and polar solvents

Finally, we undertook ab initio calculations to have insights on
the molecular level interaction between cationic (DDAB) as well
as anionic (AOT) surfactants and entrapped polar solvents

(water and ACN). In the RM core, primary stabilization forces
come from the interactions of cationic or anionic head groups
of DDAB or AOT, respectively with water or ACN or both water
and ACN, when ACN molecules are present with water.
Accordingly, we have optimized the structures of DDAB or AOT-
water, DDAB or AOT-ACN and DDAB or AOT-water-ACN
complexes and obtained the energy of interactions from single
point energy calculation. To represent the energy of interac-
tions accurately, single point energy of the optimized structure
of each constituent is subtracted from the energy of whole
complex. It is also worth mentioning here that during the
structural optimizations, we modelled both DDAB and AOT by
cutting their hydrocarbon chain lengths without changing the
conformation of head groups. Since the distant part of
surfactant tails has minor influence on water or ACN-head
group interactions, this approximation would have little
influence on the overall results. Also, in order to mimic our
experimental conditions, we took either two molecules of
water or ACN or one molecule of water with one molecule of
ACN with AOT or DDAB by keeping total number of molecules
same in each complex. The optimized structures of DDAB, AOT
and six complexes along with their stabilization energies (kcal/
mol) are illustrated in Figures 9 and 10 (A�D).

The relatively large DE value was obtained (DE =-
32.871 kcal/mol) for DDAB-water complex and followed the
order: DDAB-ACN < DDAB-ACN-water < DDAB-water. This
indicates the presence of ACN reduced the stability of DDAB-
water complex. As we have stated earlier that ACN interacts
with DDAB by weak dipole-dipole interaction whereas strong
interaction occurs in case of DDAB and water molecules. Thus,
ACN at high concentrations gradually decreased the interaction
between DDAB and water in aqueous RMs and results in the
smaller droplet size, larger number of droplets along with
higher conductivity, reduced population of bulk-water, move-
ment of optical probe towards outer surface of polar nano-pool
and even non-appearance of nano-pool at its higher volume
fraction. Similar results also obtained for AOT systems and the

Figure 8. (A) Chemical structure of 7-hydroxycoumarin (HCM); and (B) Absorption characteristics of HCM in bulk compositions of polar solvents (water or ACN,
v/v) and in DDAB/cyclohexane reverse micelles (RMs) as a function of binary compositions of water or ACN at 298 K.
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corresponding stabilization energies are given in respective
figures (Figures 10 A�D). It is also worth mentioning here that
the stabilization energies for surfactant-ACN or ACN-water or
water complexes are found to be higher for anionic AOT
systems compared to DDAB systems.

2.10. Molecular electrostatic potential of different
constituents of cationic and anionic RMs

Further, electrostatic potential (ESP) of each isolated molecule
was computed at HF/6-31G level of theory. Figure S4 (Support-
ing Information) demonstrates a conventional color pattern of
ESP in which the regions with the strongest negative electro-
static potential are coloured in red and those with the
strongest positive electrostatic potential in blue. The regions
with zero potential are represented in green. The electrostatic
potential increases in the following order: red < orange <

yellow < green < blue. The negative electrostatic potential
corresponds to an attraction of the proton by the aggregate
electron density in the molecule (shades of red), while the
positive electrostatic potential corresponds to the repulsion of
the proton by the atomic nuclei (shades of blue). The ESP map
indicates that the negative electrostatic potential regions are
mainly found over the oxygen atom of water, nitrogen atoms
of ACN, and to the quaternary nitrogen and bromine of DDAB,
these regions being possible active sites for electrophilic attack.

The positive regions are localized around all the hydrogen
atoms, these being the most probable sites for nucleophilic
attack.[46] As can be seen from Figure S4, the maximum value of
charge separation is attributed to the modelled AOT, followed
by DDAB and water molecules, and the lowest corresponding
value belongs to the ACN. Consequently, it can be predicted
that the strongest interactions are ascribed to the water/AOT
complex, and the weakest interactions are attributed to the
ACN/DDAB complex. Similar kind of observation was also
reported earlier in order to show differential interaction
between a surfactant (TX-100) and molecular solvents such as
methanol, ethanol, 1-propanol, and water.[47]

2.11. Theoretical predictions of vibrational signatures for
DDAB-water-ACN complexes

The IR spectral range of bending and stretching OH vibrations
at around 1500 and 3600–4000 cm�1, respectively for water
molecules and stretching vibrations of C�N in ACN molecules
are highly sensitive to environmental changes. Figures S5A�F
(Supporting Information) show the full range of the calculated
FT-IR spectra of water, ACN, DDAB molecules and their
corresponding complexes in gas phase. The major peak
positions (mentioned above) of water and ACN molecules were
assigned based on the animated vibrations of bond from the
calculations. The changes in assigned band frequency of water

Figure 9. Minimum energy structures of (A) DDAB head group, (B) DDAB
head group + ACN, (C) DDAB head group + water, and (D) DDAB head
group + water + ACN. Interaction energies (DE) are obtained by subtracting
the energies of the individual optimized structures of each constituent from
the energy of the optimized structure of the whole complex.

Figure 10. Minimum energy structures of (A) AOT head group, (B) AOT head
group + ACN, (C) AOT head group + water, and (D) AOT head group +

water + ACN.
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and ACN in different complexes (such as, water-ACN, DDAB-
water, DDAB-ACN, and DDAB-water-ACN) is depicted in Fig-
ure S6 (Supporting Information). Red-shifted vibration frequen-
cies of the bending and stretching OH and C�N vibrations in
complexes compare to pure molecules suggest the preferential
binding of water and ACN with DDAB through H-bonding
interaction. However, both symmetric and asymmetric as well
as bending vibrations of water shows maximum shifts to the
lower wavenumber region in vibrational band (Figure S6),
which clearly indicates that the DDAB-water complex is
energetically favourable than DDAB-ACN or DDAB-water-ACN
complexes.

3. Conclusions

In this work, we have formulated DDAB or AOT/Cy RMs based
on different volume fraction of polar solvents, e. g., water and
ACN. Our primary objective is to show that how the stability,
microstructures (sizes, transport properties and states of
encapsulated polar solvent) and H-bonding environments of
RMs would be modified along with the change in the micro-
environment from aqueous to non-aqueous milieu and also to
establish the possible influence of surfactant charges on this
transitions. Since only a few researchers who had worked in
this field, mainly concentrated on the formulation and charac-
terization of either pure aqueous RMs or ACN-based non-
aqueous RMs,[1,48] we have undertaken this study, where a
comparative results along with microstructural characteristics
of aqueous (water) and non-aqueous (ACN) RMs along with
several water-rich and ACN-rich RMs has been discussed.
Maximum solubilization capacity of particular binary composi-
tions of polar solvent in RMs achieved for 50% and 20% of
entrapped ACN in mixed polar solvent for DDAB-and AOT-RMs,
respectively. Similarly, two different types of conductance
mechanisms govern the microstructural changes of aqueous,
water-rich and non-aqueous, ACN-rich RMs for AOT and DDAB
systems. Droplet size has been found to be gradually decreased
as one go from aqueous to non-aqueous DDAB/Cy RMs.
Different types of nano-confined water (free, bound and
trapped) and ACN (free and bound) are found, the fraction of
which vary as one go from water-rich compositions to ACN-rich
compositions. AOT-RMs produced higher fraction of bound
ACN compared to DDAB-RMs along with the more red-shifted
nCN vibrational band, which confirmed localization of ACN near
to AOT compared to DDAB. This observation is further clarified
from the observed higher stabilization energies for AOT-ACN
complexes than that for DDAB complexes. Molecular probe
HCM confirmed localization of ACN near to the surfactant
interface of DDAB-RMs from absorbance profiles. Further, from
temperature-independent droplet size distribution of pure non-
aqueous along with ACN-rich DDAB/Cy RMs proved absence of
H-bonding environment. Bulk nano-pool of polar solvent found
to be progressively disappeared as we moved from aqueous to
non-aqueous RMs. Finally, ab initio calculations confirmed the
occurrence of weaker interaction between surfactant and polar
solvent in presence of ACN. It is believed that the present study
would give an overview of the mechanism of formation of

aqueous and non-aqueous ACN-based RMs along with the
microstructural transformations. This result may pave the way
for the application of the non-aqueous RMs as potential
nanoreactors, e. g., in nanoparticles synthesis, via controlling
the inter-micellar interactions and thus tuning the size and
morphologies of the nanoparticles.[48–50]

Supporting Information Summary

A detailed description of the Experimental Section, along with
Figures S1-S6 and Table S1 can be found in the Supporting
Information.
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a b s t r a c t

Extensive investigation on self-assembly of DDAB in aqueous medium is severely restricted due to its
insolubility. However, DDAB is highly soluble in acetonitrile, which allows investigation in a wide range
of concentrations. An unusual aggregation phenomenon is exhibited by DDAB in acetonitrile, displaying
six breaks in conductivity-concentration profile in a wide concentration regime. This study along with
that of steady state fluorescence measurements indicate the presence of six-step self-assembly phenom-
ena to occur in the system. HRTEM experiments show the presence of fascinating morphologies of the
aggregates. The experimental observations are analyzed and the driving forces behind the phenomena
are discussed.

� 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Self-assemblies of various types of molecules in polar solvents
like water are well known and the phenomena are very common
in nature especially in the realm of biology. Some of the known
examples are amphiphilic substances including surfactants, block
copolymers and a large class of organic dyes. The characteristics
of the self-assembled structures of surfactants and the morpholo-
gies of the systems can be tuned by the geometry of the amphi-
phile molecule, composition of the system and the solvent
polarity [1]. The self-assembled structures of these systems have
extensively been utilized in many industrial and commercial appli-
cations including food, cosmetic and pharmaceutical formulations
and technologies [2–6].

Didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB) is a well known
double-tailed cationic surfactant, which tends to form vesicles [7–
12] and bilayer aggregates in water under certain conditions at low
concentration (near critical aggregation concentration, cac) due to
its inverted cone molecular geometry [13]. Spontaneous formation
of unilamellar vesicle by single surfactant system in aqueous med-
ium is a highly desirable and interesting process because of possi-
ble usages of these media as models for biological membranes, the
drug delivery vehicles and nano-reactors. DDAB reportedly forms
multilamellar vesicles along with normal micelles in water at
low concentration. It has also been shown that DDAB can form
spontaneous vesicles either in the presence of a cosurfactant or

by increasing surfactant head group area via replacing Br� counter
ions by OH� [14,15]. The solubility limit of the surfactant in water
within a small concentration regime restricts exploration of its
interfacial and bulk characteristics to a great extent in aqueous
medium. Three dimensional geometry of self-assembled systems
and their transformation in terms of weak interactions are of cru-
cial importance and have interesting relevance with many biolog-
ical processes [16]. The formation of ordered structures is
spontaneous as far as thermodynamics is concerned but, kineti-
cally manifested morphologies often result in many complex sys-
tems of high order [17]. Hydrogen bonding, p-p interaction,
hydrophobic and van der Waals forces are generally involved in
synergistic development of spontaneous architecture [17,18].
Fabrication of tailor made nanostructures with tunable size, shape
and morphology is of particular importance in view of their perfor-
mance and need based requirement [19,20]. The relationship
between structures of building blocks and the morphology/prop-
erty of aggregates has been the subject of intense scientific study
in recent years. Apart from molecular topology, solvent character-
istics viz., polarity and hydrogen bonding ability have remarkable
and crucial influences on the morphology/function of the self-
assembled structures as well and this has been ascribed to the
involvement of non-covalent interaction between solute and the
solvent molecules [21]. The processes for tuning self-assembled
structures by solvent polarity and insight into the non-covalent
interactions in regulating and controlling morphology are of cru-
cial importance for comprehending the organization mechanism
of complex systems. Careful design of molecules to promote con-
trollable self-assembly towards optimal supra-molecular structure
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has become a challenging task considering the delicate balance
between kinetics and thermodynamics in a particular self-
assembly system. DDAB molecules have interesting molecular
geometry. Due to strong geometrical constrain vis-à-vis their
inverted cone molecular geometry, negative surface curvature
(concave-up) of the aggregates is formed (reverse micelle) and in
the presence of highly polar solvents, the morphology is immedi-
ately transformed into vesicle. Therefore, it is indeed interesting
that owing to the simple molecular structure and distinct inter-
molecular interaction, it could offer the possibility to study the
effect of solvent (polarity) in its self-assembly properties. Different
kinds of orientation of solvent molecules and interaction between
solute and solvent in different polarity media could subtly modify
the stacking pattern of the molecules in the assembly and affect
the nanostructures of the assembly. The understanding of
solvent-tuned self-assembly process would provide deeper insight
into the supramolecular chemistry and technology. Acetonitrile is
an important solvent with weak hydrogen bonding ability, less
polar than water (Dilectectric constant (e) = 37.5), in which DDAB
is highly soluble. In this first report of the self-assembly process
of DDAB in acetonitrile, we summarize the results of highly unu-
sual nature of self-assembly observed from electrical conductivity
and steady state fluorescence measurements and the fascinating
morphologies of the aggregates observed under high resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Didodecyldimethylammonium Bromide (DDAB) was purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). Acetonitrile (AN) HPLC grade was pur-
chased from Merck (India). Pyrene was purchased from Fluka
(Switzerland) and purified before use via column chromatography
using hexane as the eluent. Hexane was purchased from SDFCL
(India). 7-Hydroxycoumarin (7HC) was purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (USA). The purity was 98% for DDAB and for other chemi-
cals it was greater than 99%. The chemicals were used as received
(except pyrene).

2.2. Conductometric measurement

All conductometric measurements were performed on Mettler
Toledo (Switzerland) Digital Conductivity bridge (MC226) using a
dip-type cell with a cell constant of 1.0 cm�1. All the measure-
ments were done in a doubled walled glass vessel at the tempera-
ture 298 K. Constant temperature was maintained during the
experiments with the aid of Remi (India) ultra-thermostat (CB-
700) with precision (±0.1 K).

2.3. Fluorescence measurement

Steady-state fluorescence emission study was carried out in a
bench top spectrofluorimeter from Photon Technologies Interna-
tional (QuantaMaster-40, USA) with excitation and emission slit
widths fixed at 0.5 nm. The samples were taken in a Hellma quartz
cuvette of optical length 1.0 cm.

Steady state fluorescence anisotropy study was carried out on
the above spectrofluorimeter from Photon technologies Interna-
tional (Quantamaster-40) with excitation and emission slit widths
fixed at 0.5 nm and 1.5 nm respectively. Steady state anisotropy (r)
was determined using the following expressions [22].

r ¼ IVV � GIVH
IVV þ 2GIVH

and G ¼ IHH=IHV ð1Þ

where IVV and IVH represent the intensities obtained with the exci-
tation polarizer oriented vertically and the emission polarizer ori-
ented vertically and horizontally respectively; IHV and IHH refer to
the similar parameters as mentioned above for the horizontal posi-
tions of the excitation polarizer.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Conductivity measurement: Six break-points in conductance-
concentration profile

Unlike water, acetonitrile dissolves DDAB to a greater extent of
concentration. This opens-up the opportunity to study the mor-
phology of self-assembled structures of DDAB to a wide range of
concentration. The specific conductivity (j) versus concentration
profile is indeed interesting. Instead of two break points in water
solvent, as many as six break points are displayed, making the
result quite thought provoking (Fig. 1(a) and (b)).

At each break point, identified by the intersection point of a pair
of straight lines with different slopes (one fitted with the data
points below and one above the break point), it is expected that
a definite form of the self-assembled structure is formed. The ini-
tial value of slope of the straight line in the pre-aggregation region
at the first break point, suggests that the addition of DDAB in ace-
tonitrile does not influence the unimer conductivity, whereas the
slope of the straight line at the corresponding post-aggregation
region, at all the break points exhibits constant value with increas-
ing surfactant concentration displaying contributions from the
unimers as well as the surfactant aggregates. This is indicated by
steep increase of the slope in the pre-aggregation region followed
by relatively gentle rise in the post-aggregation section. Ionic sur-
factants (e.g., DDAB) are strongly dissociated in the polar solvent
like acetonitrile and the solutions display a steady rise in electrical
conductivity as a function of surfactant concentration in the premi-
cellar regime. However, as the concentration exceeds cmc/cac, the
counter ion dissociation is hindered because the aggregate forma-
tion leads to much stronger electrostatic attraction between the
counter ion and the highly charged aggregate particles compared
to the attraction of single surfactant ion with its counter ion. As
a result, counter ions are accumulated around the charged aggre-
gate particles. The extent of counter ion accumulation/condensa-
tion at the vicinity of charged particle depends on its average
(since the aggregate particles are often non-spherical) surface
charge density, which is the function of intrinsic charge carried
by the particle as well as its size and geometrical shape [23]. In
general, for a charged micelle, since the size is small, its surface
charge density is shown to be high and the electrostatic coupling
is strong. In the present system, therefore, the lowering of the
degree of counter ion dissociation value at the successive cac
regimes (observed from the relative ratios of post-micellar slopes
in conductivity plot to the pre-micellar initial slope (Fig. 1), where
ions are free in solution) indicates the presence of successively lar-
ger aggregates with higher surface charge densities. The nature of
the conductivity versus concentration profile, therefore, reveals
that in all probabilities, with the increase in the DDAB concentra-
tion, self-assembled structures of larger dimensions with higher
aggregation numbers and surface charge densities and lower
degree of ionization are formed. It seems apparent that at each
break point, in the low concentration regime, the ionic surfactant
conductivity linearly depends on its concentration because of the
surfactant dissociation. On the other hand, above the correspond-
ing cac, the conductivity of the system becomes equal to the sum
of the contributions of the conductivities of surfactant cations, bro-
mide ions and the charged aggregates at the concerned concentra-
tion condition.
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j ¼ kBr� � CBr� þ kDDAþ � CDDAþ þ kðDDAÞmBðm�nÞ
n

� CðDDAÞmBðm�nÞ
n

ð2Þ

where k denotes the ionic conductance of the respective species and
C denotes the concentrations.

While beyond each of the break-point, the term kDDAþ � CDDAþ

remains practically constant until the next break point occurs,
kBr� � CBr� is variable with surfactant concentration except at the
very initial stage before appearance of the first break point.

The data from Table 1 reveals that the ratio’s of successive cac
values follow the order,

cac2=cac1ocac3=cac2 � cac4=cac3 > cac5=cac4 > cac6=cac5

Since, compared to all other cac’s, cac3 and cac2 occur between
quite a wide concentration gap and more so for cac2 and cac1, the
step-wise morphology transition up to cac3 may be expected to be
more dramatic than that of higher aggregates. It has been argued
that the spontaneous curvature of monolayer is determined by
the competition between the packing areas of the surfactant polar
heads and the hydrocarbon tails. In case the head packing favors a
larger areas than that sought by the nonpolar tails, the surfactant
film would curve so that the polar parts are on the exterior side
of the interface. In the case of symmetric, mono-component bilay-
ers the monolayer spontaneous curvatures should cancel and as
such there is a net spontaneous curvatures of the bilayer. In such
a situation, any deviation from a flat bilayer may occur only at
the expense of the free energy [24]. Moreover, in addition to the
effective molecular shape of the surfactants, the surfactant concen-
trations, or packing density has a critical role in tuning the nanos-
tructures of the mesophase [25]. The moderate solvent polarity
and the strong geometrical constrain created via large packing
parameter of DDAB molecules tend to pack the surfactant head
groups in the bilayer (as shown in Section 3.4). However, due to
relatively weak head group interactions with acetonitrile, causing
to create a subtle and bloated head group zone, the nanostructures
flip into new envelopes of higher order morphologies as a function
of DDAB concentrations. In other words, less solvophobicity of
DDAB in acetonitrile compared to water and favourable molecular
geometry of DDAB lead to stronger solute-solvent interactions
resulting in the higher solubility of DDAB on the one hand and for-
mation of high order self-assembled nano-structures on the other
hand respectively. Nevertheless, as the higher order morphology
is formed at higher concentration, the overall equilibrium is read-
justed but the erstwhile morphology must also be present. This

issue has been considered and discussed at the later stage of this
report by adopting HRTEM technique. While, observation of six
step self-assembly is a novel and hitherto unreported phenomena,
we have further checked and verified the same by means of two
other lead methods viz., steady state fluorescence probe technique
and by fluorescence anisotropy measurement (Surface tension
technique is not applicable in acetonitrile medium because of
low surface tension of the solvent).

3.2. Steady-state fluorescence measurement

Steady-state fluorescence emission study was performed to ver-
ify the successive aggregation phenomena and to determine cac
values of the DDAB aggregates in acetonitrile as well as to ascertain
the microenvironment of the molecular aggregates in solution.
Fig. 2 depicts the variation in the fluorescence emission intensity
of 2 lM pyrene (probe) solution upon increasing the concentration
of DDAB (representative plots are shown in Fig. 2). The lowering of
emission intensity implies considerable binding of pyrene with
DDAB molecules.

The relative intensities of the vibronic bands, I1/I3, of pyrene
emission are plotted as a function of the concentrations of surfac-
tant (Fig. 3). Sigmoidal variations are observed around six concen-
tration regimes where successive aggregations were indicated by
conductivity study (Fig. 3). The relative intensity values were fitted
according to Boltzmann distribution to obtain the inflexion points
[26], which have been considered as the cac’s. The cac values
obtained by this method are 0.00094 (M), 0.0087 (M), 0.0332
(M), 0.0914 (M), 0.1411 (M) and 0.2981 (M) respectively (Table 2).
This result, in general, corroborates with that of conductivity study,
which show unusual six-step aggregation to occur in acetonitrile-
DDAB system. However, the cac values measured from fluores-
cence experiments differ to some extent from those obtained from
the conductance measurement (Table 1). Such difference of results
between the two methods is not uncommon [27].

The I1/I3 value, which is shown to be a measure of the polarity of
the fluorophore location does not vary to any great extent (Fig. 3)
[28]. This undoubtedly indicates that the location of the embedded
fluorophore, pyrene, is not highly non polar in nature.

It may be argued that in the case of solvent like acetonitrile, the
aggregates formed by DDAB are either not highly compact in nat-
ure and a certain amount of solvent molecules penetrate inside the
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Fig. 1. Plots of specific conductance (j) versus surfactant concentration at 298 K (arrows are indicating corresponding cac values), (a) cac1-cac2; (b) cac3-cac6.

Table 1
Six cac values as determined from conductivity data.

Temp. T/K cac1/M cac2/M cac3/M cac4/M cac5/M cac6/M

298 0.0006 0.0066 0.0257 0.0700 0.1653 0.2919
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aggregate core making it less non-polar or else the double tailed
cationic surfactant forms higher order aggregates like bilayer and
multilayer vesicles having acetonitrile pools at the centers. The
pyrene molecules may reside in the bilayer walls of the vesicle
near the interface.

3.3. Steady state fluorescence anisotropy

Fluorescence anisotropy is an important parameter to monitor
the changes in the microenvironment of the probe in the event of
structural transition of the complex system. Anisotropy reveals
the angular displacement that is dependent upon the rotational
diffusion during lifetime of excited state of the fluorophore. The

rate and extent of such rotational diffusion depends on the vis-
cosity of the medium as well as the size and shape of the probe
molecule. 7 Hydroxycoumarin is already known to be a very
effective fluorophore [29,30] and, therefore, study of fluorescence
anisotropy with the aid of this probe would be interesting in
order to understand the microscopic changes in the environment
comprising of DDAB in acetonitrile. Fig. 4 exhibits the variation of
steady state fluorescence anisotropy as a function of DDAB con-
centration in acetonitrile. The information on the residence sites
of the probe molecules and the cac’s of DDAB in acetonitrile
seems interesting.

The anisotropy (r) is related to the viscosity (g) around the
probe by means of the Perrin’s equation,
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Fig. 2. Representative fluorescence emission spectra of pyrene with changing concentration of DDAB at a given cac.
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Fig. 3. Plots of pyrene 1:3 ratio (I1/I3) versus concentration of surfactant at (a) cac1, (b) cac2, (c) cac3, (d) cac4, (e) cac5 and (f) cac6.

Table 2
Six cac values as determined from fluorimetric data.

Temp. T/K cac1/M cac2/M cac3/M cac4/M cac5/M cac6/M

298 0.00094 0.0087 0.0332 0.0914 0.1411 0.2981
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r0
r
¼ 1þ kB � T � sf

V � g ð3Þ

where r0 denotes anisotropy measured in a solvent of extremely
high viscosity, kB is the Boltzman constant, T is the absolute temper-
ature and V and sf are the effective molecular volume and the fluo-
rescence life time of the probe, respectively [31,32]. The value of r
would reflect the local viscosity of the microenvironment around
the probe molecules at the experimental temperature. The figures
show that r values decrease monotonically as a function of DDAB
concentration in acetonitrile until the formation of the aggregates
and remain approximately constant thereafter. Under this condi-
tion, where the probe molecules are encapsulated within the aggre-
gate core, no further change in its rotational dynamics is apparently
entailed, resulting in near constancy of the anisotropy values. The
features of the anisotropy-concentration profiles, however, allow
estimation of cac values of the self- assemblies of DDAB in acetoni-
trile. The values of the cac’s are shown Table 3 (beyond cac4,
anisotropy-concentration profile is unsystematic).

However, scattering of the r values either indicate that the
aggregate interior is not highly compact where rotational dynam-
ics of the probe molecules are strictly restricted or else the aniso-
tropy of the probe is dependent to some extent on other factors too
[33]. The nature of the above profile (decrease of r as a function of
DDAB concentration) is also not very common in aggregation pro-
cesses of surfactants, although not unusual [31,34]. Actually, anal-
ysis of anisotropy data for probes in the micellar/vesicular phases
has been shown to be much complex and needs to be made care-
fully. While Eq. (3), shows that r value depends on sf value of the

probe, it is widely accepted that the fluorescence depolarization
of probe molecules in micelles may actually be related to two dif-
ferent rotational processes [33]. The first one is the rotational dif-
fusion of the probe in the aggregates and the second one is the
rotation of the aggregate itself. Since the second rotational process
clearly depends on the aggregate size and shape, anisotropy may
also be affected by the aggregate size/shape as well.

3.4. High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM)

Unlike water-DDAB system, acetonitrile-DDAB system offers
much wider window of concentration to study the plethora of mor-
phologies of high order aggregates, formed in the system. The
lowest-concentration aggregate formed at cac1, which occurs at
�0.7 mM concentration are, in general, relatively small micelles
and unilamellar vesicles. The sizes of the vesicles are mostly within
20–50 nm, while minor populations of larger vesicles are also vis-
ible (Fig. 5(a–c)). On the other hand, around cac2 the population of
large vesicles increases dramatically. The average dimensions of
these vesicles are �100 nm to �300 nm (Fig. 5(d–f)). The interest-
ing feature of the system is that at progressively higher concentra-
tion regimes, new morphologies of the aggregates are formed but
the aggregates with existing microstructures are also visible,
although the overall equilibrium is re-established. At the cac3 level,
multilamellar vesicles are formed (Fig. 5(g–i)). It is indeed interest-
ing to observe the tendency of vesicular fusion at this concentra-
tion regime and such fusion eventually leads to the formation of
lamellar phase. In cac4, mostly the population density and dimen-
sion of the multi-walled vesicles increases along with the lamellar
phase (Fig. 5(j–l)). There are recent reports of spontaneous vesicle
formation and unusual aggregation behavior of DDAB in another
non-aqueous medium, e.g., a protic ionic liquid, ethylammonium
nitrate (EAN) [14,35]. The phase behavior of DDAB in EAN is found
to be different to that observed for DDAB in water. Interestingly,
similarity of the above phase behavior with that of DDAB in ace-
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Fig. 4. Fluorescence anisotropy versus concentration variation of DDAB at (a) cac1, (b) cac2, (c) cac3 and (d) cac4.

Table 3
cac values as determined from anisotropic data.

Temp. T/K cac1/M cac2/M cac3/M cac4/M

298 0.00097 0.0090 0.0260 0.0620
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Fig. 5. HRTEM images of DDAB aggregates at cac1 (a–c), cac2 (d–f), cac3 (g–i), cac4 (j–l), cac5 (m–o) and cac6 (p–r).
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tonitrile is apparent. The lamellar phase along with the sponta-
neously formed vesicles in the concentration range of 1.2–80 wt%
in DDAB-EAN is identified to be the stable sponge (L3) phase. How-
ever, at more higher concentrations of DDAB in EAN (DDAB � 80
wt%), a lamellar (La) phase is observed [14]. Fusion of two multi-
layer vesicles is also exhibited (Fig. 5(l)) in the present system.
The micrograph also displays the interesting intermediate state
of the fusion of two large vesicles. Very large micro-sized multil-
amellar vesicles with high multilayer thickness are also visible. It
is interesting to note that at this concentration regime, formation
of large multilayer vesicles formed via fusion of two relatively
smaller vesicles is also accompanied by vesicles with two intact
acetonitrile pools (Fig. 5(n)). Another most fascinating observa-
tions of the HRTEM images are those displayed by acetonitrile-
DDAB system at cac6 region (Fig. 5(p–r)). On the one hand, the
TEM picture shows fusion of three multi-walled vesicles together,
giving rise to larger vesicles with high wall thickness. On the other
hand, at this concentration, beautifully organized and folded long
ribbon type morphology is observed for the first time in DDAB sys-
tem (Fig. 5(r)). While the conductivity plot displays distinct slope
changes at the successive break points, TEM images show consid-
erable polydispersity of nanostructures (Fig. 5). This observation
is surprising. It is indeed a possibility that in this complex develop-
ment of nanostructures, unlike the abrupt changes that occur
between successive regimes of multiple self-assemblies, in each
regime the polydispersity is by and large restricted to a limited
realm of diverse dimensions and geometrical shapes within which
the degree of counter ion dissociation remains more or less non-
variant resulting in the fairly distinct features of slope variations
in conductivity-concentration plot. However, self-organization to
progressively higher order morphologies vis-à-vis the nanostruc-
tures of aggregates of DDAB as a function of concentration and
the nature of rise of electrical conductivity approaching an asymp-
totic value within a rather narrow concentration regime (Fig. 1) in
acetonitrile, is definitely novel and opens a new avenue for further
study concerning polarity dependent nanostructures formation in
double tailed cationic surfactant systems. It is more interesting
because the intriguing morphologies are displayed in acetonitrile
medium. In the absence of strong secondary interactions (includ-
ing hydrogen bond network) relevant to water medium, acetoni-
trile allows the interplay of solvophobic and solvophilic
interactions with the solute more widely and intensely leading to
growth of such a range of fascinating morphologies [17,18,21,36].

4. Conclusion

Lower polarity compared to that of water and absence of strong
hydrogen bond network make acetonitrile a quite different and
interesting medium to study self-assembly of DDAB. High solubil-
ity of DDAB in acetonitrile and the resulting extended concentra-
tion window allows investigating the self-assembly phenomena
of DDAB extensively. An unusual six-step aggregation is displayed,
which have been studied by electrical conductivity, steady state
fluorescence (including fluorescence anisotropy) and HRTEM tech-
niques. A unique combination of moderate to low solvent polarity
and a strong geometrical constrain via large packing parameter of
DDAB molecule tend to kinetic packing of the head groups inside
the bilayer. However, due to relatively weak head group interac-
tions with the solvent, the nanostructures flip into new envelopes
setting a fresh equilibrium of some novel morphologies as a func-
tion of concentration. Kinetic packing, therefore, leads to organiza-
tion away from equilibrium when the finite driving forces, e.g.,
solvophobicity and geometrical constrains are operative initially,
whereas for the low polarity and weak hydrogen bonding ability
of the medium the kinetically controlled regimes have further been

restructured to more isotropic regimes based on the thermody-
namic stability due to weak head group interaction with the sol-
vent molecules. The interplay of inclusive solvophobic and
solvophilic interactions with the solute molecules in the present
solvent system may provide the basis of the perspective of future
investigation on polarity tuned nanostructure formation and
related aspects of supramolecular chemistry.
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